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Abstract
-0The search for flavor oscillations in the neutral Bs - B, meson system constitutes
a flagship analysis of the Tevatron proton-anti-proton collider physics program and
an important probe for effects due to new physics beyond the Standard Model of
particles and interactions. In particular, the precise measurement of a process such
as B° oscillations sets a strong constraint on the parameters of quark-flavor mixing
in the Standard Model.
-- 0
This dissertation reports the analysis which, for the first time, observed B° - B0
oscillations, using data collected with the CDF detector. The sub-percent precision of
the measurement is also noteworthy. The data sample used for this analysis includes
fully and partially reconstructed B° decays: B° -+ D-Ir*+(-F-rr+)+c.c., B° -4 D•-+fX+
c.c., with D- -- 007r-, K*oK - , and 7r-r+r - , and B° -+ D-p+, D-,-r+, with DT -+
(07r-.
The focus of this thesis is the algorithm of same-side-kaon tagging which provides
_-0
a large fraction of the flavor-tagging power available to this analysis of B° - B8 os-
cillations. Flavor tagging consists in assessing whether a B, meson is creates as a B°
_--0
or a B, state, and constitutes an important ingredient in the analysis presented in
this document. The algorithm which is here described combines particle identifica-
tion information and kinematic characteristics of the B° event in an artificial neural
network to provide improved tagging power E' 2 of about 4.0 - 4.8%, depending on
the data sample to which the algorithm is applied.
The search for B1 oscillations is performed using an amplitude method based
on a frequency scanning procedure. Applying a neural network-based combination
of lepton, kaon and jet charge opposite-side tagging algorithms, with a total tag-
ging power of ED2 = 1.8%, and the same-side-kaon tagging algorithm to a data
sample of 1 fb- 1, a signal of B° - B_ oscillations with a significance greater than
5 standard deviations is found. The oscillation frequency Ams is measured to be
17.77 ± 0.10(stat) ± 0.07(syst) ps -1 . The Am, measurement allows one to extract
IVtd/VtsI = 0.2060 ± 0.0007(exp) +0-081 (theor).
Thesis Supervisor: Christoph M. E. Paus
Title: Associate Professor of Physics
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Introduction
The physics of the b quark represents one of the most lively research areas in high
energy physics. Interest in the study of neutral meson oscillations has aroused since
the first demonstration that matter-antimatter oscillations indeed take place in the
K0 - -o system. The first evidence for neutral B meson oscillations was reported
by the UA1 collaboration [1]. An anomalously large incidence of events with same-
sign lepton pairs was found, possibly explained by B mixing. It is interesting to
recall that prior to 1986 Bo mixing was thought to be small, as the top quark was
expected to be fairly light, in the 30 - 70 GeV/c 2 range. Thus, the time-integrated
measurement of an asymmetry presented by UA1 were interpreted as dominantly B°
mixing, though B0 - B° separation could not be established. In 1987, the Argus
collaboration presented the first observation of Bo oscillations in a time-integrated
analysis [2]. This result was later confirmed by CLEO [3]. The evidence of slow
B0 - • oscillations, compared to the time scale of a Bo decay, produced by the Argus,
CLEO, and UA1 experiments required the top quark to be heavier than what was
previously expected [4, 5]. The first time-dependent measurement of Bo oscillations
was performed in 1993 by the Aleph collaboration [6] and represents the first step in
the technique that would be needed to perform the measurement of B° oscillations.
Altough the case of B° oscillations immediately became an important subject of
research, all efforts for the B° system were baffled for almost twenty years. The nature
of B° oscillations makes its study extremely challenging: the frequency of oscillations
in the B° - B, system is expected, within the Standard Model, to be so high that
large samples and excellent tracking performance of a detector are required for a
measurement. The importance of B° oscillations goes beyond the determination of
a property of B° mesons. It provides a significant handle for testing the underlying
model of flavor interactions and the possible presence of new physics.
The Collider Detector at Fermilab II (CDF II) is a general purpose detector which
has been successfully collecting data for the last five years. It is installed at the
Tevatron accelerator, which collides protons and anti-protons at a center-of-mass
energy of about 2 TeV. This provides a unique environment for an immensely broad
range of physics searches and measurements. A wealth of particles are produced and
the most interesting heavy-quark states are currently available only at the Tevatron.
The CDF II detector boasts an excellent tracking performance and a superlative
trigger system allowing for the collection of data samples highly enriched in interesting
physics content. These two aspects give CDF II an unequaled opportunity to perform
a study of B° oscillations.
The organization of this document is as follows. The theoretical foundation of
neutral B meson oscillations is presented in Chapter 1. The accelerator facilities and
the CDF II detector are described in Chapter 2. The selection and reconstruction
of B' candidates are contained in Chapter 3. The subsequent chapter concentrates
on the presentation of an important technical aspects of the analysis: simulation
of the data. The simulation of b events enters the analysis in many aspects. The
Monte Carlo samples are described in Chapter 4. The ingredients and techniques for
a mixing analysis are introduced in Chapter 5. The same-side tagger represents an
important part of the analysis. Its development is presented Chapter 6. The final
section, Chapter 7, contains the description of the likelihood fitting framework and
the final results: the measurement of the B° oscillation frequency and the resulting
constraints on the parameters of the flavor model.
Chapter 1
Theory and Measurement of Flavor
Oscillations
The phenomenology of BO - B, oscillations is presented in this chapter. The effects of
the measurement of the oscillation frequency in the current model of particle physics
are presented and its implications in selected scenarios of new physics are reviewed.
1.1 Matter in the Standard Model
The Standard Model of Particle Physics (SM) provides, at present, the best descrip-
tion of the properties of elementary particles and their interactions. It is defined
by a gauge group, SU3 21 = SU(3) 0 SU(2) 0 U(1), which describes the symmetries
of the theory. The group is directly factorisable and the (local) symmetries which
correspond to the three factors explicitly written above are color, weak isospin, and
hypercharge. The transformations of the fields which describe fundamental particles
are governed by the representations of the groups which are assigned to them. Matter
is classified in three families of quarks:
dL SL bn
UR, dR c, C R ,tR, bR , (1.1.1)
usually referred to as "up", "down", "charm", "strange", "top", and "bottom"-type
quarks, and leptons:
S eL ( ) L TL )
eR , IpR ,TR, (1.1.2)
where the subscripts L and R indicate left- and right-handed fields, doublets and sin-
glets, respectively, with respect to transformations of the SU(2) component of SU 321.
Table 1.1 summarizes the SU 321 quantum numbers of the fields which experience
gauge interactions in the SM. The right-handed counterpart of neutrinos v is not
Field SU(3) SU(2) U(1)
Q 3 2 +1/6
UR, CR,tR 3 1 -2/3
dR, sR, bR 3 1 +1/3
L 1 2 +1/2
eR, lR, TR 1 1 -1
TABLE 1.1: Quantum numbers of matter. Right-handed neutrinos would have quan-
tum numbers equal to (1,1,0), corresponding to the representation provided by the
identity.
Mass [GeV/c 2] Charge
u 1.5 to 3.0 10-  2
d 3 to 7 10- 3
c 1.25 ± 0.09
s 95 ± 25 10- 3
t 174.2 = 3 .3 t
b 4.70 t 0.07 3
Ve < 225 - 10- 9 CL 95% 0
e 0.51099092 ± 0.00000004 .10- 3  -1
v < 0.19 - 10- 3 CL 90% 0
p 105.658369 ± 0.000009 -10- 3  -1
v, < 18.2 - 10- 3 CL 95% 0
T 1776.99 +0.29 10- 3  -1
TABLE 1.2: The families of matter in the SM. The latest measurements and fits are
reported from Reference [7].
t Direct observation of top events.
included because it would transform trivially with respect to the entire group and
thus have no gauge interactions. The properties of the fundamental components of
matter are described in Table 1.2.
The gauge structure of particle interactions in the SM has been verified by many
experiments, while the exploration of the flavor sector has not been as comprehensive.
Interactions which couple quarks belonging to different families are mediated by W
bosons. In the formalism of the SM, it is possible to describe the phenomenon by
replacing the lower terms of the three quark doublets of SU(2) in Equation 1.1.1 with
linear combinations of them, obtaining:(d' Vud Vus Vub d
s' 1 Vcd V Vcb s . (1.1.3)
b' Vtd Vts Vtb b
The matrix V contains the parameters that govern quark mixing, and relates the
physical quarks, the mass eigenstates d, s, and b, to the flavor eigenstates, indicated
by the primed notation, which represent the states participating in charged-current
weak interactions. This matrix is usually referred to as the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-
Maskawa (CKM) matrix [8, 9].
The conservation of probability requires the CKM matrix to be unitary. This
constraint, in the case of three families of quarks, leaves 32 free parameters in a
3 x 3 matrix, only four of which constitute physical degrees of freedom. The freedom
to define arbitrary phases for the quark fields allows for the elimination of other
2 x 3 - 1 parameters, which are unphysical phases. The four physical parameters
can be chosen to be three real angles and one complex phase, which is responsible of
CP-violating effects in the SM. Another common representation of the CKM matrix
uses the Wolfenstein parameters A (the sine of the Cabibbo angle), A, p, and r7 [10].
The CKM matrix is traditionally expressed as a power series in terms of A:
1 - A2/2 A AA 3(p- ir~)
V -A 1 - A2 /2 AA 2  4). (1.1.4)
AA(1 - p - ir) -AA 2  1
Because A is about 0.2, the power series converges rapidly. The expression above
shows that the CKM matrix is almost diagonal, and that off-diagonal terms decrease
with powers of A the further they are from the diagonal.
The condition of unitarity is expressed as follows:
VkiVkj = ij k E u,c,t i,j E d,s,b,
k
VkiV; =6kj k,lE u,c,t i Ed,s,b. (1.1.5)
These equations produce a set of six independent expressions which equate the sum of
three complex numbers to zero or unity, and are geometrically equivalent to triangles
in the complex plane. The expression obtained above with i = d and j = b is of
particular interest because the three terms which appear in it are of the same order
in A. It thus represents a triangle the sides of which are of about the same size, due
to the structure of the CKM matrix. The equation is explicitly:
VudV*b + VcdVcb + VtdVt* = 0. (1.1.6)
The expression which is obtained by dividing the equation above by its second term
defines the Unitarity Triangle. A sketch of the Unitarity Triangle is shown in Fig-
ure 1.1. The three angles are commonly called a, 0, and y (or 02, 01, and 03) and
are related to the CKM matrix elements as follows:
a = ar VtdVt b Vg ( cdb -Vu d V*Vu dVarg ( Vt*barg , y arg ( V (1.1.7)
*b tdV V
(P 91)
VcdX'c
VcdVC~
(0,0) (1,0)
FIGURE 1.1: A sketch of the Unitarity Triangle.
Parameter Value [7]
A 0.2272 + 0.0010
A 0.818 +0.007
p 0.221 -0.0640.34-0.028
rl 0.340 +0-017
-0.045
TABLE 1.3: Results of the latest fits for the CKM parameters in the Wolfenstein
representation.
It is convenient to define the rescaled Wolfenstein parameters p and q as follows:
P + dif - VVcdVc*b (1.1.8)
This definition is phase-convention independent, and ensures that the matrix V writ-
ten in terms of A, A, p, and ý is unitary to all orders in A. In terms of p and ý, the
following relations hold:
tan a = , tan= 1 tan =
qT2 - p(I P),tn= 1 -P) (1.1.9)
The presence of CP violating effects in the SM is indicated by any of the three
angles being different from zero or ir. The measurements of the parameters A, A, p,
and q reported by the latest analyses are collected in Table 1.3. It is worth noting
that A and A are known with a considerably higher precision than p and q. Table 1.4
summarizes the current measurements of the angles of the Unitarity Triangle.
1.2 The neutral B meson system
The description of the time evolution of neutral B - B systems is presented in this
section. Starting from this section, the term "flavor" will be utilized to distinguish
Parameter Value [7]
a or ¢2 (99 +13)o
sin 20 or sin 21, 0.0687 ± 0.032
7 or 03 (63 +15)0
TABLE 1.4: Results of the latest fits for the angles of the Unitarity Triangle.
particles from their respective antiparticles rather than among different quark types.
For the sake of convenience, B and B will indicate the eigenstates of the strong
interaction, i.e., the pure bq and bq states, while BH and BL will represent the mass
eigenstates. Assuming that CP is a symmetry of the system, the latter will also have
a definite CP-parity.
The Hamiltonian for free propagation, in the B - B basis, is expressed as follows
in the Wigner-Weisskopf approximation [11, 12]:
m M12 + 12(1.2.1)
= M1*2  m ) 2 FF2 ]F
The diagonal elements of the Hamiltonian describe the mass and decay width of
the flavor eigenstates. CPT invariance guarantees that the two eigenstates have the
same mass m and decay width F, as indicated in Equation 1.2.1. The off-diagonal
terms represent virtual (M12) and real (r12) particle-antiparticle transitions and, when
different from zero, imply that mass and flavor eigenstates are not the same. The
Hamiltonian W is diagonalized, by definition, in the basis of its eigenstates, BH and
BL, which have definite mass and width (F = 1/T, where T indicates the lifetime).
Bypassing the technical details of the diagonalization, the final results are:
IB) = pjBH) + qjBL), (1.2.2)
JB) = PIBH) - qjBL), (1.2.3)
where:
q M 
-2 212 (1.2.4)P M12 - J 12
The time evolution of the B and B states is written as follows:
IB(t)) = g+(t) B(0)) + -g_(t)lB(0)), (1.2.5)
p
pIB(t)) = -g_(t)lB(0)) + g+(t)lB(0)) , (1.2.6)
where:
g(t) = [e-(imL )r)t e-(imH+H)t] . (1.2.7)
It is of particular interest to determine the probability densities PB~B(t) and
PB-B(t) to observe flavor eigenstates produced at t = 0 which decay with the opposite
or the same flavor, respectively, at time t. In the limit of q/lpl = 1 and (FL - FH)/F
is negligibly small, which hold to a good approximation for Bo and BO mesons, the
probability densities are given by:
PBB(t) =P-B(t) = re-,t [1 - cos(Amt)] , (1.2.8)
PBB(t) = p (t)e- [1 + cos (Amt)] , (1.2.9)
where F is the inverse of the BO lifetime and Am is equal to mH - mL. The expres-
sions above are extremely useful. They are directly utilized in the fitting framework
implemented in this thesis since they relate the parameter of interest, Am,, to the
experimental observables, B flavor and decay time. Equation 1.2.8 describes the
"mixed" case, where the B meson decays with the opposite flavor than the produc-
tion flavor, while the "unmixed" case, where the B meson decays with the same flavor
as at production, obeys to Equation 1.2.9.
The assumption that the eigenstates of the Hamiltonian for free propagation are
also CP-eigenstates is justified in the case of B' mesons, where the CP-violating phase
b, is expected to be very small. In the phase convention in which VcbV* is a real
number, q, becomes equal to arg(M12). Introducing Beven and Bodd, eigenstates of
the CP operator, the following relation is obtained:
1 + ei * 1 - eis
IBL) = Beven) - IBodd), (1.2.10)2 2
1 -- ei * 1 + eid,
IBH) = - IBeven) + Iodd). (1.2.11)2 2
The SM thus predicts that BL is almost completely CP-even and BH CP-odd.
1.3 BO mixing in the Standard Model
In the framework of the SM of electroweak interactions, neutral B meson mixing is
described, at the lowest order, by the second order weak processes represented in the
two diagrams in Figure 1.2.
The contribution to the loops in Figure 1.2 is calculated to be proportional to the
mass of the quark which appear in the loop [13]. The mass of the top quark is 0(102)
times greater than the mass of the charm and up quarks, as seen in Table 1.2, and
thus the top quark contribution to the loop dominates. With this assumption, the
oscillation frequency is proportional to elements of the quark mixing matrix V:
Amq o fOBlmnBIVtqVjb2 , (1.3.1)
where q = d, s. Lattice QCD provides estimates of the form factor fB and the bag
factor B for Bo and B' mesons. The current best estimates for these parameters are
reported in Table 1.5. The parameters are known with a precision of about 10%,
which is thus the best level at which Vtq can be measured using Equation 1.3.1.
However, if the ratio between Amd and Am, is considered, most of the hadronic
s,d t,c,u b ,d
t, C, U t7 C, U
b t, c, U s,d b W- s, d
FIGURE 1.2: Lowest order diagrams for B mixing.
Parameter Value [14]
fBO 216 9 19 7 MeV
fBo 260 + 7 ± 26 + 9 MeV
BBO 0.836 ± 0.027 +0_056
BBO /BBO 1.017 ± 0.016 +0.056
TABLE 1.5: Latest Lattice QCD estimates of form factors and bag factors of B mesons.
uncertainties that separately affect fB and B cancel, and a more direct relation with
elements of the CKM matrix is found:
Ams 2 mBo Its12
= I (1.3.2)Amd MBo IVtd 2 '
where:
fBo BBOS= f i = 1.210 +0.047 [14]. (1.3.3)
BO BO-0.039
Thus, the measurement of the ratio Amd/Am, allows for the precise estimation
of IVtdl/IVtsI, which, under the assumption that IVcbI = IVt,11, is equivalent to A times
the length of the side of the unitarity triangle opposed to the angle 'Y (or ¢3).
The status of the constraints in the fi-i plane as of the EPS 2005 [15] conference
is illustrated by Figure 1.3. At that time, the combination of experimental inputs on
Am, produced the 95% CL limit Am, > 14.4 ps-1 which enters the picture. The fit
by the CKM Fitter group [16] for Am,, which assumes the SM to be the fundamental
theory and utilizes the currently available experimental results on CKM parameters,
yields Am, = 18.3 +6.5 ps-1.
The measurement of Am, provides a very stringent limit on the picture of flavor
1Next-to-leading order corrections in A yield: Vcb = AA2 + 0(A8 ) and Vt, = -AX2 + A(1 -
2p)A4 /2 - irjAA4 + O(A6).
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FIGURE 1.3: CKM fit [16] of the unitarity triangle presented at EPS2005, before the
first measurement of Am, [17].
interactions in the SM, in which the CKM parameters are fundamental elements.
Figure 1.3 shows that measurements overconstraining the CKM parameters start to
strikingly limit the space for new contributions to flavor physics. The measurement
of Am, plays an important rile in the verification of the CKM picture by increasing
the precision with which fi and i, the least known parameters of the CKM matrix, are
determined. It is interesting to note that the measurement of the side of the unitarity
triangle opposed to the angle 7 (or 03) provides orthogonal information on p and ýi as
opposed to the measurement of sin 20, which is precisely determined at B-factories.
1.4 Beyond the Standard Model
The measurement of the B° oscillation frequency provides a probe for New Physics
(NP) beyond the SM. Extensions of the SM introduce additional fields which may
_--o
mediate B° - B transitions either directly or via box-diagrams similar to the ones
shown in Figure 1.2. Existing experimental constraints anticipate tree-level contri-
butions to B° ++ B transitions to be small. In fact, the scale of NP is expected to
be large compared to the mass of the W boson, with the exception of some specific
models, such as supersymmetry with violation of R-parity. However, loop-mediated
processes may provide large modifications to Ams.
Models which describe NP generally introduce new parameters, such as flavor
changing couplings, short distance coefficients, matrix elements of new local operators,
or CP violating phases. However, the mixing process is described by a single complex
amplitude and is typically parameterized in terms of two parameters which quantify
the difference of the complex amplitude with respect to that of the SM. The presence
of NP modifies the SM contribution to the neutral B meson oscillation frequency
AmsM as follows:
Am NP = M1 + hqe", q = d or s, (1.4.1)
where hq and aq indicate the relative magnitude and phase of the NP contribution.
Two classes of SM extensions are identified by the modifications that they intro-
--0
duce to the effective Hamiltonian which describe Bi- B- mixing. The phenomenology
--0
of B0 - B8 mixing is described in terms of an effective Hamiltonian, the Operator
Product Expansion [18] which is written as follows:
H B = 16r2 V, (1.4.2)
where GF is the Fermi constant, Mw the mass of the W boson, VýKM the prod-
uct of the appropriate CKM factors, C(1 ) the Wilson coefficient, evaluated at the
renormalization scale p, and Q the local operator of the expansion.
In models with Minimal Flavor Violation (MFV [19, 20]), the source and strength
of flavor violation is the CKM matrix only. No new operators are added to the ex-
pansion in Equation 1.4.2 and non-SM contributions come only from new particles
circulating in the loop, which modify the Wilson coefficients. The principal conse-
quence is d-s universality: the new Hamiltonian modifies both Am, and Amd of the
same relative amount. The ratio between Am, and Amd is thus identical to the ratio
in the SM and the constraint on the unitarity triangle is unchanged. This is the case
for the Minimal Supersymmetric extension of the SM with flavor conservation (for
example, Reference [21]), where the exchange of charged Higgs bosons takes place in
the box diagram. In this model, the term I1 + hq exp(2iaq)I is > 1 and is expressed
as a function of the masses of charginos ý22, stop t, charged Higgs bosons H + and
tan 0, the ratio of the vacuum-expectation-values of the Higgs bosons. The Feynman
diagrams which involve the new particles are shown in Figure 1.4.
When additional operators Q are introduced in Equation 1.4.2, the effective Hamil-
tonian loses the d-s universality and the effect of NP is a change in Am, and Amd
which do not preserve their ratio. The constraint on the unitarity triangle changes
too and the position of the (rho, i) apex is affected. The d-s universality is broken
in models which change the structure of the CKM matrix, for example by adding a
fourth generation of quarks or extra singlet quarks [22]. Generalized MFV models in
which significant contributions from non-SM operators enter the effective Hamiltonian
are presented in Reference [23].
b t, c, U s,d b + s,d b 9,0 s, d
FIGURE 1.4: Contributions to BO mixing in MSSM with MFV.
The new precise measurement of Am, presented in this thesis reduces the available
space for exotic extensions. The effect on some of the most interesting parameters of
NP is presented in the last section of this document, Section 7.5.
-01.5 Measurement of B - B oscillations
In this section, an overview of the measurement of B° - B oscillations is presented,
and some of the experimental issues are outlined.
The production of B hadrons at the Tevatron is dominated by processes that
produce bb pairs. The b quark and b anti-quark are energetic enough that they are
expected to fragment into B hadrons independently of one another. All B species
(B+ , Bo B° , B+ b-baryons) are produced, with - 10% of b quarks fragmenting into
B° [7].
Figure 1.5 shows a stylized picture of a pfi interaction in which a B is produced, and
the subsequent decay of the B meson. The cartoon presents the steps of the analysis:
reconstruction of a B candidate in a self-tagging final state (Section 3.4), measurement
of proper decay-time (Section 5.2), and initial-state flavor tagging (Chapter 6 and
Section 5.3). These three specific ingredients are briefly introduced below:
1. Flavor at the time of production: knowledge of whether the meson was
-0
produced as a B° or a BQ
. 
This is referred to as "initial-state flavor tagging" or
simply "flavor tagging."
2. Flavor at the time of decay: knowledge of whether the meson was a B° or
_--o
B, when it decayed. If the flavor of decay is different than (the same as) the
flavor at production, the meson is classified as "mixed" ("unmixed").
3. Proper decay-time: the proper decay-time is the decay-time of the hadron
in its rest frame. Since a B, oscillates four times during its average lifetime
(-r(B0) = 1.466±I0.059 ps, orr cR(B° ) = 439.5+17.7 /m [7]), the time dependent
-0
observation of B - B, oscillations requires excellent proper-time resolution. In
principle, it is possible to perform a time-independent analysis, by measuring
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FIGURE 1.5: A schematic representation of a B event.
_--0the residual BO - B asymmetry after integrating the dependence on the proper
decay-time of a candidate. This approach is not feasible for an analysis of
BO oscillations, because oscillations occur on a much shorter time-scale than
B' decays. The residual asymmetry is thus so small that the sample of BI
candidates currently available is not sufficient to measure it.
The first two items listed above refer to the flavor of the B meson at the time
of production and decay. In this analysis, the flavor at the time of decay is known
from the final state particles, since BI candidates are reconstructed in self-tagging
final states. The reconstructed final states which enter this analysis are listed below
(charge-conjugated modes are implied):
* B° -+ D-7r+ and B° -+ D-r+7r-r + , with:
- D 0 -+ o0r-, o - K+K-,
- D- - K*OK - , K*o -+ K+1r- ,
- D7 - r-lr+1r- .
These modes are fully reconstructed, all tracks in the final state are included in
the fit of the BO candidate.
* B1 -+ D*-7r+ and B2 -+ D;p+ , with D- -+ 0o-, qo -+ K+K-. The BO
candidates in these samples are only partially reconstructed, because the 7, or
wo, which takes part to the D - D;'y, or D;ro, decay and the 7ro of the
p+ -o7rr + decay are not included in their fits.
* BO -+ D;- +X, with:
- DS -+ °0zr-, o0 - K+K-,
- D -+ K*oK - , K*O -4- K+r - ,
-D- 7r-r+7r- .
LlJt.l k.3 I,1 JLLIt IU , LkJ.,,
These modes constitute the "semileptonic" samples. Only the lepton and the
D; candidate of the B° final state are utilized in the reconstruction of the B°
candidate.
The flavor of the BO candidate at decay is indicated by the charge of the D-
candidate which takes part in the reconstructed final state - D- tags a B°, whereas
--0
D+ indicates a B,. The flavor at the time of production is more difficult to ascertain,
and several techniques have been developed to perform this function. As shown in
Figure 1.5, flavor taggers are distinguished as being on the same-side or the opposite-
side relative to the reconstructed B° candidate. Same-side flavor tagging algorithms
explore flavor-charge correlations between the reconstructed B° and tracks nearby in
phase space. Opposite-side flavor tagging algorithms are based on the identification
of some property of the opposite-side B to determine its b quantum number, from
which the production flavor of the trigger BO can be inferred.
The proper decay-time is determined from the measurement of the momentum
and the decay length of the B° candidate.
_--0
To perform the measurement of the B - B oscillation frequency, the oscillation
probabilities in Equations 1.2.8 and 1.2.9 are mapped out as a function of decay time
for at least a portion of the decay time spectrum. Because each of the three items
listed above has experimental limitations, this analysis requires large samples of B,
decays with a good signal-to-noise.
_--oThe theoretical background to the phenomenon of B° - B, oscillations has been
presented. The next chapter describes the Fermilab accelerator complex, and the
CDF detector and trigger system.
Chapter 2
Experimental apparatus
The focus of this chapter is on the accelerator complex at Fermilab and the CDF
detector.
2.1 Accelerators at Fermilab
The Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory (FNAL) is located 35 miles west of
Chicago, IL. The set of accelerators hosted at FNAL allows for the production of
the most powerful beams of particles currently available to experimentalists. Protons
and anti-protons are produced and collide with center-of-mass energy equal to 2 TeV
in the Tevatron, the main accelerator at Fermilab.
Apart from the collision energy, the instantaneous luminosity £ is a key parameter
in defining the quality of a collider, because it determines the production rate of
physics processes. For the Tevatron, it is defined as follows [7]:
£= fB 2 1-B P)Np (2.1.1)
27r (a" + o2) p*
where Np are NT are the number of protons and anti-protons, respectively, in each
bunch, B the number of bunches circulating in the ring, f the rotation frequency,
up and ua the transverse size of the proton and anti-proton beams in the interaction
point, F a form factor which corrects for the bunch shape and depends on the ratio of
the bunch length al to the value of the amplitude function / at the interaction point,
3*. The amplitude function 3 depends on the beam optics and represents a measure
of the beam width. Thirty-six bunches of protons and an equal number of bunches
of anti-protons are equidistantly accelerated. The time between bunch crossings, the
inter-bunch-separation, is 396 ns. The peak value of L has been steadily increasing
since the beginning of data-taking, in March 2002, reaching 2.8 - 1032 cm-2S- 1 in
the first months of 2007. The parameters of the Tevatron collider are summarized in
Table 2.1.
The integrated luminosity L, defined as L = f dtI, is more relevant to physics
analyses. The probability for interactions to occur is directly proportional to the cross
section of the process cT[cm 2] and to L[cm- 2]. The unit adopted to measure cross
Parameter Value
energy at center-of-mass 1.96 TeV
number of bunches, B 36
bunch a, 37 cm
inter-bunch spacing 396 ns
protons/bunch, N 3 - 1011
anti-protons/bunch, NT 3.1010
MP 35 cm
interactions/crossingt 2
peak luminosity 2.8. 1032 cm-2S- 1
TABLE 2.1: Characteristic parameters of the
t At a luminosity of £ = 1032 cm-2s - 1.
Tevatron in early 2007.
Store Number
FIGURE 2.1: Integrated (left) and peak luminosity (right) delivered by the Tevatron.
The plot covers the period between the beginning of 2002 and of 2007. The luminosity
is shown as a function of store number.
sections observed in high energy collisions is the barn b, equivalent to 10-24 Cm2 .
Typical values in High Energy Physics are fractions of a barn. For example, the total
single B-hadron production cross section in a pp interaction, for the rapidity range
yl < 0.6 (defined in Equation 2.2.1), is 17.6+0.4(stat) +2i(syst) pb, as measured at
the Tevatron [24]. Figure 2.1 shows the total integrated luminosity up to February
2007 and the peak instantaneous luminosity in the same period.
The time period of stable circulation that the colliding pp beams are retained
in the Tevatron is called store. The word indicates that protons and anti-protons
are stored to fill the machine. Stores typically last 0(10) hours and present stable
colliding beams suitable for data taking. In the control rooms of the detectors, which
are installed along the Tevatron, operators supervise the correct functioning of the
respective detector and the registration of data in runs of variable length.
The following sections describe in more detail the various parts of the accelerator
setup at Fermilab. A global picture of the accelerator complex of Fermilab is presented
in Figure 2.2.
Store Number
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FIGURE 2.2: Accelerator complex at Fermilab.
2.1.1 LINear ACcelerator and Booster
In order to obtain beams of colliding protons and anti-protons, protons must first
be obtained. Gaseous hydrogen is used, but rather than stripping off an electron to
obtain protons, the H2 is dissociated to obtain negatively charged H- anions. They are
subsequently accelerated in a Cockroft-Walton electrostatic machine up to a kinetic
energy of 750 keV and then reach 400 MeV in the linear accelerator (LINAC [25]). The
ions are finally directed on a carbon foil where their pairs of electrons are stripped off.
The remaining protons are injected into the Booster [26], a circular synchrotron with
a radius of 57 m. In the Booster, protons are grouped into 84 bunches, containing
around 6 - 106 protons each, and are yet again accelerated, this time up to 8.9 GeV
of total energy. Finally, the proton bunches are sent to the Main Injector.
2.1.2 Main Injector
The Fermilab Main Injector (FMI [27]) is a synchrotron with a circumference of
3319 m. It has the fundamental r6le of optimally connecting the Booster to the
Tevatron. During the first run of the CDF detector, before the upgrades in the
detector and the accelerator setup which started the Run II period of data-taking,
the Main Ring, located in the same tunnel as the Tevatron, performed this duty.
The setup needed an upgrade to overcome some restraints which limit the luminosity.
Firstly, the Main Ring is not capable of accepting the protons that can be provided
at injection by the Booster for the simple reason that the aperture of the Main Ring
is significantly smaller than the beam delivered from the Booster at full intensity.
Secondly, the Main Ring shares the same tunnel with the Tevatron collider and this
introduces additional backgrounds during data-taking.
The Main Injector receives 8.9 GeV proton bunches from the Booster. Six in-
jection cycles are necessary to fill it, with 498 proton bunches. The proton bunches,
containing 2-1011 protons each, reach 150 GeV, and three FMI cycles are necessary to
transfer all the available protons to the Tevatron. In anti-proton-production mode,
as opposed to the collider-injection mode described above, a single batch of protons,
constituted by a set of 84 bunches (approximately 8 - 1012 protons), is injected into
the MI from the Booster. Protons are then accelerated up to 120 GeV and directed
to the Anti-proton Source.
2.1.3 Anti-Proton Source
The Anti-Proton Source [28] consists of three major components: the Target Station,
the Debuncher, and the Accumulator. A proton pulse of 120 GeV is extracted from the
Main Injector and focused on a nickel target. Anti-protons are thus produced, with a
wide angular distribution, centered in the direction of the beam, and mean momentum
of 8 GeV/c. On average, about 20 anti-protons are collected per one million incident
protons. The anti-protons are collected and focused by a lithium lens and sent to the
Debuncher, an 8 GeV triangularly shaped synchrotron, where the bunch structure
is lost. The purpose of the Debuncher is to transform the anti-proton pulses in a
continuous beam of monochromatic anti-protons, by applying the technique of bunch
rotation, which transforms a beam with a large energy spread and a narrow time
distribution (i.e., the beam is structured in bunches), into a beam with a large time
spread and a narrow energy spread (i.e., a continuous, monochromatic beam), or vice-
versa. De-bunching is necessary to reduce the large spread in energy of the produced
anti-protons, which would make the transfer of anti-protons to subsequent accelerators
difficult and inefficient. Stochastic cooling [29] is utilized to cool (in phase-space)
the anti-proton beam before injecting it in the Accumulator Ring, another 8 GeV
synchrotron. The anti-proton beam is then further cooled utilizing the same technique
in the Accumulator Ring, where the division in bunches is also recovered. Finally,
8 GeV anti-proton bunches are injected in the Main Injector again, in the opposite
direction than proton bunches, where they reach 150 GeV before extraction to the
Tevatron.
2.1.4 Recycler Ring
The Recycler Ring (RR [30]) is a constant 8 GeV-energy storage ring, which shares
the tunnel where the Main Injector is installed. A limiting factor of pp colliders is the
availability of anti-protons. The RR has been conceived to exploit the anti-protons
which are left in the Tevatron after the end of a cycle of collisions. Previously, left-over
anti-protons, which amount to about 75% of the quantity originally injected, were
discarded in lead beam-dumps. In the current phase of data-taking, their energy
is reduced to 120 GeV in the Tevatron and they are then extracted and sent to
the RR. Besides, the RR functions as a post-Accumulator ring. The content of the
Accumulator Ring is periodically transferred in the RR, thus guaranteeing that the
Accumulator Ring is always operating in its optimum anti-proton intensity regime.
The RR can hold up to 5- 1012 anti-protons, which are efficiently cooled before being
injected in the Main Injector for the preparation to a new cycle of collisions. The RR
started operations in June 2004, resulting in one of the factors which contributed to
the boost in integrated luminosity visible in Figure 2.1.
2.1.5 Tevatron
The Tevatron collider [31] is the main accelerator in Fermilab. It contains 774 dipole
(for steering) and 216 quadrupole (for focusing) superconducting magnets, distributed
along a ring with a 1 km radius. Proton and anti-proton bunches are received from
the Main Injector. The 4.5 T peak field in the Tevatron bending magnets allows
the particles to be accelerated to an energy of 0.98 TeV. Protons are injected before
anti-protons, and by means of electrostatic separators they are forced into a closed
helicoidal orbit. The same prescription is applied to anti-protons, thus producing two
strands with a transverse separation which prevents collisions outside the designed
interaction points. The Tevatron has two interaction points, which are technically
named BO and DO. The locations are currently utilized by the CDF and DO experi-
ments, respectively.
2.2 The CDF II detector
CDF II is a general purpose detector aimed at measuring the observables produced in
pp collisions. It exhibits approximate cylindrical symmetry around the axis defined by
the beamline. Furthermore, it is symmetrical with respect to the plane orthogonal to
the beamline and containing the pp geometric collision point. The detector is shown
in Figure 2.3.
The CDF II detector employs a Cartesian coordinate system which reflects the
symmetries of the detector. It is a right-handed set of axes with the origin located in
the geometrical center of the detector. The z axis is aligned with the proton direction,
while the y axis points upward and the x axis radially outward with respect to the
center of the Tevatron accelerator. The symmetry of the detector also suggests the
use of polar coordinates r, p, and 0. The polar angle 0 is defined relative to the z
axis.
In hadron colliders, as an alternative to the polar angle, it is also useful to use the
rapidity y, defined as follows:
1 E - PT
y - log (2.2.1)2 E + pT
where pT is the component of the momentum on the x-y (r-cp) plane. Differences in
rapidity are invariant under Lorentz boosts along the z direction.
The pseudorapidity qr is also often utilized as an approximation to rapidity. It is
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FIGURE 2.3: A cross-sectional view of one half of the CDF II detector.
defined as follows:
S= - log tan -2 (2.2.2)
and well approximates the rapidity y when the energy of the particle is large as
compared to its rest mass. The pseudorapidity is a convenient quantity because
in the ultra-relativistic limit of a particle, in which it coincides with the rapidity,
differences in pseudorapidity are Lorentz-invariant under ý boosts. Besides that, the
distribution of the light products of a pp interaction is roughly flat in r7, with a density
of about four charged particles per unit of rapidity, at the Tevatron.
Other convenient variables typically utilized are the transverse energy ET and the
approximately Lorentz-invariant angular distance AR:
ET - Esin0,
AR = /Ar/2 + AW2 . (2.2.3)
The innermost detector system is the tracking system. It consists of three Sil-
icon microstrip detectors, LayerOO0 (LOO), the Silicon VerteX detector (SVX), and
the Intermediate Silicon Layer (ISL), and a multi-wire drift chamber, the Central
Outer Tracker (COT). These detectors are cylindrically symmetric and are designed
to record samples of the trajectories of charged particles. These trajectories are re-
ferred to as tracks.
The Time of Flight (TOF) system, which is designed to provide particle identifica-
tion for low-momentum charged particles, is located immediately outside the tracking
system.
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The tracking system and the TOF detector are immersed in a 1.4116 T magnetic
field, aligned with the beamline, provided by a superconducting solenoidal coil which
is placed immediately outside of the TOF.
Charged particles follow helical trajectories inside a magnetic field, which are
completely defined by five parameters, three of which are chosen to belong to the
transverse plane of symmetry. These five parameters, illustrated in Figure 2.4, are:
do The impact parameter do measures the distance between the particle trajectory
and the z axis at the point of closest approach between the trajectory and the
geometrical center of the detector. It is a signed quantity, and is defined as:
do = q X-± y -R , (2.2.4)
where q is the charge of the particle, (xz, yc) the center of the helix, and R the
radius of the circle obtained by projecting the helix on the r-p plane.
C The curvature C is completely determined by the component of the particle
momentum in the transverse plane. In fact, C = a/pT, with a = 2.115939
10- 3 cm - 1 GeV/c at CDF II.
po The azimuthal angle Wp measures the direction, in the transverse plane, of the
momentum of the particle at the point of closest approach to the center of the
detector.
zo The z cylindrical coordinate of the point of closest approach between the particle
track and the z axis defines the z0o parameter.
A The last parameter is defined as cot 0o/2, where 90 is the angle between the z
axis and the momentum vector of the particle.
On a side note, the often mentioned point of closest approach between the trajec-
tory and the z axis can belong to an extrapolation of the segment of helix which is
reconstructed by the tracking system.
The solenoidal magnet separates the tracking volume from the finely segmented
electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters, responsible for energy measurements of
neutral and charged particles. Finally, the subdetectors of the Muon systems are
located outside the calorimeters.
More information on the CDF II detector can be found in References [32] and [33],
and in specific references for each subdetector. The description of the trigger, tracking
and TOF systems are emphasized, because they represent the aspects of the detector
more critical to the analysis presented in this document.
2.2.1 LayerOO
Layer00, LOO [34], is the first detector that particles encounter after leaving the inter-
action point, and provides useful information for the two-dimensional reconstruction
of tracks left by charged particles. It consists of a single layer of silicon microstrips,
FIGURE 2.4: A pictorial representation of the parameters chosen to describe tracks
in the CDF II detector, in the longitudinal, z-y (left), and transverse, x-y or p-p
(right), planes. The z axis is oriented in the right-left direction in the longitudinal
view, while is indicated by the cross in the middle of the transverse view.
located at a radius of 1.6 cm from the beamline. It measures 80 cm in length. The
basic readout elements are 10 cm long, single-sided axial strip sensors. The implant
pitch is 25 pm with an alternate strip readout, giving a readout pitch of 50 Im. The
single-hit resolution is 6 tm. The total number of channels readout is 13,824.
Figure 2.5 clearly shows the improvement in impact parameter resolution obtained
by including LOO hits in the track fits, compared with fits which utilize only the infor-
mation of the other subdetectors of the tracking system, SVX, ISL, and COT. Typical
track momenta for B decay daughters are below 2 GeV/c, where the improvement in
resolution is the greatest. The efficiency for adding a LOO hit to the other track hits
is 65% and the effect is a 10 to 20% reduction of the impact parameter resolution.
2.2.2 Silicon VerteX detector II
The Silicon VerteX detector, SVXII [35, 36], shown in Figure 2.6, is made of five
layers of double-sided silicon microstrip sensors. It extends radially from 2.5 cm to
10.6 cm and covers 87 cm along the z axis, guaranteeing a good geometric coverage up
to 19q "~ 2.0. Three layers have sensors which allow for the simultaneous measurement
of the hit position in the transverse plane (the microstrips are parallel to the z axis)
and along the z axis (the microstrips are orthogonal to the beamline direction). The
sensors of layers 2 and 4, instead, have microstrips which are orthogonal to a plane
with a stereo angle of 1.2' with respect to the z axis, usually indicated with the
notation of r-cp' plane. The readout pitch is 60 : 62 : 60 : 60 : 65 pm on the r-p
plane and 141 : 125.5 : 60 : 141 : 65 pm on the r-z or r-p' planes. The readout
pitch is larger for r-z strips to limit the total number of channels to read, which
would be excessive for an almost 90 cm long detector. This design permits the three-
dimensional reconstruction of tracks. The sensors are arranged in three barrel-shaped
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FIGURE 2.5: Impact parameter resolution of tracks with LOO hits (blue/dark) and
without LOO hits (red/light), as a function of the transverse momentum of the tracks.
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mented barrels of SVXII
VerteX detector SVXII. An illustration of the three instru-
(left) and a cross-sectional view of a barrel in the r-p plane.
regions, each of which is divided into twelve wedges. The active area of silicon is about
2.5 m2 . The 400k channels of SVXII are read in 10 ps, which is fast enough to allow for
their use in impact-parameter-based triggers in the second level of the CDF trigger.
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FIGURE 2.7: The Intermediate Silicon Later ISL: 3D view of the three barrels which
compose the detector (left) and closeup of one section of the end view of an external
barrel (right).
2.2.3 Intermediate Silicon Layer
The last silicon-based detector is the Intermediate Silicon Layer, ISL [37], presented
in Figure 2.7. It is installed between the SVX and the Central Outer Tracker drift
chamber, and consists of three layers of double-sided silicon microstrip modules, with
twelve wedges covering the entire azimuthal angle p. The 171 < 1 region is covered
by a single layer located at 23 cm of radius. This layer provides an additional posi-
tion measurement which allows for a better extrapolation from the drift chamber to
the SVX. Two lateral layers are installed 20 cm and 29 cm far from the beamline,
extending longitudinally in the 1 < |1k < 2 region. They permit three-dimensional
reconstruction of tracks in a region where the coverage of the drift chamber is partial
and allow for stand-alone silicon tracking. Figure 2.8 shows the location of the layers
of the silicon subdetectors in the r-z plane.
The sensors have microstrips parallel to the z axis and with a stereo angle of 1.2'
with respect to the same axis, for position measurements in the r-p and r-cp' planes,
respectively. The readout pitch is 112 pm (112 - 146 pm) for axial (stereo) strips,
with an expected single-hit resolution of < 16 pm (< 16 - 23 pm).
Each readout module, called a ladder, consists of three sensors and their readout
electronics. The ISL contains 296 ladders, which account for its more than 300k of
readout channels. The detector is 174 cm long, with complete coverage in (p. The
active area of silicon is 3.5 m2 .
2.2.4 Central Outer Tracker
The Central Outer Tracker (COT [38]) is an open-cell drift chamber, with 8 superlay-
ers consisting of 12 layers of wires each, for a total of 96 possible measurements per
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FIGURE 2.8: Coverage of the silicon subdetectors in the r-z plane. The scales of the
z and r axes are different.
track. A section of the r-cp view of the detector is shown in Figure 2.9. The active
volume of the chamber extends radially from 43.4 cm to 132.3 cm and longitudinally
in IzI < 155 cm. Tracks from the center of the CDF detector are completely contained
in the COT when 1rl < 1.3. The chamber is filled with a 50 : 50 Argon-Ethane gas
mixture bubbled through Isopropyl alcohol (1.7%). In such an admixture, the drift
velocity is equal to - 50 pm/s and hit signals are collected in less than 200 ns, which
is shorter than the inter-bunch spacing of 396 ns. The drift field, the homogeneity
of which is guaranteed by the 33k potential wires, is 3.5 KV/cm and the correspond-
ing Lorentz angle is 35' . Instead of the usual field wires, 250 Am-thick gold-plated
Mylar sheets separate the COT cells, shown in Figure 2.9. These field panels addi-
tionally provide mechanical isolation among cells, thus limiting the possible damages
produced by broken wires. The COT contains 2520 cells, each of which has 12 active
wires. Tracks are reconstructed in three dimensions exploiting information from the
4 axial superlayers (wires parallel to the z axis) and the 4 stereo ones (+ 3' stereo
angle between wires and z axis).
The tracking performance of the detector turned out to be better than expected.
The tracking efficiency for tracks that transverse its entire volume radially is 99% for
charged particles with pT > 2.0 GeV/c, and falls to 95% when PT = 0.5 GeV/c [39].
The hit resolution is about 140 Am. The transverse momentum resolution op,/pT
is approximately 0.15% - pT[GeV/c], which results in excellent mass resolution of
completely reconstructed states. The mass resolution is typically 15 MeV/c 2 for
B° -+ D~-r+ . In addition, silicon measurements close to the beam allow precise
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FIGURE 2.9: A view of a 1/6 section of the COT end-plate, in the r-po plane, which
shows the structure in superlayers (left), and a schematic draw of an axial cross-section
of three cells in superlayer 2 (right).
reconstruction of decay vertices, with typical resolutions of 30 Pm in the transverse
plane and 70 pm along the beam direction.
The drift chamber provides important information for particle identification. The
signal collected on the wires contains information from the primary ionization elec-
trons, i.e., those directly produced by charged particles transversing the COT, and
secondary ionization particles. The secondary ionization is generated by the primary
electrons, which are strongly accelerated by the local electric field when they get
close to the surface of the wires. The electronics attached to the end of each wire
record the arrival time of the ionization charge, given by the leading edge of the mea-
sured pulse, and the width of the pulse. The former is utilized for tracking purposes,
while the latter encodes the charge information used for energy-loss sampling. The
ionization per unit track length (dE/dx) which a particle releases while transversing
the COT is characteristic of the particle's velocity and is utilized to separate kaons,
pions and protons. The separating power between kaons and pions, measured by
comparing the dE/dx distributions of true kaons and pions, is 1.4 standard devia-
tions in the range PT > 2.0 GeV/c, as seen in Figure 2.10. The pure samples of
kaons and pions utilized for the calibration of the pulse-width information are ob-
tained by reconstructing D*(2010) + -+ D°or+,Do -+ K-7r+ . The strong D*+ decay
unambiguously defines the flavor of the DO meson, which dominantly decays in the
Cabibbo-favored K-r + mode. The reconstructed final state thus contain two like-sign
pions and one oppositely-charged kaon. A sample of protons is obtained by recon-
structing the A0 -+ pir- decay. A detailed description of the calibration procedure is
presented in Reference [40]. More details on the use of dE/dx information for particle
identification are reported in Section 4.3.4, which describes the tuning of the particle-
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FIGURE 2.10: COT separating power in units of standard deviations vs. transverse
momentum. The separation between pions and kaons, protons, and electrons are
shown in black dashed, red dotted and blue solid line, respectively.
identification simulation in Monte Carlo, and in Section 6.5, where the application of
particle-identification in the CDF same-side tagging algorithm is presented.
2.2.5 Time Of Flight
The Time of Flight (TOF [41]) detector was conceived and realized to provide particle
identification capabilities for CDF expressly for the B° mixing analysis. It consists of
216 scintillator bars, approximately 280 cm long and with a cross-section of 4 cm x
4 cm, installed between the COT and the cryostat which contains the superconducting
solenoid, at a radial distance of 140 cm from the interaction point (Figure 2.11). Each
bar is equipped with photomultiplier tubes at both ends. The photomultipliers have
a special design. The dynodes of a classic photomultiplier are replaced by aligned
grids, "fine mesh" design, which allow the electron cascade to develop longitudinally,
parallel to the magnetic field. This configuration permits the maintenance of an
adequate gain even in the 1.4 T magnetic field in which the photomultipliers operate.
The location of the TOF installation and the scintillator-photomultiplier assembly
are shown in Figure 2.11.
The TOF system plays a major r6le in the B° mixing analysis. The measurement
of the arrival time (tflight) to the TOF, with respect to the bunch-crossing time, of a
particle allows one to infer the mass of the particle according to the following relation:
p c2t
2
m c L2t 1, (2.2.5)
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FIGURE 2.11: The Time Of Flight detector. On the left, the location of TOF is shown
in a side view of CDF II. On the right, the arrangement of the scintillator, Winston
cone and photomultiplier assembly. The Winston cone optimizes the optical coupling
between the scintillator and the photomultiplier.
where p is the momentum of the particle and L is the path length, both precisely
measured by the tracking system. The resolution of the measured tflight of a particle
is described by two Gaussians, the narrower of which has width between 100 ps
and 120 ps, and contains 85% of the area of the resolution function. Such resolution
allows for kaon-pion separation, which is fundamental for the same-side flavor tagging
algorithm used in this thesis, at the > 2-standard-deviations level for tracks with
PT < 1.5 GeV/c (Figure 2.12).
2.2.6 Calorimetry
All the calorimetric detectors in CDF are based on plastic scintillators. Layers of
scintillator and absorbers are alternated to form sampling calorimeters in the shape
of towers which subtend a portion of solid angle, segmented in rectangular cells in
the 71-p plane. Each tower is divided into two compartments: on the inside is the
electromagnetic calorimeter, using lead as absorber, which is followed by the hadronic
calorimeter on the outside, which instead contains iron and plastic scintillator. The
coverage is complete in the azimuthal angle y and up to Irj < 3.6. The rn coordinate
distinguishes two areas: Central and Plug.
In the next paragraphs, the different subdetectors of the CDF calorimeter system
are discussed. A summary of their main characteristics is presented in Table 2.2.
Central calorimeters
The calorimeter in the Central region covers the |r4| < 1.1 range in pseudorapidity.
Each tower measures A7r x An = 0.1 x 150 in the 7/-o plane. The Central Elec-
troMagnetic calorimeter (CEM [42]) contains 5 mm-thick layers of scintillator and
3.4 mm-thick layers of lead, which corresponds to 0.6Xo, where Xo = 0.56 cm is the
radiation length of lead. A particle incident normal to the detector transverses the
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FIGURE 2.12: Expected TOF separating power, in units of standard deviations vs.
momentum. The dashed line reports the K - r separation provided by specific ion-
ization in the COT.
n coverage Thickness Resolution [%]
Central EM (CEM) |1 < 1.1 19Xo, 1Ao 14/ VE[GeV] sin 0 2
Plug EM (PEM) 1.1 < 17 < 3.6 21Xo, 1Ao 16/ E[GeV] sin 0 D 1
Central HA (CHA) Iq < 1.1 4.5Ao 50/ E[GeV] sin 0 @ 3
Wall HA (WHA) 0.7 < Ir/l < 1.3 4.5Ao 75/ VE[GeV] sin 0 4
Plug HA (PHA) 1.3 < jlq < 3.6 7.0Ao 74/ E[GeV] sin 0 D 4
TABLE 2.2: Summary of the coverage, thickness and resolution of the CDF calorime-
ters [32]. The thickness is expressed in terms of the radiation length Xo and the
interaction length Ao.
detector encounters 19Xo and 1Ao of matter (Ao is the nuclear interaction length,
Ao(Pb) = 17.09 cm).
The central electromagnetic calorimeter is integrated by two detectors which pro-
vide information about the position and shape of electromagnetic showers. A set of
multi-wire proportional chambers (the Central Preshower Radiator, CPR) was in-
stalled between the solenoid and the first layer of the calorimeter to monitor photon
conversions started in the tracker material or in the magnetic coil, which acts as a
radiator. The CPR was replaced by a finely segmented layer of scintillators [43] dur-
ing the programmed interruption of Tevatron operations in the fall of 2004. Another
set of wire chambers (CES) is located at a radial depth of 6Xo, where the peak of
shower development is typically located. The transverse shower-shape is measured
FIGURE 2.13: Schematic view of an azimuthal sector of central calorimeter (left) and
elevation view of the upper part of the plug calorimeter (right). The elevation view
on the right also indicates the location of the central calorimeters, above the cryostat,
and the wall hadronic calorimeter, on the right of the central calorimeters and above
the plug hadronic calorimeter. The plug shower-max detector is visible inside the
plug electromagnetic calorimeter.
with 2.0 mm resolution (for 50 GeV electrons). The CPR and CES systems provide
useful pieces of information for the identification of electrons.
The Central HAdronic calorimeter (CHA [44]), behind the CEM, contains 10 mm-
thick layers of scintillator alternated with 2.54 cm-thick layers of steel. The total
depth of the hadronic calorimeter, which contains 32 layers of absorber, is 4.5A0 .
The hadronic section is completed by the wall hadronic calorimeter (WHA), which
imitates the structure of the central hadronic calorimeter, extending its coverage up
to 1qj < 1.3. The wall calorimeter contains only 15 layers of 5.1 cm-thick absorber,
which explains its worse energy resolution, as shown in the summary in Table 2.2.
Figure 2.13 presents a sketch of a sector of the Central calorimeter, while photographs
and further drawings of it may be found in the papers cited in this section.
Plug calorimeters
The towers of the plug calorimeter, which is shown in Figure 2.13, measure A7 x An =
0.1 - 0.16 x 7.50 for 1.1 < Irlj < 2.1 and Arl x Ac = 0.2 - 0.6 x 150 for 2.1 < Irqj < 3.6.
Their structure resembles the calorimeter in the central area. The electromagnetic
section (PEM [45]) is constituted by a sampling calorimeter. A PEM sampling unit
is made by a layer of lead and one of scintillator, 4.5 mm (0.8Xo) and 4 mm-thick,
respectively. The 23 samplings in each tower cover 21Xo, 1A0.
The position and shape of electromagnetic showers in the plug region are measured
by a preshower detector (the Plug PReshower detector, PPR) and a shower-max
position detector (the Plug Shower Max, PSM [46]). The first sampling unit of the
I
PEM (i.e., the closest to the geometrical center of the CDF II detector) contains
exceptionally thick scintillator layers (10 mm) which are individually read out and
constitute the PPR. Incorporated in the plug calorimeter at a depth of 6Xo are the
components of the PSM, designed to provide measurements at the nominal shower
maximum. These consist of two layers of scintillator strips with 5 mm pitch and a
450 crossing angle between strips in the two layers, read out with wave-length shifting
fibers. They measure the spatial position and profile with a resolution of 1 mm where
the shower is at its greatest development.
The Plug HAdronic calorimeter (PHA) contains 23 sampling units, each of which
has 6 mm of scintillator and 50 mm of iron. The depth of the detector measures 7A0.
The layers of the Plug calorimeter have annular shape and the outer radius of each
hadronic module increases with increasing Jz|, producing the characteristic "plug"
shape of the calorimeter.
2.2.7 Muon chambers
CDF II uses four independent systems of scintillators and drift chambers to detect
muons in the 1r7j < 1.5 region. The subdetectors which compose the muon system are
installed outside of the calorimeters and represent the last part of the CDF detector
that a particle can interact with. Single-wire, rectangular drift chambers filled with
a 50 : 50 gas mixture of Argon-Ethane compose the subdetectors. The chambers are
arranged in staggered arrays with four layers, with various azimuthal segmentation,
and are coupled to scintillators. Scintillators provide timing information to suppress
backgrounds due to secondary interactions in the beam pipe material and cosmic
rays. Hits in three matching radial layers constitute a muon stub. A muon stub
corresponding to the extrapolation of a COT track identifies a muon candidate. The
coverage of the CDF muon system in the 77-p space is shown in Figure 2.14.
The Central MUon detector (CMU [47]) and Central Muon uPgrade detector
(CMP [48]) cover the central region (1771 < 0.6) providing a measurement of the z and
V coordinates of the muon candidate. The CMU is installed at a radius of 347 cm
from the beam axis, at a depth of 5.5A0 from the interaction point. Each of the 144
modules of the CMU contains 16 cells, stacked four deep in the radial direction. The
difference in arrival-time of the drift electrons between cells in different layers provide
a resolution in the drift direction as good as 250 pm. Division of the charge collected
at the two extremities of sense wires allows for the measurement of the z position of
hits with up to 1.2 mm resolution.
The CMP is a second set of drift chambers, located behind an additional 60 cm
of steel. The chambers are arranged to enclose the detector inside an approximately
rectangular box (Figure 2.15). The wall drift chambers (i.e., the chambers which span
the y-z plane) are coupled to a layer of scintillator counters, installed on the outside
surface of the chambers. The purpose of CMP is to cover the p gaps of CMU and
enhance the rejection of penetrating high energy hadrons (fake muons).
The Central Muon eXtension detector (CMX) operates in 0.6 < Irl[ < 1.0. Two
layers of scintillator counters cover the internal and external surface of an eight-layer
array of drift chambers. The CMX is installed at a radial distance of 400-600 cm from
M- CMX E- CMP EI - CMU
FIGURE 2.14: Coverage of muon chambers. The hatched and shaded areas represent
the regions in r-cp which are instrumented by the subdetectors of the CDF muon
system. The gap in the coverage of the CMX detector corresponds to the top area on
the east side of CDF where the cryogenics system of the CDF solenoid is installed.
The uninstrumented region of the IMU detector corresponds to the support structure
of the toroids which hold the IMU muon chambers.
FIGURE 2.15: Central Muon uPgrade CMP. In this x-y section of the CDF detector,
the CMP forms a rectangular box (dark shaded area) which surrounds the other parts
of the CDF detector.
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FIGURE 2.16: Central Muon eXtension. The drawing shows an elevation view in
the x-y plane of a section of the CMX detector. The part depicted is referred to as
"miniskirt" because it covers the lower section of the azimuthal range.
7r coverage ýo coverage Depth Minimum PT(Ip)
CMU 1711 < 0.6 3020 5.5A0o 1.4 GeV/c
CMP I11I < 0.6 3600 7.8A0o 2.2 GeV/c
CMX 0.6 < [n| < 1.0 3600 6.2A0o 1.4 GeV/c
IMU 1.0 < 17| < 1.5 2700 6.2 - 20A0o 1.4 - 2.0 GeV/c
TABLE 2.3: Summary of the coverage, thickness and minimum detectable PT, on
average, of the CDF muon detectors. The depth is expressed in pion interaction
lengths and is quoted for a reference axial angle 0 = 900 in CMU and CMP, and
0 = 550 in CMX.
the beam axis. Its chambers are arranged to form an arch, as shown in Figure 2.16.
The azimuthal coverage is not complete in the east side of the CDF detector. The
region which would contain the uppermost edges of the CMX detector is occupied by
the cryogenics system of the CDF solenoid.
The Intermediate MUon system (IMU [49]) is used to identify muons in the
1.0 < |17 < 1.5 region, with three-quarters of the azimuth instrumented. The in-
completeness of the azimuthal coverage is due to the presence of support structures.
The IMU consists of four staggered layers of drift chambers and a layer of scintillation
counters, mounted on the outer radius of two steel toroids. Due to the geometry of
the installation, the amount of material that a particle has to cross before reaching
the IMU chambers varies between 6.2 and 20 interaction lengths in the |rl| range cov-
ered by the subdetector. The IMU system is installed around the toroids (hatched
shading) in the center of Figure 2.17.
The CDF calorimeter, the magnet return yoke, and additional steel shielding act
as muon filters suppressing hadrons from reaching the muon chambers. The muon
purity increases with the effective shielding, but at the expense of efficiency for low
momentum muons, which do not have enough energy to fly through the shielding.
The effective hadronic shielding and the minimum momentum that, on average, a
muon must have to reach the muon detectors are summarized in Table 2.3, where the
?7-p coverage of each muon subsystem is also reported.
FIGURE 2.17: Intermediate MUon system IMU. The diagonally hatched area in the
middle of the figure represents the sectional view of the toroids around which the IMU
(dark shaded) is installed. The figure also shows a y-z view of the CMX detector,
which corresponds to the two dark shaded areas in the middle of the picture that
extend diagonally.
2.2.8 CDF trigger system
The online selection of events with interesting physics content is crucial in the pp
environment where CDF operates. The total cross-section of pp inelastic interactions
is - 60 mb, which, at the luminosity of 1032 cm-1S- 1, yields a rate of inelastic inter-
actions of the order of 6 MHz. Moreover, because the average size of the information
associated to each event is - 140 kbyte, an approximate throughput and storage rate
of 840 Gbyte/s, unattainable with the currently available technology, would be needed
to record all events. However, the cross-sections of interesting physics processes are
many orders of magnitude smaller than the inelastic pp cross-section (for example,
the total cross-section for bb production is about 0.1 mb), and the online preselection
of events adapts the interaction rate to the storage rate of CDF.
The CDF detector utilizes a three-level trigger system which performs the online
selection of events enriched in events with interesting physics. The input event rate
is reduced at each level, providing increasing time for more complex and accurate
reconstruction tasks. The rate of events which satisfy the trigger selection is - 75 Hz.
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FIGURE 2.18: The CDF data acquisition system. The scheme emphasizes the timing
information (latency, input rate and rejection factor) of the three levels of the trigger.
The trigger system is designed to limit the deadtime to a minimum, during which
events are discarded because no resources are available to process them. The schemes
of the CDF data acquisition and trigger systems are shown in Figures 2.18 and 2.19.
Level-1 Trigger
The first level of the trigger (Level-I). utilizes custom designed hardware to find
physics objects, such as tracks, or lepton candidates, based on a subset of the detector
information. Events which satisfy selection criteria based on these objects are passed
to the second level of the CDF trigger.
The first element of the Level-1 trigger consists of a FIFO pipeline with buffers
for 42 events. The input rate is about 10 MHz and the output rate to the second
level is approximately 20 kHz. Events are continuously fed to the pipeline at the rate
of the Tevatron clock-cycle, i.e., 132 ns. Because the inter-bunch time is 396 ns, two
thirds of cycles, corresponding to empty crossings, are automatically rejected. The
pipeline thus collects a maximum of 14 bunch crossings.
The system has 5.5 its at most to perform a trigger decision, before the pipeline
is filled completely. Events which are not flagged by the system before they reach
RUN II TRIGGER SYSTEM
Detector Elements
FIGURE 2.19: Scheme of the CDF trigger system. The connections between the
subsystems of the CDF detector, in the upper part of the scheme, and the boards
which constitute the trigger system are indicated. The various parts of the trigger
system are described in the text in the relevant sections.
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Parameter Value
Track finding efficiency 96%
PT resolution, arP/PT 1.7%(GeV/c) - 1
06 resolution, ao, 6  3 mrad
TABLE 2.4: Performance of XFT.
the end of the pipeline are rejected. Events are similarly lost if, even after a Level-i
accept, Level-2 is unable to process a new event because its four buffers are full. The
latency of the Level-2 decision, which is 5.5 ps x 4 _ 20 ps, is less than approximately
80% of the average time between Level-i accepts, in order to minimize deadtime.
The input to the Level-i system consists of a simplified subset of data coming from
the COT, the calorimeters and the muon chambers, which are processed by custom-
designed hardware to produce low-resolution physics objects, called primitives. The
information from these objects is then combined into more sophisticated ones. For
example, track primitives are matched with muon stubs to form muon objects, which
are subjected to basic selections.
Track primitives constitute an important part of the trigger selections which are
used to collect the B° data samples utilized in the analysis documented in this thesis.
The online track processor which produces track primitives for the Level-1 trigger is
the eXtremely Fast Tracker (XFT [50]). The XFT utilizes the hits on the four axial
layers of the tracking chamber and produces 2D reconstruction of tracks in 2.7 ps,
and thereby measuring the transverse momentum pr and the azimuthal angle of the
track on the sixth superlayer of the COT cP6. These variables are used for track-based
preselection of events. The performance of XFT is summarized in Table 2.4. The re-
construction proceeds by searching coincidences between the observed combinations
of hits in each superlayer and a set of predetermined patterns. Each coincidence,
which require a combination of hits with a minimum of 11 (out of 12) hits per su-
perlayer1 , provides a track segment. Subsequently, a four-out-of-four match is sought
among segments in the four superlayers, by comparing the segments with a set of
about 2,400 predetermined patterns corresponding to all tracks with PT r 1.5 GeV/c
originating from the beamline. The COT is logically divided by the XFT in 288
segments, with a unique track allowed per 1.250 segment. The pattern matching is
performed in parallel in each of the 288 segments. If no track is found using all four
superlayers, then the best track found in the innermost three superlayers is output.
The tracks found by the XFT are not uniquely utilized for track-based triggers, but
are redistributed by the eXTRaPolation unit (XTRP), as shown in Figure 2.19, to the
subsystems of the Level-i trigger, which produce the objects of the trigger selection
using the XFT track primitives. The XTRP is responsible for the extrapolation
of the XFT tracks to the calorimeter and muon detector systems for matching with
calorimeter towers and muon stubs. The XTRP also saves the XFT tracks in a buffer,
ready to send them to the second level of the trigger in case the event is accepted.
The Level-i subsystem that produces the calorimeter-based trigger is called L1CAL.
110 hits out of 12 were required before October 2002.
Clusters of energy left in the calorimeters, formed by applying thresholds to individ-
ual calorimeter towers, are utilized to create primitives such as photons, jets2 , and
electrons, the latter requiring an extrapolated XFT track to match with a calorimeter
tower. The track extrapolation is done using look-up tables. The calorimeter trigger
is also based on global event variables, such as the missing transverse energy fT,
and the total transverse energy ET. The transverse energy ET is calculated by
summing the calorimeter data into trigger towers weighed by sin 0.
The L1MUON subsystem combines muon stubs in the muon chambers and track
primitives into p objects. The XFT-track primitive is extrapolated to the radii of the
muon chambers by means of look-up tables. The presence in an event of objects of
this type, Level-1 muons, characterizes a large class of trigger requirements.
Trigger decisions which are based solely on track information are produced by the
L1TRACK subsystem. If more than six tracks are found by the XFT, an automatic
Level-1 accept is generated. Otherwise, the PT and 06 information is utilized to
interrogate look-up tables to generate various Level-1 triggers.
Triggers are often in the awkward situation of requiring a reduction of their rate
in order to accommodate them in the available bandwidth, but yet it is not possible
to tighten the selection requirements without biasing the selected sample. The ap-
plication of a randomized trigger rejection according to a prescale factor provides a
solution. The prescale, a number larger than unity, represents the number of events
which, though satisfying the trigger condition, are rejected for each accepted event,
and thereby artificially reducing the trigger rate by the prescale factor. The CDF
trigger system adopts three different types of prescale: fixed, in which the prescale
factor does not change; dynamic, in which the prescale is reduced in integer steps
as the instantaneous luminosity decreases and frees trigger bandwidth; and uber-
dynamic, in which the trigger system feeds the Level-2 buffers with an event which
passed the Level-1 trigger whenever they appear to be able to receive an additional
event. Trigger prescales, as a function of time, are recorded in a database, together
with the description of the run configuration, in order to allow physicists to precisely
know the amount of luminosity which has been integrated.
Level-2 Trigger
The second level of the trigger (Level-2) consists of five subsystems which provide
input to four programmable Level-2 processors in the Global Level-2 decision crate.
These subsystems are represented, in Figure 2.19, by the five arrows which provide
an input to the Global Level-2 decision board. Three of them are explicitly indicated
in the scheme (L2CAL, XCES, and SVT), while the inputs from the XTRP and the
L1MUON board feed the L2TRACKING and L2MUON modules, respectively.
L2CAL exploits the information from the calorimeters to define energy clusters,
utilized for jet triggers. Due to time-constraints, it is not possible to perform cluster
2In a proton-anti-proton collision, a large transverse momentum outgoing parton manifests itself
as a cluster of particles traveling roughly in the same direction. These clusters are referred to as
"jets".
finding to reconstruct jets at Level-1. Thus, energy thresholds are applied to indi-
vidual towers. Because jets are not fully contained by Level-1 trigger towers, these
thresholds are set much lower than the energy of jets to provide an efficient trigger.
This results in rates that are too high for readout into Level-3. Rates are reduced
by performing the reconstruction of jets using clusters of towers, thus being able to
base the trigger on more refined objects. The cluster finding algorithm starts from a
tower with energy larger than a predefined threshold, which represents a seed for the
cluster. All nearby towers with energy larger than a lower threshold, the "shoulder"
towers, are then added to the seed tower. The reconstruction of a cluster is performed
in parallel on all seed towers.
XCES refines the electromagnetic objects found at Level-1 utilizing the informa-
tion of the CES detector, located at the point of maximum development of electro-
magnetic showers in the central EM calorimeters. The signals in four adjacent CES
wires are added and compared to a threshold to form a XCES bit, with azimuthal
resolution equal to 2'. The resolution is finer than the one provided by the calori-
metric towers and allows for a better discrimination of electrons from backgrounds by
matching XFT tracks with CES information. The matching of an XFT track with an
XCES cluster (i.e., the summed signals from four adjacent CES wires) is performed
by Level-2 processors in the Global Level-2 decision crate.
The L2MUON processor is responsible for the construction of Level-2 muon can-
didates. The muon objects utilized by the Level-2 trigger have a more refined <p
segmentation than Level-1 muons, 1.250 vs. 2.5'.
The Silicon Vertex Tracker (SVT [51, 52]) is the most innovative part of the CDF
trigger. It utilizes XFT tracks and SVXII hits, and reconstructs tracks, albeit in
the transverse plane only, with a resolution which is comparable with offline recon-
struction algorithms. The revolutionary impact of the SVT consists in it performing
online measurements of impact parameters of charged particles with a rate of 30 kHz.
Their displacement with respect to the beamline is correlated with the lifetime of
the decaying particle which produced them. The SVT is capable of discriminating
0(100 im) impact parameters from the 0(10 Am) beam spot, fast enough to allow
for the use of this information at Level-2. The speed of the SVT is largely due to a
highly-parallelized architecture, which matches the geometrical segmentation of the
SVXII. The twelve azimuthal sectors of each of the six half barrels of the SVXII
are processed independently. The SVT requires the coincidence of an XFT track
and hits in four axial SVXII layers. Track reconstruction consists of two stages. In
the first, low-resolution, stage, adjacent detector channels are grouped together into
super-bins, the width of which is programmable, with 250-700 Am typical values. A
set containing about 95% of all super-bin combinations in four SVXII layers compat-
ible with the trajectory of a charged particle with pT > 2 GeV/c originated from the
beamline ("patterns") is calculated in advance from simulation and stored in the SVT
internal memory. The combination of super-bins containing hits corresponding to the
track which is being reconstructed is matched to a stored pattern. A low-resolution
candidate track, called "road", consists of a combination of four excited super-bins
plus the XFT track parameters. A maximum of 64 roads per event is retained for
further processing after the first stage of pattern matching. The second stage of track
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FIGURE 2.20: Impact parameter resolution as measured by SVT. The distribution
includes the effect of the beam size. The SVT measures impact parameters with a
r.m.s. width of 35 pm.
reconstruction consists of a linearized fit. No exact linear relation holds between the
transverse parameters do, C and yo of a track in a solenoidal field and the coordinates
of hits on a radial set of flat detector planes. It is shown in Reference [53] that for
pT > 2 GeV/c, Idol < 1 mm and zAo < 15", a linearized fit biases the reconstructed
do by at most a few percent. The SVT exploits this feature by expanding the non-
linear constraints and the parameters of the real track to first order with respect to
the reference track associated to each road. The constants which define the linear ex-
pansion are determined by the geometry of the detector and the beamline alignment.
They are calculated in advance and stored in the internal memory of the SVT. The
fit for the track is then reduced to the evaluation of a set of scalar products, which
is performed within 250 ns per track. The distribution of SVT-measured impact pa-
rameters of prompt tracks, i.e., those tracks associated to particles produced in the
hard pp interaction, is shown in Figure 2.20. The r.m.s. width of the distribution,
a - 47 pm, includes the contribution of the transverse beam-spot size, while the SVT
resolution is aSVT - 35 pm. The SVT efficiency is higher than 85%. This efficiency
is defined as the ratio between the number of tracks reconstructed by the SVT and
all the offline tracks of physics analysis quality which contain silicon hits and are
matched to an XFT track.
Tracking information is collected by the L2TRACKING module, which receives
the XFT tracks from the XTRP and the Level-2 tracks from the SVT, which include
impact parameter information. The data from the SVT arrives later than the data
from the other systems, because it takes on average 10 ps to process the SVXII,
which is the total time allocated to collect Level-2 data. The L2TRACKING module
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- and the other Level-2 processors - starts analyzing the event before SVT data
is complete. The impact parameter information is utilized only if it is required to
make the Level-2 decision, while it is not tested if all the triggers which require SVT
information are rejected by other cuts.
The system works as a two-stage pipeline with a design latency of 20 ps for an
event. During the first stage, which takes 10 ps, events are loaded in the memory of
the Level-2 processors. At the same time, L2CAL processes the calorimeter data and
the SVT collects data from the SVXII. The last 10 ps are utilized by the Global Level
2 system to make the final Level-2 trigger decision. During the latter phase, the next
event is loaded and analyzed. The Level-2 system uses four buffers to maintain the
fraction of deadtime below a few percent. The output rate of the Level-2 trigger is
limited to the input capacity of the trigger of the third level, which is about 300 Hz.
Level-3 Trigger
The third level of the trigger (Level-3) is formed by a farm of commercial computers,
running the LINUX operating system. The maximum input rate, which is identical
to the output rate of the Level-2 trigger, is 300 Hz, and the Level-3 output rate is
limited by a maximum mass storage rate of 20 Mbyte/s at which data are recorded
to disk, and roughly corresponds to 75 Hz.
Upon Level-2 accept, the data from the whole detector are sent to the Level-3
farm by the EVent Builder (EVB [54]) system, as opposed to the Level-i and Level-
2 triggers, which only receive data from some subdetectors. The EVB assembles
event fragments from the front-end crates of the CDF subdetectors in a unique event
record, a block of data corresponding to a bunch crossing. As shown in Figure 2.21,
data are first received by the VME Readout Boards (VRB), each of which is linked
to a group of front-end crates. The VRB are grouped in 15 EVB crates, each of
which is controlled by a single board processing unit, the Scanner CPU (SCPU). An
Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) network switch provides the connection between
the EVB crates and the converter nodes (CV) of the Level-3 farm3 . Converter nodes
transfer event fragments from the EVB crates to the processing units of the Level-3
farm, as it will be explained in detail in the next paragraph. Data flow between
SCPU's and the Level-3 farm is controlled by the Scanner Manager (SM), a process
running in an additional EVB crate which constitutes the interface between the EVB
system and the Trigger System Interface (TSI). The TSI is responsible for receiving
the trigger decisions from Level-i and Level-2, and supervising data flow until the
EVB. When the TSI passes a Level-2 accept message to the SM, the SM instructs
the SCPU's to read and combine the event fragments in their local crate, selects a
converter node in the Level-3 farm among those which reported themselves available,
and then directs the SCPU's to send the event fragments to the selected converter
node.
At the time that the data utilized in the mixing analysis had been collected, the
292 nodes of the Level-3 farm were divided in sixteen subfarms working in parallel4 .
3 The ATM network has been substituted by a Gigabit ethernet network in August 2005.
4 The configuration of the Level-3 farm, as of June 2007, includes 384 nodes subdivided in 18
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FIGURE 2.21: Scheme of the Level-3 farm. Data flow from top to bottom: from the
front-end crates to the Event Builder crates, where data fragments are assembled, then
to the Level-3 farm, through converter nodes (CV). Processor nodes (PR) produce
the Level-3 trigger decision. Events which satisfy the Level-3 trigger requirements are
sent to the data-storage system via output nodes (OU).
A scheme of the Level-3 farm is shown in Figure 2.21. Each of the sixteen subfarms
contains a converter node which is in direct contact with the EVB, as mentioned
before. The converter node is placed at the head of a set of processor nodes (PR).
Subfarms contain between 16 and 18 processor nodes. The converter has the r6le
of assembling the event fragments from the VRB's in a unique event record, which
constitutes the single and only piece of information about a particular event. It then
selects the first available processor node in its subfarm, and sends the event record to
it. The event reconstruction and the formation of trigger decisions are performed by
processor nodes. At the stage of Level-3, the event reconstruction benefits from full
detector information and improved resolution with respect to the preceding trigger
levels. In particular, three-dimensional reconstruction of tracks with code derived
from offline and more precise matches between tracks and calorimeter or muon data
are available. The events which pass the Level-3 trigger are sent by the processor
nodes to output nodes (OU). The output nodes serve two subfarms each and host the
software needed for the transmission of the reconstructed events from the processor
nodes to the data-storage system.
This chapter presented the accelerator complex at Fermilab and the CDF II detector.
After the description of how real pp interactions are produced in this chapter, the
subfarms with 21 to 22 nodes each.
next chapter will introduce the strategy for the online selection of B° candidates, and
present the reconstruction and selection of the B° candidates utilized for this analysis
of B ° oscillations.

Chapter 3
BO data samples
This chapter presents the samples of data utilized for this analysis. The strategy
adopted for the online selection of events enriched in B° mesons is introduced in the
first part of this chapter. The second part describes the reconstruction and offline
selection of BO candidates.
3.1 Triggers for the Bo analysis
The set of the trigger prescriptions for the first, second and third level constitutes
a trigger path. Trigger paths provide a logical, though not exclusive, classification
among samples of events. The not-exclusiveness of the classification is present due
to the possibility that events satisfy the requirements of multiple paths. The triggers
utilized in this analysis are variations of paths belonging to two main categories:
two-track triggers and lepton + displaced-track triggers.
3.1.1 Two-track triggers
The first class of triggers is characterized by the use of impact parameter cuts which
enhance the long-lived particle content, and in particular the b-hadron content. The
impact parameter of a track is correlated with the lifetime of the particle which
produced it. B mesons fly, on average, 0.5 mm before decaying. This distance is
significantly larger than the intrinsic beam size. B events are thus characterized by
the presence of displaced tracks and vertices.
At Level-1, the trigger requires a pair of XFT tracks with a lower cut on the pr of
the tracks, on the scalar sum of the pT of the tracks E pT, and an upper cut on Ac 6 ,
the opening angle between the two tracks. The PT cuts exploit the fact that the PT
spectrum of the particles produced in pp interactions follows pT8, while the spectrum
of the particles coming from a B decay is significantly harder. The cut on the angular
separation eliminates the contribution from tracks inside back-to-back jets.
The Level-2 trigger prescribes the presence of two SVT tracks which confirm the
Level-i requirements. The angular cut, this time on LApo, is tightened, with the
application of a lower limit. Pairs of quasi-collinear tracks are found, for example, in
hadronic jets, due to light quark fragmentation, while the opening angle between the
products of a B decay is more evenly distributed between 0' and 1800. The trigger
additionally includes the already mentioned cut on the impact parameter, do, and a
lower cut on rx - E PT, where rx, is the distance, in the transverse plane, between
the beam position and the displaced vertex formed by the two trigger tracks, and
E PT is the vector sum of the transverse momenta of the two tracks. This quantity
is symmetrically distributed around zero in the case of randomly chosen tracks and
skewed toward positive values when the two tracks come from a B decay.
Level-3 applies the requirements of Level-2 utilizing the fits performed using the
full detector information. Three-dimensional fits of the trigger tracks are available
and, in particular, the points of closest approach to the z axis of the two tracks are
required to be within 5 cm from each other.
Three trigger scenarios, denoted BCHARM, LOWPT, and HIGHPT, are identified by the
different values of the cuts applied. The list of their requirements are summarized
in Table 3.1. A variation of the LOWPT trigger adds the requirement of a muon
with pT > 1.5, or 2 GeV/c, depending on whether it is found in the CMU or CMX
subdetectors, respectively. This muon is required to form an angle of at least 900
from the direction of each of the SVT tracks. This cut, which uses XFT tracks, and
thus 06, was not imposed for some part of the data collected by this trigger path,
leading to the collection of large semi-muonic B° decays with this trigger.
The various B triggers permit the full exploitation of the available trigger band-
width. At high instantaneous luminosity in the Tevatron, higher purity selections,
i.e., the HIGHPT scenario, are given priority, where purity is a measure of the signal-to-
background ratio. As the instantaneous luminosity decreases during a store, trigger
bandwidth becomes available and low purity triggers are utilized to maximize the B
yield written to tape. Section 3.2 presents a summary of the trigger composition of
the B° data sample utilized for this analysis of BO - B oscillations.
3.1.2 Lepton-plus-displaced-track triggers
The second class of triggers, the lepton-plus-displaced-track triggers, combines the
request of a lepton in the final state and a track with impact parameter greater
than a threshold. The type of lepton, either an electron or a muon, and the type of
chambers which identified the lepton (in the case of muons, CMP, or CMU) label the
trigger paths which fall in this category. Lepton identification is thoroughly explained
in References [55] (muon identification) and [56] (electron identification).
Level-1 requires a muon or an electron object with pr > 4.0 GeV/c and an XFT
track with pr > 2.0 GeV/c. The muon object is defined as an XFT track matched
to a muon stub in both the CMU and the CMP chambers. The electron object is
characterized by an XFT track matched to a calorimeter trigger tower with ET >
4 GeV. In addition, the ratio between the fraction of energy deposited in the HA
section and in the EM one (EHA/EEM) is required to be smaller than a fixed threshold.
An upper cut on the angular separation between the lepton object and the XFT
trigger track is applied.
At Level-2, a Level-2 lepton and an SVT track must satisfy the Level-i cuts. The
Level-2
SVT tracks
PT > 2.5 GeV/c
opposite charge
20 < Apo < 900
SpT > 6.5 GeV/
120 ,am < do < 1
Lx > 200 pm
Level-i
XFT tracks
HIGHPT PT > 2.46 GeV/c
opposite charge
Ay0 6 < 1350
Spr > 6.5 GeV/c
BCHARM PT > 2.04 GeV/c
opposite charge
Aýo6 < 1350
ZPT > 5.5 GeV/c
LOWPT PT > 2.04 GeV/c
Aýc6 < 900
t CMU or CMP muon
pr(TIcMU) > 1.5 GeV/c
or pT(PCMP) > 2.0 GeV/c
PT > 2.0 GeV/c
opposite charge
20 < Apo < 900
E PT > 5.5 GeV/c
120 pm < do < 1 mm
Ly > 200 pm
PT > 2.0 GeV/c
Ayo < 900
120 p/m < do < 1 mm
Lx > 200 lpm
AP6((P, trk) > 900
TABLE 3.1: Displaced two-track trigger requirements. The variable Lxy represents
rxy-E PT, defined in the text. The requirement for the tracks to be oppositely-charged
in the two scenarios with higher purity optimizes the selection for Bd,, - + h+h- decays,
without majorly affecting the collection of B multi-body decays.
t The additional request of a muon object characterizes the p+LOWPT path.
electron is additionally required to have at least 2 GeV energy measured by the CES.
The SVT track is also required to have 120 pm < do < 1 mm and, for electron triggers
only, to be within an angle between 2' and 900 from the lepton track.
The processors of the Level-3 farm have access to better track fits and much
more information which is used to define triggers. The opening angle between the
lepton and SVT track is required to be in the (20, 900) range for both electrons and
muons. The lepton identification criteria are also tightened. In the electron case,
the transverse (Ax) and longitudinal (Az) distances between the shower centroid
measured by CES and the extrapolated track position are required to be within a
preselected upper value. The transverse and longitudinal profiles of the showers in
the CES are also compared to default shapes produced by test beam electrons, and an
Level-3
COT+SVX tracks
PT > 2.5 GeV/c
opposite charge
20 < Ac'o < 900
prT > 6.5 GeV/c
120 pm < do < 1 mm
LY > 200 pm
|Azol < 5 cm
PT > 2.0 GeV/c
opposite charge
20 < Apo < 900
prT > 5.5 GeV/c
120 pm < do < 1 mm
Lxy > 200 /um
lAzol < 5 cm
PT > 2.0 GeV/c
20 < Apo < 900
EPT > 4.0 GeV/c
120 pm < do < 1 mm
LY > 200 /m|Azol < 5 cm
'C
mm
Level-1 Level-2 Level-3
electron PT > 4.0 GeV/c PT > 4.0 GeV/c PT > 4.0 GeV/c
ET > 4 GeV ECES > 2 GeV AXcEs < 5 cm
AZCES < 3 cm
EHAIEEM < 0.125 x2 < 10, X2 < 15
Lshr < 0.2
20 < Apo(e, trk) < 900
muon pT > 4.0 GeV/c pr > 4.0 GeV/c PT > 4.0 GeV/c
CMU and CMP stubs AXCMU < 15 cm
AXCMP < 20 cm
track PT > 2.0 GeV/c pr > 2.0 GeV/c pT > 2.0 GeV/c
120 km < do < 1 mm 120 pm < do < 1 mm
m(e, trk) < 5 GeV/c 2
20 < Apo(£, trk) < 900
TABLE 3.2: Lepton-plus-displaced-track trigger requirements.
appropriate X2 is defined by comparing the two sets. Level-3 is also able to enforce a
cut on the reconstructed mass of the lepton-track pair, by using three-dimensionally-
reconstructed tracks. Another quantity that is used for electron identification is the
lateral shower sharing Lshr [57] which measures the difference between the observed
sharing of energy deposition between towers in the CEM and the deposition expected
from real electromagnetic showers. In the muon case, a cut is applied to the distance
Ax between the CMU and CMP stubs and the extrapolated track. The requirements
of the lepton-plus-displaced-track trigger are listed in Table 3.2.
A brief summary of the contribution of lepton-plus-displaced-track triggers to our
data sample is presented in the next section.
3.2 Data samples for the analysis of Bo oscillations
The data samples utilized in the analysis presented in this document were recorded
in the period from March 2002 to January 2006. They correspond to an integrated
luminosity of about 1 fb- 1, after imposing the requirement that the full detector
systems were properly functioning. As a side note, one of the biggest sources of data
losses is the request that the SVXII is on. Stable beam conditions are necessary to
reduce the possibility that the silicon detectors are damaged by beam losses.
Three periods of data-taking, usually referred to as Od, Oh, and Oi, are identified.
The separation comes from the name of the files which contain the data corresponding
to the March 2002 - September 2004 (355 pb-1), December 2004 - November 2005
(410 pb-1), and November 2005 - January 2006 (230 pb- 1) periods.
The integrated luminosity of the sample which passed the BCHARM trigger path is
Definition Fraction
(BCHARM) / (TTT) 60%
(LOWPT and not HIGHPT and not BCHARM) / (TTT) 30%
(HIGHPT and not BCHARM and not LOWPT) / (TTT) 10%
(e+SVT and TTT) / (e+SVT) 60%
(t+SVT and not TTT) / (e+SVT or TTT) 10%
TABLE 3.3: Summary of overlaps among trigger paths and classes. In the table,
trigger names indicate the number of events which passed the respective trigger:
e+SVT indicates the number of events which passed any of the lepton-plus-displaced-
track triggers; TTT indicates the number of events which passed any of the three
two-track triggers: BCHARM, HIGHPT, or LOWPT. The LOWPT tag includes the
contribution of p+LOWPT paths. The number of events which belong to the £+SVT
class is about 57 and 67 millions, for the muon and electron triggers, respectively. The
TTT class contains about 560 million events.
about 642 pb- 1, while the HIGHPT and LOWPT paths collected 504 pb- 1 and 418 pb- 1,
respectively. These numbers include the effect of trigger prescaling. The three samples
obviously overlap, because events may have been triggered by more than one trigger
path. The fraction of the events, in the whole sample of two-track triggers, that
passed the BCHARM trigger path is 60%. The HIGHPT trigger path exclusively selects
10% of the sample, and LOWPT the remaining 30%. In the sample selected with
lepton-plus-displaced-track triggers, 60% of events are also selected by at least one
of the two-track triggers, BCHARM, HIGHPT, or LOWPT. The fraction of events which
exclusively passed a lepton-plus-displaced-track trigger is 10% of the union of the
samples selected by a lepton-plus-displaced-track trigger and those selected by a two-
track trigger. Table 3.3 presents a summary of overlaps among trigger paths and
classes described in this paragraph.
3.3 Data format and analysis software
A framework, referred to as the BStntuple [58], has been implemented for efficiently
storing and accessing the pieces of information which form the B° candidates. It
shares the basic structure of the standard stntuple [59], which itself constitutes a
more sophisticated ROOT ntuple [60] together with a set of convenient tools.
This framework contains structures to hold the reconstructed candidates infor-
mation (stable and decaying objects) as well as tagging information, and particle
identification information (TOF, dE/dx, muon and electron quantities). The actual
data blocks correspond to instances of these classes for specific decay modes, which
are implemented by cloning prototype modules which are appropriate for the decay
topology.
This has revealed to be an efficient and uniforming framework, in terms of both
CPU usage time and procedure sharing, which has facilitated candidate reconstruction
and the process of producing ntuples for the various decays and data samples employed
in the analysis.
3.4 BO data sample
The data sample consists of 1 fb- 1 of data collected with the CDF II detector, between
March 2002 and January 2006. According to the type of particles which take part in
the decay chain, the sample of BO decays is naturally divided in two classes, which
are usually referred to as "semileptonic" and "hadronic" modes,
For both hadronic and semileptonic modes, B' candidates are reconstructed from
the final decay products. For example, BO -+ D-7r+r-ir+, D- -+ K*oK - , K*o -
K+tr- candidates are reconstructed starting from a pair of oppositely charged tracks
which are assigned the mass of a kaon (the positively charged track) and of a pion (the
negatively charged one), producing a K*O candidate. A D. vertex is fit using another
charged track, with kaon mass assigned, and the projected trajectory of the K*o.
Finally, the D. candidate is associated with three pion tracks which are consistent
with coming from the same vertex. The three pions are constrained to come from a
single vertex, and consistency with this hypothesis is enforced by applying a cut on
the X2 of the vertex fit. All fits of vertices are performed by the CTVMFT package [61].
The mass of the D. candidate is fixed to its world average [62] in the final fit for the
hadronic B° candidate. This is not the case for the semileptonic B° decays, where the
mass values of D; candidates are not constrained in the fit of the £D- combination,
because the unconstrained D. mass serves as a discriminant in rejecting background.
3.4.1 Semileptonic BO decays
The sample of semileptonic decays consists of inclusively reconstructed B -+ D;-+X
candidates, where e = e, p, which are searched for in the sample collected with the
two-displaced-track trigger and the lepton-plus-displaced-track trigger. The definition
of these triggers are reported in Section 3.1. While not specifically reconstructed, the
BO -+ Dsr+X mode is part of the semileptonic signal sample. The D- meson is
reconstructed in the final states or-, K*oK - and lr-r+ir- , where 0 -_+ K+K - , and
K*o -- K+r - . The sample is enriched in BO candidates by applying a cut-based
selection.
The main advantage of these decays is the large branching ratio for semileptonic
decays of B° mesons, which the Review of Particle Physics [7] reports to be equal to
7.9 ± 2.4 %, and the presence of a lepton which provides a clear signature. Conversely,
the incompleteness of the reconstruction, which is caused, at least, by the participa-
tion of a neutrino, the energy and momentum of which are undetected, constitutes
a challenge. In this case, it is customary to analyze both the EDS mass distribution
and the D- one, which provides additional discriminating power between signal and
background.
Lepton identification exploits the algorithms prepared for the study of lepton
flavor taggers [55, 56]. Electrons and muons are separated from hadrons by means of
a lower cut on a likelihood which is defined as follows:
4i = i = e or p, (3.4.1)
where pS and Pe are, respectively, the likelihoods of the lepton candidate being a
real lepton or a false one. These functions are simply the product of the probability
density functions of the variables chosen to maximize the separating power between
leptons and hadrons.
The distributions of the discriminating variables obtained in samples of pure
muons, collected by reconstructing J/1/ --4 wI+-, and electrons, from y -4 e+e -
conversions in the detector material, are fit to empirical functions. These param-
eterizations are treated as probability density functions of a real lepton candidate,
and their product defines Ps. Electrons from conversions are identified by searching,
around an electron candidate, as defined by the trigger cut in Table 3.2, for oppositely
charged tracks which have a small opening angle with the candidate, and requiring
the trajectories of the two tracks to be parallel to one another at their distance of
closest approach.
The background likelihoods PI and P~ are produced analogously to the signal
likelihoods. The distributions of the discriminating variables, the parameterizations
of which provide the background probability density functions, are constructed using
samples of pions from K° - ir+ir- and, in the case of Pg, also kaons and protons
from Do -+ K-r + and Ao -+ pr-, respectively.
The plots in Figure 3.1 show the electron and muon likelihood distributions Le
and £, in the signal and background samples described above. The values for these
likelihoods are bound between zero and one, with real electrons and muons populat-
ing the high likelihood region close to unity, while backgrounds preferentially occupy
the low likelihood region close to zero. The requirement that Le is smaller than 0.9
is about 90% efficient for conversion electrons with PT > 2.0 GeV/c, while rejecting
around 98% of the pions originating from K' decays and fulfilling the electron candi-
date requirements. Different values for cuts on L~ are utilized for candidate muons
found in the various subdetectors of the CDF muon system. The cut values and effi-
ciencies, for real and false muons, for the different detector components are reported
in Table 3.4.
Various sources contribute to the background of a B' candidate reconstructed
solely by matching a D- candidate to a lepton candidate. Three sources are identified:
"false lepton", "physics" and "combinatorial" backgrounds. Contributions to the
background may contain a true, and correctly reconstructed, DS meson. That is the
case for Bo and B+ decays with a D. in the final state, such as Bo/B+ -+ DsD, D -
eiX, and B° candidates composed by a true D- and a false lepton track. Another
source of this type of background is constituted by BO -+ D~(*)D~(*)X, D -*) + +Y
decays. These B' modes constitute a background, rather than a signal, because
they are not self-tagging final states. These backgrounds, which are called "physics"
backgrounds, are indistinguishable from signal candidates in the D- mass plot, while
the £D, mass distribution provides some separation. Samples of simulated events are
Muon System £A > Eff. for real muons [%] Eff. for false muons [%]
CMU 0.50 92.0 13.5
CMP 0.50 88.2 27.1
CMUP 0.05 98.8 55.0
CMX 0.50 91.8 22.2
IMU 0.70 78.8 9.6
TABLE 3.4: Efficiency of muon likelihood requirements for real and false muons match-
ing the muon candidate requirements, compiled for different muon detector systems.
The quantity L£ represents the likelihood that the particle is a real muon, and is
defined in Equation 3.4.1. The efficiencies are calculated utilizing a sample of muons
from J/10 -+ M_,- (real muons), and pions, kaons, and protons from KO -+ r+1r- ,
Do -+ K-w + and Ao -+ pr-, respectively (false muons) [55].
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FIGURE 3.1: Electron likelihood distributions Le for electrons and pions with PT >
2.0 GeV/c (left), and muon likelihood distributions E, for real and false muons.
utilized to derive £D; mass templates. Other backgrounds, which do not contain a
true D., such as combinatorial background, are instead very well discriminated in
all mass distributions. The mass distribution of D. candidates provides an effective
handle in separating combinatorial background from signal, as shown by the plots
in Figure 3.3. In the £D) mass distributions, the shape of the "false lepton" and
"physics" component are obtained from Monte Carlo samples of B -+ DWX mesons,
where £ is either a muon or an electron. The shape of the combinatorial background
component is a template derived from the £D. mass distribution of candidates which
fall in the sideband regions of the D. mass distribution.
The selection of B° candidates is based on the cuts reported in Table 3.5. Each cut
value has been optimized in order to maximize S/ S + B. For the optimization, a
sample of simulated semileptonic B° candidates was utilized to estimate the efficiency
of a set of cuts on the signal fraction. The distribution of D. candidates in the sample
of simulated events is fit with a Gaussian function. The mean •G and width aG of the
Gaussian are used to define the signal region, [PG - 3UG, PG + 3aG]. The background
fraction in the signal region is estimated by fitting the lower and upper sidebands in
the D; mass distribution in data. The sidebands are defined by excluding the signal
region, as defined above, from the [1.92, 2.02] GeV/c 2 mass range in which the fit of
the background component is performed. Selection cuts are individually optimized.
The cuts are divided in three classes:
* fit quality
The quality of the vertex fits which composed the candidate is ensured by
applying a lower cut on the fit probability of the B° vertex fit, P(B°), and
the two-dimensional X2 of the D- vertex fit, X 0(D-). The vertex position
is obtained by constraining the D. and the lepton candidate to a common
vertex, in the three-dimensional space. The two-dimensional X 2 of a vertex fit
is calculated by removing the z component from the error matrix of the vertex
fit.
* kinematics
A cut on the transverse length significance L,y/aL,, of the B° and D- candi-
dates exploits the large lifetime of B° mesons to discriminate between signal and
those backgrounds which are mostly prompt. The transverse lengths L.y(B °)
and L.y(D-), which are defined in Equation 4.3.1, are both calculated with
respect to the pp interaction vertex.
The cuts on the proper decay-lengths ct*(B ), ct(D) and proper-decay-length
resolution act (B° ) are meant to eliminate poorly reconstructed candidates.
These quantities are defined in Equations 5.2.1 and 5.2.2. The * indicates that
only the £D- part of the candidate enters the calculation. The same reasoning
justifies the minimum pr required of the tracks that compose the B° candidate.
The request for a minimum value of I cos HI, the cosine of the helicity an-
gle of the D. in vector-scalar decays, such as 0o'r- or K*OK - , rejects more
flat-distributed background than signal, which peaks at large (absolute) val-
ues of cos bH. It is defined as the angle, in the reference frame in which the
D- candidate is at rest, between the transverse momenta of the B° and of
the ir-, or K-, candidates, for D. --+ 0or- and D. -+ K*oK - decays, re-
spectively. Figure 3.2 presents the graphical definition of Cos bH(K*O), in the
D -+ K*oK - , K*o - K+ir- decay chain.
* particle identification
Leptons are identified utilizing the likelihood functions which were developed
for the soft lepton taggers. The likelihoods for lepton identification are briefly
introduced at the beginning of this section.
The work on the same-side tagger provides a combined likelihood ratio which
allows for the separation of kaons from pions. This work is described in Sec-
tion 6.5. The purity of the decay modes with kaons in the final state is enhanced
by requiring the tracks which are assigned the mass of a kaon to pass a higher
from K*o
K* Od irect ion in lab frame
T - helicity angle
0*- decay angle
Direct K
FIGURE 3.2: Definition of the helicity angle 'H (indicated by I in the figure) and the
decay angle 0* (0*, in the figure), in the D; -+ K*oK - , K*o -+ K+7r - decay chain.
The momenta are drawn in the reference frame in which the K*o is at rest.
Cut
P(B° )
xro(D;)
Lxy/aL1, (D;)
Lxy/UL,• (B° )
ct*(B °) [cm]
act. (B ) [cm]
ct(D;) [cm]
PT(trk) [GeV/c]
I cos OH I
m(eDf ) [GeV/c 2]
CLL(K 1)
CLL(K2)
TABLE 3.5: Selection criteria
the D; -+ K*oK - decay, the
decay, respectively.
D; --+ 0or-
10-7
20
5
0.01
0.04
[-0.01,0.10]
0.4
0.3
[2.0,5.5]
-2.5
-2.5
D;- -+ K*oK -
10-5
20
8
2
0.01
0.04
[-0.01,0.10]
0.4
0.3
[2.0,5.5]
-2.25
-1.1
for B2 -+ D;-+X candidates.
kaon from the D; decay and
D; -+ r-r+r-
10-
20
11
2
0.01
0.04
[-0.01,0.10]
0.7
[2.0,5.5]
K1 and K 2 indicate, in
the kaon from the K*o
cut on the combined likelihood ratio, CLL (Equation 6.5.3). In addition, the
requirement on particle-identification information allows for looser kinematic
selection. The purity of the sample thus increases without a loss in efficiency.
As mentioned above, Table 3.5 contains the value of the cuts utilized in this analysis.
Finally, Table 3.6 summarizes the yields of BO candidates in the three reconstructed
decay modes: B° -+ D;-+X with D; --+ 07r-, K*oK - , and 7r-r+±r - . The corre-
sponding £D; and D; mass distributions are shown in Figure 3.3.
_I
h*
Decay Sequence Yield
DS - °7r- 29,600 ± 800
D; -+ K*OK -  22,000 ± 800
D -+ r-ir+r -  9,900 + 700
Total 61,500 + 1,300
TABLE 3.6: B° signal yields for the semileptonic modes in the various decay sequences.
The quoted numbers corresponds to an integrated luminosity of - 1.0 fb- 1.
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FIGURE 3.3: Mass distributions of the £D- part of semileptonic B° candidates:
DS -+ o7r- (left), D. -+ K*OK - (center) and D. -+ r-r+r- (right). In the in-
sets are the corresponding D; candidate mass distributions.
3.4.2 Fully hadronic Bo decays
Fully hadronic modes include B° -+ Ds (Tir(r-r+), with the same three D. final
states reconstructed as in the case of semileptonic decays. In addition, BO -+ D-p+
and D*-w +, with D. -+ q0'r-, are included to the signal sample. Candidates in these
modes are looked for in the set of events which satisfy the two displaced track trigger.
The samples of hadronic B° decays suffer for the smallness of the branching ratios
of the reconstructed decays, which are roughly an order of magnitude smaller than the
semileptonic ones with which they share the same D. final state. However, because
B° candidates are fully, or almost fully reconstructed1 , these samples really dominate
the B° - B oscillations analysis.
The selection of fully hadronic B' candidates is performed by an Adaptive Neu-
ral Network (ANN). A concise presentation of the ANN framework utilized for the
candidate selection is described in Reference [63]. On a side note, the application of
an ANN-based selection of B -+ D;-+X candidates has been studied too, but be-
cause the observed improvement over the utilized cut-based selection was marginal, it
has been decided to maintain the already implemented procedure for the selection of
semileptonic Bo candidates. The ANN utilized in the hadronic B° candidates assigns
a single floating-point number to each candidate. The selection is based on a lower
cut on the network output, which optimizes S/S _+B, where S is the total amount
of signal in the [5.31, 5.42] GeV/c 2 region, estimated from simulated events, and B is
the total amount of the background in the same region estimated by extrapolating
the mass fit of the upper mass sideband in data. The neural network package, and its
use for the selection of a sample of Bo decays, is described in detail in Reference [63].
The input to the ANN includes some of the variables traditionally used in cut-
based selections. The kinematic of the B° and D- candidates and the quality of their
vertex fits are represented by X20, the two-dimensional X2 of a fit for a candidate,
transverse momentum PT, impact parameter do, transverse decay length with respect
to the primary vertex of the interaction Lxy and transverse decay length significance
LxyauL,,. In the case of D. candidates, the mass m, the transverse decay length with
respect to the B° decay vertex LZy(D- -+ BO), the decay angle cos 0* and the helicity
angle cos 4 H are also available. The mass of a DS candidate is constrained to the
world average of D- mass measurements in the fit of B° candidates, as described in
the beginning of this section, but the result of its unconstrained mass fit is utilized
as input to the ANN which performs the candidate selection. When subresonances
(0o or K*o) are part of the decay chain, their fitted masses, transverse momenta and
decay angles are utilized. The decay angle 9* of a particle is defined as the angle, in
the reference frame in which the decaying particle is at rest, between the momentum
of a decay product (the pion in B° -+ Dn-r+, the D- candidate in B° -+ D-+r,-ir + )
and the momentum of the decaying particle, in the laboratory reference frame. In a
B° -+ D- -+ 0o7r- (K*OK - ) decay, the helicity angle 0CH is the angle, in the reference
frame in which the D- candidate is at rest, between the Bo candidate and one of the
D. decay products. Analogously, 4'H( ° , K*o) is the angle, in the reference frame in
'In the case of partially reconstructed hadronic decays, 96% of the momentum of a candidate is
reconstructed on average.
which the 0o (K*o) candidate is at rest, between the direction of the D- candidate
and one of the 0o (K*o) decay products. The definitions of helicity and decay angles
in the Ds -+ K*OK - , K*o -+ K+2r- decay chain are shown in Figure 3.2.
The three reconstructed B° -4 D-r+±7r-wr+ modes offer additional useful quanti-
ties: the mass of the 7r-ir+hr - system, the X 2 of the fit of the vertex defined by the
three tracks and the minimum and maximum masses of opposite-charged track pairs.
The last two variables are also available when the D. candidate decays to 7r-r+r - .
The transverse-momentum imbalance between K+ and K- is used when the decay
chain includes a o0 as intermediate state. Transverse momenta are, as usual, mea-
sured in the laboratory frame. Other variables characterize the set of tracks which
reconstruct the B1 candidate: transverse momentum of th e tracks, minimum and
maximum transverse momentum, sum of the track impact parameter significances
do/ado, maximum separation along the nominal beam direction max IAzo .
The CLL quantity defined in Equation 6.5.3 provides particle-identification in-
formation to the network in the last four input variables: CLL of selected tracks,
minimum and maximum CLL and the sum of CLL on all tracks, E(CLL). Ta-
ble 3.7 summarizes which variables have been used in the selection of each B° decay
mode.
The mass distributions of B° candidates reconstructed in the fully hadronic decay
chains are shown in Figure 3.4. The mass distribution of BO -+ D7-r+ , D; -4 0or-
and partially reconstructed B° candidates is presented separately from the contribu-
tion of the other five decay modes: B° -4 D-r-, D- -+ K*oK - and D- - 7-lr+r- ,
and B° -+ D +1r--+, D- --+ 7r-, D -4 K*oK - and D- -+4 ir-r+r-. In these
distributions, the shape and normalization, with respect to the number of B0 signal
-0
candidates, of the background contributions from Bo and Ab decays are obtained from
BO and Ab simulated events, as described in Section 4.2. The procedure adopted to
calculate the normalization of these contributions is presented in Section 7.2.1.
The yields of B° candidates reconstructed in fully-hadronic decay chains are re-
ported in Table 3.8. The ratios of signal-over-background in the [5.32, 5.42] GeV/c 2
mass range is also indicated. This sample is by far the largest sample of fully hadronic
B° in the world, which proves the impact of SVT in CDF B physics program.
The selection and reconstruction of BO candidates in data are presented in this chap-
ter. The next one will focus on the tools which provide simulated interactions, and on
the efforts made to perfect the agreement between simulated events and real data.
Variable o0 - K*oK -  r-r+ -  or K*°K - 'r-+K -
x2 (Bo) -/ N/
do(BS) V /
Lxy(B°) V V
LxyaLx (B V /
pT(Bs) V X/V V
Lxy(D- -+ B )
X V (D )V
do(D-) V/
Ly(D) V V/
Lm UL, ( DY )
m(D8) V
pT(D 8) /
PT all all all all 1, 2, 3, 61 all
cos 0*(B') V V V
m(O0 or K*O)
pT(O° orK*) -
min(do/ado ) V
max(do/ado) V V V V V V
min(pT) V V
max(pT) VV V /
m(3,r) - - -
X (3ir) - - -
lmowD, (-r-VV+) V
do/ado all all all all all all
max higzo (
max(CLL)r 
-V/
min(CLL) V Vmin(CLL) V V V/ V V
E(CLL) / /
CLL - 1 , 4 tt
IPT(K +) - PT(K-)I / - - V
TABLE 3.7: ANN input variables for the selection of B° -+ D,-r+( (r-r+) candidates.
t 1,2,3, and 6 indicate the three pions from the direct decay of the BO candidate, and the
kaon with the lower momentum between the two kaons produced by the decay of the Ds
candidate.
tt 1 and 4 indicate the pions with the highest transverse momentum among the two sets of
three pions produced in the decay of the B° and of the D- candidates.
B -+ D-7r+ modes B° -+ D-7r+r-7r+ modes
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FIGURE 3.4: Mass distributions of fully hadronic B1 decay modes. The plot on the
left contains the reconstructed BO -+ Dr -, D- -+ 0%or- candidates. On the right
is the sum of the mass distributions of the other hadronic modes: B° -+ D-r +
with D- -+ K*OK - and D- -+ ir-wr+ir- , and B° -+ D,-;r+r-Vr+ with D, --+ o0-
DS -+ K*oK - , and D -+ 7-wr+r - .
Decay Sequence Yield S/B
B - D7r+, D -+ 0%r 1,900 11.3
B - D7-r+ , D- -+ K*OK -  1,400 2.0
B -+ D-r + , D- -+7r-r+r -  700 2.1
B -+ D 7+7-D7 - -D-+ 0r- 700 2.7
B -- D•r+ir-r+, D - -+ K*K -  600 1.1
B -+ D-r+'r-7r+ , D- - 7r--r+i -  200 2.6
Partially Reconstructed B° Decays 3,300 3.4
Total 8,800
TABLE 3.8: Signal yields for the hadronic modes and signal to background ratio in
the various decay sequences. The partially reconstructed B° decays are B° -+ D -p+
and D-7r+ , with D- -+ o7r-. The 7ro from the p-+- r+7ro decay, and the photon
from the D*- -+ D[y decay are not reconstructed. The S/B ratio is evaluated in the
[5.32, 5.42] GeV/c 2 range of mass of fully reconstructed B1 candidates. In the case of
partially reconstructed B° decays, the selected mass range is [5.0, 5.2] GeV/c 2. The
quoted numbers corresponds to an integrated luminosity of - 1.0 fb- 1.

Chapter 4
Monte Carlo simulation
This chapter describes the procedure adopted to produce simulated data and defines
the different sets of simulated data utilized in this analysis. Then, the additional steps
performed to correct for differences between the simulation and the collected data are
presented, and finally the comparison of data-simulation agreement is shown. Samples
of simulated data which accurately reproduce the actual data collected by the detector
are extremely important in many steps of the analysis presented. Most importantly,'
the calibration of the algorithm of same-side-kaon tagging that constitutes the central
point of this dissertation, which is presented in Chapter 6, is shown, in the same
chapter, not to be solely obtainable from detector data.
4.1 Overview of simulation procedure
The procedure adopted to simulate data tries to reproduce as closely as possible
the various steps that lead from the pp interaction to the registration of data. The
first step is the simulation of the production of primary particles, such as b-hadrons,
which follow the pp hard collision. Then, the propagation of the produced particles,
their decays, and interactions with the matter of the CDF detector are simulated.
Secondary particles, i.e., not produced by the decay of the particles originated from
the primary interaction, can be produced during these interactions with the detector.
Finally, the detector simulation attempts to reproduce the response of the various
parts of the CDF detector to the passage of the simulated particles These steps are
divided in two broad categories, which are presented in the next sections.
4.1.1 Event generation
The analysis of BO oscillations presented in this document utilizes samples of simulated
B-hadron samples for different purposes, listed in Section 4.2.
The first step in the Monte Carlo (MC) simulation is the production of primary
particles, which are the ones that the simulation indicates as produced at the pp inter-
action point. The physical process of the pp hard interaction and b-hadron production
is simulated by a so-called generator, the output of which is a set of particles with
a defined identity (i.e., a b quark, a B+ meson, a pion, a kaon, ... ) and kinematic
characteristics (the momentum vector is sufficient to fully describe the particle). The
two generators of choice are BGENERATOR [64] and PYTHIA [651. The former directly
produces single b hadrons. The latter also includes the particles produced in associ-
ation with the b hadrons in the simulated events, by reproducing the fragmentation
process, starting from quark strings.
BGENERATOR produces events with one b hadron, according to the distributions
of kinematic variables as measured in data. The symmetries in the geometry of
the pp interaction and, consequentially, of b hadron production make the rq and PT
distributions of the primary particle sufficient to completely describe the process.
These distributions constitute the input to BGENERATOR for fast event generation.
The input distributions utilized to generate MC samples of B mesons and Ab baryons
are taken from References [24] and [66]. Samples of the different species of B meson,
BO, B+ , and Bo, are all generated with the same rq-pT distribution. The single-hadron
MC samples produced with BGENERATOR are employed whenever the details of a pp
interaction are not needed and it is only necessary to understand how the description
of an ideal candidate is modified by detector effects and the trigger selection. The
advantage of BGENERATOR over PYTHIA is the speed of event generation, which is
about an order of magnitude faster.
PYTHIA aims at simulating the full range of particles produced in a pp inter-
action as faithfully as possible, and trying to reproduce experimental observations,
such as the multiplicity distribution and type of charged particles within the leading
(i.e., highest transverse momentum) charged jet in an event, within the limits of the
current understanding of the underlying physics. The physical model adopted to de-
scribe the fragmentation process is the string fragmentation one [67, 68], as opposed
to independent fragmentation [69, 70} and cluster fragmentation [71] models. The
MC model for QCD hard scattering provided by PYTHIA in its default configuration
describes fairly well the properties of the leading charged jet in an event. These
properties include the multiplicity distribution and the PT distribution of charged
particles within leading charged jets, the size of leading charged jets, and the radial
distribution of charged particles and transverse momentum around the direction of
the leading charged jet. However, all the properties of the underlying event, which
consists of the beam remnants after a pp interaction and possible additional contri-
butions from multiple parton scatterings, are not correctly described. For example,
the PT dependence of the beam-beam remnant contribution to the underlying event
is not correctly reproduced. The default configuration of PYTHIA is thus modified
following the tuning described in References [72] and [73], in order to address the
data-simulation disagreement in the description of the underlying event properties.
The tuned configuration is defined in Appendix A. The additional modifications most
relevant for the presented analysis are reported in Section 4.3.
The framework for the implementation of the decay process of the produced B
mesons is provided by the EvtGen [74] package. In the simulation of a decay chain,
such as B -+ D*[Dir]fv, the module uses decay amplitudes at each node of the chain,
instead of probabilities, which allow for the correct simulation of all decay distribu-
tions. The physical properties of particles, such as the mass m and, for unstable
particles, the lifetime 7 and the branching ratios in possible decaying modes, are in-
put to EvtGen. In order to focus on particular decay channels of interest, the user
typically overrides the branching ratio settings of particles to force their decay.
4.1.2 Detector simulation
The GEometry ANd Tracking (GEANT [75]) framework allows for the simulation of
the interaction of particles with the materials composing the detector. The response
of the detector to the incident particles is described in terms of sets of hits and energy
depositions in the various subdetectors. The package replicates the response of the
CDF detector, and produces an output in the same format as obtained from the
detector readout.
The simulation is very computing-power intensive. As a rule of thumb, the BGEN-
ERATOR production of 60 million events with a single B° being the primary particle,
generated with pT > 0 and Ir71 < 10 and the GEANT simulation of their interaction
with the CDF detector require about 4 to 5 thousand hours on an individual CPU.
This step yields, in the case of B° -+ D~-r+ , D- -+ 0o7r-, only 950 thousand events
after the trigger selection. This sample is subsequently reduced to 60 thousand after
B° candidates are reconstructed and analysis cuts applied.
All the MC samples used in many steps of the analysis presented in this document
utilize the full-fledged detector GEANT simulation. The lists of the types of MC
samples produced and of the aspects of the mixing analysis in which they have been
necessary are presented in Section 4.2.
4.2 Monte Carlo samples
The MC samples utilized in the mixing analysis are organized in three separate cat-
egories. These classes and the r6le of the MC simulation in the mixing analysis are
reviewed in this section. The MC categories are distinguished by the definition of the
initial state:
* Single-hadron
BGENERATOR is used to produce a single B meson or Ah baryon. The decay
is simulated by EvtGen and the chain of decay products is completely defined
by adequately setting the branching ratios for the decays of the particles in the
chain.
* Semi-generic
For the samples in this class, BGENERATOR produces a single hadron, the decay
chain of which is not tightly defined as in the previous case. Each event still
features a single hadron as parent particle, but all types of B mesons and Ab
baryons are produced, according to the production fractions [62]: f, : fd : f, :
fbaryon = 0.397 : 0.397 : 0.107 : 0.099. A filter based on particle content is
applied, with the unique requirement that a D meson, the decay of which is
forced to a specific mode, is produced in the decay of the primary b hadron.
* bb
PYTHIA is the generator of choice for the samples which fall in the last category.
The production consists of two steps. Firstly, sets of qq events are generated
simulating three different production processes: flavor creation, flavor excitation
and gluon splitting [76]. The simulated processes are qq' -+ qq', qq -+ q'•',
qq -+ gg, qg -4 qg, gg -+ q'q', and gg -+ gg, where q and q' are fermions,
and g gluons. Then, events which contain bb pairs with at least one b quark
with PT(b) > 4 GeV/c 2 and JIr < 3 are selected. The output after this first
step is a set of events containing b hadrons and the other particles produced
during the fragmentation. The second and final step consists in the simulation
of the time-evolution of the particles up to their decay, which is performed by
the EvtGen package. Different configurations of the decay package are utilized,
tailored to the diverse studies performed, starting from the same initial sample
of particles obtained after the first step of the simulation.
The first class of MC samples allows the study of how the distributions of inter-
esting quantities are modified by detector and selection effects for very specific decay
chains. The B' final states included in the analysis have been simulated to study
the mass and proper-decay-time distributions of background-free signal candidates.
The case of proper decay-length ct is particularly important because the trigger and
analysis selections peculiarly sculpt the ct distribution. The availability of an ac-
curate detector simulation allows for the precise modeling of such sculpting effects,
thus restoring the direct relation between the observed distribution of reconstructed
ct and the expected ct distribution of a decaying particle with lifetime T. A detailed
description of the procedure adopted to correct for these sculpting effects is reported
in Section 7.1.
Specific decays of Bo and Ab, namely Bo -+ D-r+(r-ir+), D- -+ K+r-r- and
-+ A ir+ , A- -+ pK+ir- , mimic the signature of the BO decays of interest. These
modes contribute to backgrounds in the distributions of mass and proper decay-length
of reconstructed BO candidates. Their contributions are modeled by template func-
tions, the shape and normalization of which are defined by analyzing BGENERATOR-
-0
MC samples of Bo and Ab, which are forced to decay via the modes listed above.
The more generic samples in the second category play a major r6le in the char-
acterization of the physics backgrounds arising from partially reconstructed decays
of B mesons. The samples are constructed with the requirement that a D meson,
which decays as a signal, is present in the final state. This requirement stems from
the confidence that the largest fraction of the backgrounds which populate the low
mass sideband in the reconstructed B-mass distributions is constituted by partially
reconstructed B candidates, and that a real D meson is correctly fitted as part of the
B candidate. The prescription adopted to produce MC samples in this category is
generic enough to enable one to characterize and subsequently quantify the sources
of background to a B decay mode. For example, a MC sample produced with the
prescription that each event contains a D. - 0o7r- meson allows one to study the
physics backgrounds of the B° -+ D-r + and BO -+ D -r+7-7+, with D- -+ 07r-
decay modes. The first implementation of this method for the study of backgrounds
in low mass sidebands is presented in References [77] and [78].
The PYTHIA-generated MC set contains the most complete simulation of a bb
event and is thus the only resource for studies which require a description of the track
environment in which B° candidate are searched for. This is particularly important
for the study of the same-side tagger. In fact, this algorithm, which is utilized to
--0determine the flavor, B° vs. B,, at production of a candidate, relies on the simulation
of the other interaction products.
4.3 Monte Carlo tuning
The MC simulation produces results in good agreement with the available data, as
will be shown in Section 4.4. The decay mechanism of the hadrons which take part to
the reconstructed B° decay chains is well understood and the software does a fairly
accurate job in reproducing the response of the detector to the passage of particles.
However, some additional efforts were needed to tune some aspects of the MC
simulation that have direct effects on the analysis. Particularly critical is the part of
the simulation which influences the calibration of the algorithm for same-side flavor
tagging presented in Chapter 6, which is derived via MC events.
The various aspects which required tuning are separately discussed below. In Sec-
tion 4.4, the success of the tuning is demonstrated by comparing data and simulation.
4.3.1 Trigger prescaling
The detector simulation framework does not reproduce the prescaling mechanisms
utilized by the CDF trigger systems . Two alternative approaches have been adopted
to account for the effects of prescaling in the simulation. The BGENERATOR-MC
simulation implements prescaling by selecting events with a probability equal to the
inverse of the prescaling factor. Such a prescaling factor is applied on a run-by-run
basis to the sample and represents the effective prescale which accounts for different
trigger paths with different prescaling methods. In the case of the PYTHIA-MC one,
the need to maximize the statistical power by not throwing events away prescribes
a different method. A statistical weight is associated to each event which depends
on the trigger path (BCHARM, HIGHPT, or LOWPT, as defined in Section 3.1) to which
it belongs and the period of data taking during which it was selected (Od, Oh, or Oi,
Section 3.2). The weights utilized for the B° -+ D7r+ , D- -+ 007- decay mode are
reported in Table 4.1.
4.3.2 Vertex position and resolution
The reproduction of the correct distribution of the positions of vertices and the res-
olutions of the position measurements enters the analysis at different levels. The
Od Oh Oi
HIGHPT 1.431 1.268 1.416
BCHARM 1.037 1.050 1.158
LOWPT 0.477 0.625 0.578
TABLE 4.1: Statistical weights utilized to reproduce effective trigger prescales. The
values in the table are applied to B' -4 D-7r+, D- -+ ~or- MC events.
variables which are mostly influenced by these quantities are impact parameters of
reconstructed particles (in this analysis, B and D mesons) do, transverse decay lengths
Lxy and transverse decay length resolutions ULx. The transverse decay length Lx of
a B candidate is defined as follows:
Ly (B) = PT ' (rxy(SV) - rxy(PV)) (4.3.1)
PT
and indicates the projection on the transverse momentum of the particle of the dis-
tance between the primary vertex (PV, the vertex at which the pp interaction oc-
curred) and the secondary vertex (SV, the vertex where the reconstructed particle
decayed). In the case of a D meson produced in the decay of a B, the quantity
Lzy(D -+ B), which is defined as the distance, in the transverse plane, between the D
decay vertex and the B decay vertex projected along the direction of the D transverse
momentum, more properly defines a "decay" length. However, the notation L,(D),
throughout this document, defines the projection of the distance between the PV and
the D decay vertex. The B impact parameter is utilized in the candidate selection,
while OaLx contributes to the proper-decay-time error of B candidates, which is an
important part of this analysis of B° oscillations (Sections 5.2 and 7.1).
The algorithm for PV reconstruction chosen for the mixing analysis utilizes some
of the tracks which are believed to come from the same interaction point where the
B° candidate was produced, and fits them to a common vertex using the beamline
shape [79] as a fit constraint. This constraint conceptually represents an a priori
probability for the position of primary vertices. The shape of the beamline around
the interaction point at CDF is described as an hourglass, Ax _ Ay - 2 mm for
IzI _ 30 cm, and Ax _ Ay -_ 35 pm for z -_ 0 cm. The fitted vertex is referred
to as the event-by-event PV [80]. This approach is not directly reproducible in the
BGENERATOR-MC sets, because bare B° particles are generated. Therefore, no other
tracks beside the ones which are produced by the B° decay are present in the event,
and the algorithm utilized in data cannot be applied. Additional procedures have to
be implemented to reproduce the distributions observed in data.
By default, BGENERATOR primary vertices are distributed according to the beam-
line shape. In the case of data, the distribution of primary vertices is dictated by the
results of the event-by-event PV finding algorithm.
Residuals between the coordinates of the MC generated vertex and the recon-
structed one of a B° candidate are distributed according to the the beam line covari-
ance matrix CRy evaluated at the z position of the Bo candidate. This constitutes
another discrepancy with respect to data. While in MC events the uncertainty with
which each PV is determined depends only on its z coordinate, in data it depends
also on the properties of the underlying event (i.e., the additional tracks produced at
the interaction point).
It is thus necessary to tune MC candidates in order to correct for the differences
introduced by using a different algorithm for PV finding in data and in MC simu-
lation, i.e., event-by-event vertices vs. beamline vertices. The tuning of MC events
is obtained by applying scale factors to Cpv and Csyv (i.e., the error matrix returned
by the fit of a B secondary vertex). The values of the scale factors are obtained by
scanning the space of their possible values while comparing distributions of quantities
in data and in MC samples. The distributions of the quantities which are more di-
rectly affected by the scaling, such as impact parameters and transverse decay length
resolutions, are utilized to tune the scale factors. The final values for the scale factors
are chosen by minimizing the disagreement (indicated by a X2 test) between data and
MC simulation. The result of the scaling is the modification of both the distributions
of PV positions and of the covariance matrices of primary and secondary vertices.
The first type of scale factor, S1, is meant to correct the PV distribution. The
reconstructed position of the PV in the transverse plane is replaced with the transverse
coordinates:
rnew - Xtrue + S1 (4.3.2)
where 6 is a 2D vector drawn from a 2D Gaussian distribution of variance CPY,
centered at (0, 0). Two different scale factors are defined, S1 (B) and S1 (D), to be used
in the recalculation of quantities characterizing B and D candidates, respectively. The
value of S1 (B) is obtained by minimizing the X2 between the distributions of do(B) in
data and MC samples. The PV reconstruction method utilized to calculate quantities
relative to D candidates does not use the other tracks present in the event, and is
thus equally applicable to data and BGENERATOR-MC simulation. Therefore, the
scaling factor Si(D) is equal to unity.
The second and third type of scale factors, S2 and S3, address the data-MC-
simulation discrepancy in aUL,, the resolution on the projection of the particle decay
length on the transverse plane. This quantity is affected by the disagreement in the
covariance matrix of both the primary (PV) and the secondary (SV, of the B or D
decay) vertices. The error on L.y is calculated as follows:
-PT 0 S2CPV
The quantities appearing in the above formula are defined as follows:
PT = , C = X C (4.3.4)
The tuning of S2(B), S2(D), and S3 is performed in parallel by minimizing the dis-
agreement between data and MC distributions of ULY (B) and aUL. (D).
The Bo -+ Dr + , D- -+ K+r-r- sample was used to derive the tuning parame-
Scale factor Description Value
S1 (B) re-smearing of the PV for B quantities 0.780
S (D) re-smearing of the PV for D quantities 1
S2 (B) uncertainty scale factor for B quantities 0.560
S2 (D) uncertainty scale factor for D quantities 0.900
S3 secondary vertex uncertainty scale factor 1.145
TABLE 4.2: Scaling factors for tuning of BGENERATOR-MC events, to address the
event-by-event-PV algorithm used in data. The tuning has been performed using
samples of Bo -+ D-r+ , D- -* K+r---.
ters. The tuning was then verified on other decay modes such as Bo -+ D-7r+r-7r+, D- -+
K+,-r- and Bo -+ D;-r+(r-7r+), D- --+ 0or-. Table 4.2 summarizes the numerical
values of the tuning parameters.
4.3.3 Silicon hit resolution
The MC efficiency to find hits in LOO and match them to tracks is significantly larger
than in data. In addition, the hit resolution in SVX layers is better in MC simulation
than in data, while ISL hits present the same resolution. However, the hit resolutions
in LOO and in the first layer of SVX, LO, dominate the error on the measurement
of impact parameters and transverse decay lengths, because the information of the
other layers is smeared by multiple scattering and transport uncertainties.
The procedure adopted to correct these discrepancies was developed utilizing data
and MC samples of Bo -+ J/VK*o, J/Vi --+ p +t-, K*O -+ K+r-. The tracks in these
events which are not part of the reconstructed Bo candidate and satisfy some minimal
quality requirements (pT > 450 MeV/c, do/ado < 10, and at least 10 hits in the axial
layers of the COT and 10 in the stereo layers) participate in the study [81].
The disagreement between the number of LOO hits assigned to tracks in data and
in MC events is corrected for by randomly discarding 33% of the hits found in the
innermost silicon layer. In fact, the fraction of tracks, in the sample described above,
with a hit in LOO is 52% in MC events and only 35% in data. Because all tracks,
both in data and in the MC sample, are refit after the addition of LOO hits at the
analysis level, the operation of hit removal does not introduce any difference between
the treatment of data and of MC events.
The single hit resolutions are modified by smearing hit positions according to
Gaussian distributions. The widths of these distributions depend on the number of
strips which constitute the hit signal, Nst,ip, and whether the hit is in LOO or in the
first layer of SVXII, LO:
S(Nstrip) = nLOO or LO data (Nstrip) -
ULOo = 1.2,
aLO = 1.5, (4.3.5)
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FIGURE 4.1: Data-simulation comparison before/after tuning. From top to bottom,
the distributions of do(Bo), UL,, (Bo) and UL,,(D-), in Bo -+ D-7+, D- -+ K+-rr-,
before (left) and after (right) the tuning described in Section 4.3.2.
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Data
1 2 3 >3 1
MC simulation
2 3 >3
LOO 17.3 15.0 18.5 30.3 13.5 9.4 11.6 29.8
LO 13.6 9.5 13.4 19.0 10.1 10.1 14.7 23.1
TABLE 4.3: Resolution of rep hits in data and MC simulation.
where Udata,MC, reported in Table 4.3, are provided by the CDF tracking group [82]
and the use of MC truth information (the intersection in the silicon layer found by
GEANT is compared to the reconstructed hit position). The ULoo and aL0 factors are
added to compensate for a residual disagreement between the distributions of L,y(B+)
and aL.Y (B+) in the data and PYTHIA-MC samples of Bo -+ J/IK*O, where L,y is the
quantity defined in Equation 4.3.1. The presence of a residual inconsistency was not
surprising as only single-Gaussian fits were performed to obtain the hit resolutions in
the MC sample.
The tuning of the hit efficiency and the L00oo and oL0 factors has been cross-checked
in an alternative B-meson decay mode, Bo -+ D-7r+r-r+, D- -+ K+r--r. The
data and BGENERATOR-MC samples of Bo -- D-r+r-r + are compared before and
after the application of the tuning, which provides an improvement in the agreement
between the two samples [83]. The correction derived in the tuning is applied to all
MC samples.
4.3.4 Particle identification
Particle identification is based on specific ionization dE/dx in the COT and informa-
tion from the TOF system. Both subdetectors have been calibrated and the proba-
bility density functions of their response to different particles precisely modeled with
data [40].
One necessary ingredient to simulate the particle identification in MC events is
to know the truth information of the particles associated to the reconstructed tracks.
It is possible to match > 99.9% of the tracks that satisfy the requirements for being
a tagging track candidate to Monte Carlo truth information, using standard CDF
matching tools [84]. However, only 98.5% of these tracks are actually associated
to generator level particles1 , while the remaining 1.5% of tracks are associated to
particles which have been produced inside the silicon detector. Because those particles
entirely transverse the COT, their COT dE/dx response is correctly simulated. The
situation is different for the TOF simulation. Although the species of those particles
are known, their production time is not, and thus their TOF response cannot be
simulated properly. The default simulation calculates their response assuming these
particles have the same production time as the main interaction, regardless of the
fact that they are secondaries. (Section 6.8.5).
Igenerator level particles are those generated at the simulated pp interaction point, or part of the
decay chain of particles produced at the interaction point.
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FIGURE 4.2: Number of COT hits (left) and COT hits utilized for the calculation of
dE/dx information (center) per track in data and simulation. The right plot shows
the data-simulation comparison of the number of COT hits used to calculate a track's
dE/dx after correction. A fraction equal to 80% of the COT hits associated to a track
is utilized to calculate dE/dx of the track. The truncation of the number of COT
hits produces the spikes in the distributions of data and MC events in the central and
rightmost plots.
Energy loss in the COT
The simulation of the COT response is done in two steps. The number of COT hits
is rescaled to match the distribution in data, correcting for the algorithm utilized in
MC reconstruction which is more efficient in assigning hits. The efficiency with which
COT dE/dx information is made available to a track is corrected by a function of the
transverse momentum PT:
f (PT) = a - e- PT. (4.3.6)
The functional form has been chosen by inspecting the distribution, as a function of
the track transverse momentum, of the ratios of the number of COT hits with dE/dx
information in data and in MC samples. The parameters a and b are obtained by
fitting the same distribution with the function in Equation 4.3.6. The distributions
of COT hits with dE/dx information in data and in MC events, before and after the
correction described above, are shown in Figure 4.2.
Secondly, the MC track needs to be assigned a value of (dE/dx)r"", which in-
dicates the value of dE/dx before calibration. The formulae which implement the
calibration of the measured dE/dx of a track (the label "raw" indicates uncalibrated
measurements) are reported here:
(dE/dx)c r = a + 0(dE/dx)r aw Od data,
(dE/dx)cor = e'(dE/dx)ra' Oh and Oi data, (4.3.7)
where the a, 8, and y coefficients are provided by calibrations and depend on mass,
momentum, Po, r7, charge, number of COT hits with dE/dx information, and run
number of the tracks utilized in the calibration.
The (dE/dx)raw value of the track is computed in the following steps:
* the reconstructed track is matched to a generated particle, thus permitting the
assignment of the true particle type (i.e., a pion, a kaon, or a proton) to the
track.
* the particle-type information is used to select the corresponding Z distribution,
defined as:
Z [=(d E / d x ) cor"  (4.38)
Z log [lxI::: 1 (4.3.8)Z (dE/dx)pre ,
where (dE/dx)c" and (dE/dx)pre are the calibrated and expected dE/dx of a
track, with a specific particle-type hypothesis. The particle-type information
is utilized to calculate the correct (dE/dx)pre, which depends on the particle's
velocity. The variable Z is parameterized by a single Gaussian distribution,
when (dE/dx)pre is calculated with the correct particle-type hypothesis. The
(dE/dx)pre quantity is calculated using a variant of the Bethe-Bloch [85] curve,
with the particle speed as input (/ and y):
(dE/dx)pre =~ c 1 log +Co + a( - 1)+a 2( - 1)2 + C, (4.3.9)
with ai, b, ci, and C parameters extracted from data, utilizing samples of kaons,
protons, and pions obtained by reconstructing the D*(2010)+ -+ Do[K-7r+]r +
and A0 -+ pir- decay modes.
* a random number 6z for the Z variable is generated, following a Gaussian dis-
tribution with width az obtained from the same D*(2010) + and A0 calibration
from above of the particle under study. This random number is defined as
follows:
6z = random [G(Z, uz)] . (4.3.10)
Thus, the corresponding (dE/dx)cor assigned to the track is
(dE/dx)c~o = e6z (dE/dx)Pre, (4.3.11)
where the particle identity, which the MC truth information revealed, is neces-
sary to calculate (dE/dx)pre.
* utilizing the inverse of the functions in Equation 4.3.7, a new value of (dE/dx)raw
is computed and assigned to the track, with the (dE/dx)cor obtained in the
previous step used as input.
The last step, which may appear as a useless calculation, is required to be able to
pass the MC sample through the same analysis code utilized for data events, which
performs the dE/dx calibration in Equation 4.3.7.
Time-of-flight
The MC simulation of the TOF detector was still preliminary at the time of this
analysis. Therefore, it was decided to develop a method for the generation of TOF
information for MC tracks which provides a representative simulation of the TOF
behavior and performance.
The available TOF simulation provides a good model for effects related to occu-
pancy. It was decided to profit from that part of the simulation by recalculating the
tflight simulated by the MC executables for the tracks which are matched to a TOF
pulse. Studies of the use of the TOF system for particle identification, such as in
Reference [86], provide a parameterization of the tflight residual defined as follows:
Atflight flght - flight , (4.3.12)
where the predicted tflight is a function of the particle mass m, its momentum p, and
the path-length L traveled before reaching the TOF detector:
tgflht = L Jp2 .m 2c2 . (4.3.13)
The distributions of tflight residuals for different types of particles are produced utiliz-
ing the D*(2010)+ and A' samples already utilized for the study of particle-identification
with dE/dx information. The functional form adopted to fit the Atflight distribution
is a sum of six Gaussian functions. The resolutions of the Gaussian used for the Oh
and Oi data are multiplied by a factor 1.15 with respect to the Od data sample to
account for the 15% worsening of the tflight resolution observed in the more recent
data samples [87].
The tflight that is assigned to MC tracks is computed as the sum of a random
number generated with a p.d.f. which reproduces the Atflight distribution from data
plus the expected tflight for the specific particle. The expected tflight includes the pure
theoretical value obtained from kinematic properties of the track and a correction,
derived from data, which is dependent upon the particle species. This last correction
is derived from the samples of kaons, pions, and protons which are used in many as-
pects of the studies of particle identification. Its introduction allows one to reduce the
dependence on the particle type of the distributions of Atflight. Independence of the
particle type is important because the combination of COT and TOF particle identi-
fication, introduced in Section 6.5, assumes that Atflight is distributed independently
of the particle species.
Finally, the efficiency with which TOF information is matched to tracks is larger
in simulated than in real data. The ratio of the efficiencies in data and simulation,
R., has a pT-dependence which is modeled by a second order polynomial:
R,(pT) = a + bpT + cp1. (4.3.14)
Three sets of values for the a, b, and c parameters have been fit, one for each of the
three periods of data-taking Od, Oh, and Oi. The fitted sets of values are summarized
in Table 4.4. Figure 4.3 shows the tflight efficiencies in MC simulation and in data,
and the distribution of R,, for all tagging track candidates in a sample of B -+ Dr
modes, in the Od, Oh, and Oi data and MC samples. The distributions of RE are fit
with the function of Equation 4.3.14. The plots show the result of the fit and the
Parameter Od Oh Oi
a 0.901 ± 0.049 0.743 ± 0.043 0.789 ± 0.056
b [(GeV/c)-'] 0.010 ± 0.007 0.026 ± 0.007 0.026t
c [(GeV/c) - 2] 0.025 ± 0.022 0.008 ± 0.019 0.00 8t
TABLE 4.4: Values of parameters for tflight efficiency correction.
t The b and c parameters were fixed to the value obtained in the fit of Oh data.
curves utilized for the evaluation of systematic errors, which correspond to a ±8%
(±10%) variation of the efficiency ratio for the Od (Oh and Oi) period of data-taking.
After the correction of the PT dependence, no residual 77 dependence is seen. It
has also been checked that R, is not dependent on the charge of the tracks, by sepa-
rately comparing the distributions of the efficiency ratios for positively and negatively
charged tagging track candidates. Moreover, because the performance of the TOF
system is correlated to the occupancy, data-simulation efficiencies are compared for
"early" and "late" runs in the Od period (run number < 169000, or > 169000, corre-
sponding to September 2003), and for "low" and "high" luminosity (lower or higher
than 25 - 1030 cm-2s-1). The observed differences in the efficiency ratios are well
covered by the band of variation chosen for systematics studies.
4.3.5 Additional tunings for Same-side tagging
This section contains the additional tunings that are needed to reproduce those fea-
tures of data which are important for the same-side-kaon flavor tagging algorithm,
which will be presented in Chapter 6.
Multiple interactions
The average number of pp interactions per bunch crossing is 2.3 for an instantaneous
luminosity of 1032 cm-2S- 1 . The simulation contains only single bb events and thus
lacks, by default, the possibility that the event actually contains additional tracks
from another interaction, which is referred to as a pile-up event. Among these tracks,
the algorithm for same-side flavor tagging described in Chapter 6, may select a tag
candidate if the track satisfies the requirements in Section 6.3. Such selection provides
a random tagging decision, because the flavor of the B meson produced in one pp
interaction is uncorrelated with the charge of the particles produced in another pi
interaction. To account for this effect, which reduces the performance of the same-
side flavor tagger and becomes more important for increasing luminosity, a sample of
candidate tagging tracks has been extracted from the data sample of reconstructed
B° -÷ Dsr + , Ds -+ 017r- decays and added to the PYTHIA-MC sample utilized to
study the performance of same-side tagging algorithms.
Firstly, the number of additional potential tracks needs to be estimated. The
number of tracks to be added to the Nth event is determined by counting the number
of tracks in the (N+ 1)th event in the MC sample which are within ±1.2 cm, the width
of the B1 signal region, of the B ° vertex in the Nth event, and satisfy the selection
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FIGURE 4.3: TOF efficiencies in simulation (left) and in data (center), and the data-
simulation ratio R, (right), for Dir modes as a function of pT. From top to bottom,
the plots for the Od, Oh, and Oi periods of data-taking are shown. The red curve
(middle) in the R, distributions is the derived correction function, the black curves
represent the uncertainties used for later systematic analysis.
cuts defined in Section 6.3, where all the quantities are calculated with respect to the
B° candidate of the Nth event. If the B° signal regions in events N and N +1 overlap,
then event N + 2 is utilized. This method allows to preserve the z distribution of the
BO signal. By this method, a single additional tagging track candidate from pile-up
events is counted in 0.22% of the events in Od, 0.65% in Oh, and 0.72% in Oi data.
Then, a sample of potential tracks from pile-up events is retrieved from data, and
is composed by all tracks which satisfy the condition IAzo(B, trk)l > 4 cm, and
the cuts in Section 6.3 (with the obvious exception of the IAzo(B0,trk)j < 1.2 cm
requirement). Tracks from this sample are then mixed with the MC sample, according
to the fractions determined with the method described above.
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B**(B*) production rate and characteristics
PYTHIA does not produce any excited B mesons in the simulation of the b-quark
fragmentation in its default configuration, i.e., a bq (and charge-conjugate) state with
angular momentum L equal to one. The absence of B** states raises concerns on the
ability of the MC simulation to accurately reproduce the performance of same-side
tagging algorithms as found in data.
In fact, same-side tagging algorithms rely on the correlation between the flavor
of the B meson and the charge of the particles generated in the fragmentation of a
b quark [88]. The decay of a B** meson predominantly produces a Bo or B+ meson
and a charged pion. Due to the kinematic of the decay, the pion can be preferentially
chosen as the tagging track candidate because it is often found in the proximity of
the B candidate. Moreover, the charge-flavor correlation is the same as expected
by same-side tagging algorithms for Bo and B+ mesons. Thus, any change in the
production ratio of excited B mesons influences the measured performance in MC
events of same-side tagging algorithms. However, when the tagging algorithm misses
the decay pion and selects a fragmentation track produced with the B**, the B flavor
and the pion charge are anti-correlated. These two effects partially cancel, reducing
the actual influence of B** production ratios on the tagging properties as measured
in MC samples.
In the case of B** decays with a B° meson in the final state, the dominant decay
is, due to the limited available phase-space, B°y. No charged particles are produced,
thus the effects of the B** tuning on the performance of same-side tagging algorithms
are more subtle, and covered by statistical fluctuations of the available MC sample.
This study is important because it is possibile to check the effects of this tuning
on B+ and Bo samples, where they are more significant, on data and simulated events.
It thus contributes to building the confidence that simulated events can be used to
calibrate a same-side tagger.
The default setup of PYTHIA has been modified by setting the production ratio of
excited B mesons, equivalently, the fraction of B mesons originating from the decay
of an L = 1 state, to 20%, which is aligned with experimental measurements (Refer-
ence [89], among others). Besides, the masses and widths of the states with u or d
quarks (thus excluding the B*j ones) were replaced by the measurements published
in Reference [62]. Table 4.5 contains the modified parameters of the PYTHIA config-
uration, which are also directly listed in Appendix A.
Fragmentation fractions
The PYTHIA-MC events are generated according to the Lund string fragmentation
model, which requires a fragmentation function as input. The fragmentation describes
the formation of hadrons out of the initial string. It thus affects the track multiplicity
around the B meson, the momentum of the B meson, and the flavor and momentum
of the tracks around the B. Two fragmentation functions are utilized: the Lund [90]
and the Peterson [91] parameterizations. Their functional forms are reproduced in
Particle (+c.c.) LSJ Ratio [%] Mass [GeV/c 2] Width [GeV/c 2]
B*1, B~+  110 20 5.70 0.20
B0 , IB+ 101 6.67 5.73 0.20
B0, B +  111 6.67 5.73 0.02
B*0 , B*+  112 6.67 5.74 0.02
TABLE 4.5: Production ratio, mass and width of the B** states which were modified
in PYTHIA-MC simulation. The states, all of which have angular momentum L equal
to one, are identified by their spin S and total angular momentum J. Production
ratios depend upon spin and total angular momentum of the B** states, but not on
their charge.
the equation below, where L indicates the Lund function and P the Peterson one:
1 BfL(zla,B) cx (1--z) e
fp(ZI Eb) OC - 1 - 1 bz z 1 -Z
EB + p
z - E , (4.3.15)Eb + pb
where a, B and Eb are the free parameters of the models. The variable z is defined
as the ratio of the sum of the energy E and the longitudinal momentum PL of the B
meson, and the sum of energy and momentum p of the b-quark. Figure 4.4 shows an
example of typical Lund and Peterson fragmentation functions.
MC events are produced using the Peterson fragmentation function with Eb = 0.006
for the strings with heavy quarks b and c, and the Lund function with a = 0.3 and
B = 0.58 GeV- 2 for the light strings u, d, and s.
The Peterson fragmentation function is known not to be the best choice for re-
producing B data, as shown in Reference [93]. However, it has been decided to
utilize the Peterson fragmentation function for the strings with heavy quarks. The
reason for not directly utilizing the Lund function is that the Peterson one has a
long tail toward low z values. This allows one to perform studies of systematic
errors by reweighing the generated events according to different fragmentation func-
tions, as shown in Section 6.8.2, with weights reasonably close to unity, thus reduc-
ing statistical fluctuations. The events containing a B meson, which are produced
according to the Peterson function fp with Eb = 0.006, are then reweighed with
w(z) = fL(z a = 1.68, B = 15.60)/fp(zleb = 0.006), where the parameters chosen for
the Lund function fL follow from the prescription of Reference [93], which presents a
tuning of a and B utilizing e+e - -+ bb events registered at the Zo pole at LEP.
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FIGURE 4.4: Fragmentation functions utilized for the production and reweighing of
the MC events. The parameters of the Lund function correspond to the tuning which
reproduces the measurement in ALEPH data [92].
4.4 Comparison with data
MC simulation is useful only if it accurately reproduces the characteristics of the
data collected by the detector. This section presents comparisons between data and
MC distributions which are relevant to various aspects of this analysis. These studies
assess the accuracy of the simulation utilized and insure the applicability of the MC
studies to data. Two main categories are identified:
* B kinematics: the most direct uses of the kinematic characteristics of B can-
didates are the candidate selection and its optimization, and the study of back-
grounds from specific decays described in Section 4.2. The data-MC-simulation
agreement is necessary to validate these studies.
* Global event characteristics: the data-MC-simulation comparisons in this
class utilize the PYTHIA-MC set, which is a different type of samples in that
it contains other primary particles beside the B meson of interest. The search
for the best same-side flavor tagging algorithm and its calibration on B° MC
r\
simulated data is a fundamental part of the analysis presented in this document,
and relies on the simulation to provide a good representation of the data.
The distributions in the figures in the next sections contain some examples of
the comparisons produced. The Bo -+ D-r+, D- -+ K+r-r- data sample is often
utilized to validate the MC simulation, because the large sample size allows for a
more precise comparison.
In all the plots, the distributions indicated by the "data" label are obtained ap-
plying the following algorithm for sideband-subtraction:
* two mass ranges are selected to define the "signal" and "sideband" regions. Typ-
ical values for the B° -+ Dr+, D-, -+ 0•r- decay mode are [5.306, 5.425] GeV/c 2
and [5.6, 5.9] GeV/c 2, for signal and sideband, respectively.
* the distribution of the mass of B candidates is fit with a function representing
the signal (typically, a Gaussian function) and background (a linear or expo-
nentially decaying function) components, and the ratio of the integrals of the
background component in the signal and in the sideband regions defines the
scale factor to use in the subtraction.
* finally, the "data" distribution, which the MC simulation is compared to, is
obtained by scaling the distribution of the quantity of interest (i.e., PT, r7, .. .)
when the B mass is in the "sideband" region by the scale factor calculated in the
previous step, and then subtracting the scaled distribution from the distribution
in the "signal" region.
This algorithm relies on the assumption that the properties of the events in the
sideband are similar to the background events in the signal region.
4.4.1 Data-PYTHIA-MC-simulation comparison
The figures in this section show the agreement with data achieved in the PYTHIA-
MC simulation. The attention is turned to the quantities that will be utilized, as
presented in Chapter 6, to select tagging track candidates and as an input to the
tagging algorithm This section is meant to build the confidence that the conclusions
of the next chapter, derived from MC studies, are robust.
The first set, in Figure 4.5, presents the comparison of the track quantities used
to select tag candidates. These quantities include the impact parameter significance
do/ado, the separation in 77-q space2 AR and the longitudinal separation Azo between
the tagging track candidate and the reconstructed B° meson, the pseudorapidity 77,
and the number of hits in the silicon detector. The "N-1 cuts" label indicates that
the set of tag candidates which enter the distribution is selected by applying all cuts
except the one on the quantity which is being tested.
An analysis of the kinematic properties of the B° candidate completes the MC
study. The distributions, in data and PYTHIA-MC, of transverse momentum, impact
2Distance in 7r-0 space is measured by AR = /Ao 2 + Ar 2 , as defined in Equation 2.2.3.
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FIGURE 4.5: Data-PYTHIA-MC-simulation comparison of track variables. These
track variables will be utilized to preselect tagging track candidates. From left to right,
and top to bottom, are plotted the distributions for: impact parameter significance
do/udo, angular separation AR(B, trk), Azo(B, trk), pseudorapidity fl, and number of
hits in the silicon detectors (LOO, SVX or ISL). Each plotted distribution is produced
utilizing the sample of tracks which satisfy the requirements for being a tag candidate
except for the cut on the variable shown. These distributions utilized the Bo -+
D.- r+, DS -+ o°r- data and MC samples.
parameter, transverse decay length and transverse decay length resolution are shown
in Figure 4.6.
The degree of the data-MC-simulation agreement is quantified by a X2 test. In
the calculation of the X2 , bins with fewer than 20 entries are added to their next
neighboring bins until the total number of entries is greater or equal to 20. Each of
these bin clusters provides one degree of freedom. The results of the tests, which are
presented in the title of each plot, show that, within the available statistics of MC
events, the MC simulation adequately reproduces the distribution of variables as seen
in data.
4.4.2 Data-BGENERATOR-MC-simulation comparison
The single-hadron BGENERATOR-MC simulation is utilized in many steps of the
analysis, mainly concerning selection efficiencies and distributions of fundamental
properties such as mass and proper decay-time for signal and background components.
The distributions presented in this section are obtained from the sample of BO
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FIGURE 4.6: Comparison of distributions of the BO -+ D;~r+, D- -+ •or- candidates
between data (black markers) and PYTHIA-MC simulation (solid gray histogram).
From left to right, and top to bottom, are plotted the distributions for: transverse
momentum, impact parameter, flight distance in the transverse plane Lxy and error
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mesons reconstructed in the B° -- Ds T +, D; -+ •OF- decay mode, in data and in the
MC simulation, and comprise the variables which are most crucial to the analysis.
Figure 4.7 contain the distributions of variables such as the x2 of the fit of the B
decay vertex, and the impact parameter do, the pseudorapidity 7r, the transverse decay
length Lx,,, the transverse decay length resolution aL,, and significance LXy/ULy of
the reconstructed B candidate, and the impact parameter significance do/ado of the
pion produced in the B° -+ D-Tr + decay.
The second set of comparisons, in Figure 4.8, presents the data-MC-simulation
simulation agreement of quantities relative to the D; candidate: transverse decay
length, transverse decay length resolution and significance, transverse momentum PT,
and mass m of the D. candidate, and the impact parameter significance do/ado of the
two kaons which form the q0 meson in which the D- candidate is reconstructed to have
decayed. In the case of the DS candidate, the quantity L,,y(D;) is rather improperly
indicated, in the above list, as "transverse decay length" because it represents the
distance, projected along the transverse momentum, between the primary vertex and
the D; decay vertex. The transverse decay length of a D. candidate more properly
indicates the projection along the D- transverse momentum of the distance between
the D; production and decay vertices, i.e., the B° and D- decay vertices, respectively.
In each plot, the distribution obtained by utilizing background (i.e., selecting a B mass
region far from the expected signal region) is also shown, which enables one to quickly
identify the variables that provide signal-background separating power.
The plots in this section show a good level of agreement between data and MC
simulation, which allows us to state that the selection optimized with MC data is truly
close to the best possible one. As in the previous section, the data-MC-simulation
agreement is expressed in terms of the probability returned by a x2 test.
The chapter presented the work devoted to produce an adequate simulation of the
data sample collected with the CDF detector. The quality of the MC simulation is
testified by the distribution comparisons shown in this last part. The confidence that
the results obtained with simulated events are trustworthy is established here. In
particular, the prediction of the performance of same-side flavor-tagging algorithms
in samples of B° mesons, as the one which is the subject of this thesis entirely relies
on the MC simulation.
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FIGURE 4.7: Comparison of distributions of the B° - D•r + , D - r- candidates
between detector (black markers) and BGENERATOR-MC data (solid gray histogram).
From left to right, and top to bottom, are plotted the distributions for: the x2 of the fit
of the B' decay vertex, the impact parameter, the pseudorapidity, the transverse decay
length, the transverse decay length resolution and significance of the B° candidate,
and the impact parameter significance of the pion which comes from the B° decay
vertex.
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Chapter 5
Elements of the BO mixing analysis
This chapter presents the description of the method and the ingredients for the anal-
_-0-
ysis which resulted in the first observation of B° - BR oscillations.
5.1 Time-dependent study of oscillations
The equations which describe the time evolution of B° mesons and relate their prob-
ability of decaying with the same ("unmixed" case) or the opposite ("mixed" case)
flavor with respect to their production flavor are presented in Section 1.2. The prob-
ability density functions for a BO meson produced at time t = 0 to decay at time t as
-0
a B or a B, are drawn in Figure 5.1. An interesting quantity is represented by the
asymmetry A:
A(t) = nmixd) Pmixed(t) (5.1.1)Punmixed(t) + Pmixed(t)
where Punmixed and Pmixed are the probabilities that a B° meson decays a time t after
production with the same, or opposite, flavor with which it was produced. These
two probability density functions are defined in Equations 1.2.9 and 1.2.8. Utilizing
the expressions provided for Punmixed and Pmixed, the asymmetry A results in an
expression which is directly proportional to cos Amst.
A direct approach to the measurement of a mixing frequency, which is the aim of
an analysis of oscillations, consists in the fit of the asymmetry, obtained by recon-
structing particle candidates and counting how many of them decay with the same,
or the opposite, flavor as at production, and as a function of time. In the case of an
analysis of B° mixing, however, a different method is required because, a priori, it
is not known whether the available data are sufficiently sensitive to discriminate an
oscillatory signal. The main obstacles are the ability to discern the candidate flavor
at production, and the measurement of the proper decay-time, the resolution of which
needs to be sufficiently precise to resolve the time-dependence of B° - BD oscillations.
Because the analysis presented in this document aims at measuring a frequency,
it is natural to consider performing a search in the frequency domain. The method is
described in Reference [94] and is usually referred to as the amplitude scan method.
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FIGURE 5.1: Probability density functions for a B° meson produced at time t = 0 to
decay at time t as a B° ("unmixed", the probability density is 1/TBo at t = 0), or a
B, ("mixed", the probability density is zero at t = 0). The functions assume Am,
equal to 15 ps-1.
Equations 1.2.8 and 1.2.9 are modified by introducing the amplitude A:
Punmixed/mixed(t) oc [1 ± AD cos (Amst)] , (5.1.2)
where D is the dilution of the tagger utilized to determine the flavor of particles.
The amplitude scan consists of a spectrum of the amplitude as a function of the
oscillation frequency, obtained by performing a series of fits for A from the yields of
B° candidates which are tagged as mixed/unmixed, as a function of proper time, while
fixing Am, to a probe value. The signature of a mixing signal is represented by a
region in the scan where the amplitude is consistent with unity and inconsistent with
zero. An example of an amplitude scan, produced with a toy Monte Carlo sample
generated with Am, = 15 ps- 1, is shown in Figure 5.2. Equation 5.1.2 also shows
that the fit cannot distinguish between the amplitude A and the tagger dilution D,
which is the reason why the calibration of taggers is necessary.
The error on the amplitude, aA, acquires a special interest, because the quality
of an analysis is measured in terms of the ability to separate unity from zero in the
scan. The following formula provides an estimator of aA [95, 94]:
1 8 2t ) 2
- e 2 (5.1.3)
UA +13 2
which has been grouped into three terms.
The first term expresses the contribution of statistics, S and B being the number
of B° candidates reconstructed as signal and background, respectively. The larger the
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FIGURE 5.2: Amplitude scan in a toy Monte Carlo sample. The curve shown describes
the expected A as a function of Am,, when the true value of Am, is equal to 15 ps'.
signal yield and the signal purity, the smaller the error on the amplitude.
The second factor represents the dependence of the amplitude error on the resolu-
tion with which proper decay-length and time are measured, act. The sensitivity for
measuring Am, degrades exponentially with act, as shown in Equation 5.1.3. The B°
mixing analysis is much more challenging than the study of Bo oscillations because
the SM expectation is Am 8 /Amd - 40 and most of the SM extensions foresee even
higher values.
The last term contains the figure of merit of the flavor tagging algorithm utilized.
The efficiency e and dilution 1D are the traditional parameters with which the quality
of a tagger is described. The efficiency E of a tagging algorithm corresponds to
the fraction of events to which the algorithm assignes a non-null tag decision. The
dilution D is defined as 1 - 2P,, where P, is the probability that the assigned tag
is incorrect. A perfect tagger (P. = 0) will have a dilution equal to unity, while one
which randomly assigns flavor tags (P. = 0.5) will have a dilution equal to zero.
5.2 Proper decay-time and calibration of proper-
decay-time resolution
The decay time in the B° rest frame is obtained as follows:
ct = Lxy(Bs) B, r PT (5.2.1)
pT(Bs) PT
where the 2D vector r is the displacement of the B° decay point with respect to the
production vertex, in the transverse plane. The quantity Lxy is referred to as the
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B1 transverse decay length (Equation 4.3.1). In the case of partially reconstructed
hadronic and semileptonic B° decays, where the B° candidate is not fully recon-
structed, a correction factor k has to be included to account for the missing momen-
tum. The expression becomes:
MB Lxy(Bs) ID,ct = ct* k, ct* = LID, MB k - L(B) (5.2.2)
' 1DPL' 
- D. pT(Bs)
where Lis and p1D" are the projected displacement and the transverse momentum of
the reconstructed decay products, and MBg is the world average of B, mass measure-
ments. The quantity ct* is traditionally called pseudo-proper decay-length and is con-
structed with only the information from the reconstructed lepton and D- candidates.
An average distribution, F(k), for the k-factor is obtained from BGENERATOR-MC
simulation, and constitutes an important ingredient for the fit of proper decay length.
The determination of the proper-decay-time resolution is a critical part of the
analysis, because it dramatically affects the sensitivity for observing an oscillation
signal. From the definition of the proper decay-time in Equation 5.2.1, the following
expression is obtained:
act = aL2 , • ct - p , (5.2.3)PT
where the component due to the uncertainty on M is omitted, because it is negligible.
The resolution of a proper-decay-time measurement thus contains two components,
the first of which is independent of the proper time, while the second component is
directly proportional to the decay time of reconstructed B° candidates.
The first term contains the contribution of the measurement of the transverse
flight distance of the B° meson. It depends on the accuracy with which the PV,
where the pp interaction occurred and the B° was produced, and the SV, the decay
point of the BO meson, are measured. The position of the PV is determined for each
event by fitting part of the tracks in the underlying event to a common origin, as
described in Reference [80], and presented in Section 4.3.2.
The measurement of the error on the SV is more complicated, because it would
require an ensemble of B° mesons decaying at known positions. Therefore, a calibra-
tion sample of pseudo-B° candidates was constructed by associating a track, which
is prompt in most of the cases, to a D candidate that is selected by applying cuts
which enhance the fraction of prompt D candidates. This method allows one to ob-
tain topologies similar to B° decays, a large amount of which originates from the
PV, and thus have LY , 0 by construction. The calibration sample is obtained by
utilizing D candidates reconstructed in the two-displaced-track triggers, the require-
ments of which are presented in Table 3.1. Each D candidate is required to have been
reconstructed using the two trigger tracks, its impact parameter must be less than
100 Mam, and its reconstructed mass needs to be within 8 MeV/c 2 of the PDG value [7].
The additional cuts which are applied to the decay vertices of pseudo-B° candidates,
in the D-single-track and D-three-tracks topologies, are reported in Table 5.1. The
listed requirements allow for the selection of samples of pseudo-B ° candidates which
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Cut Dr Diririr
Mass [GeV/c 2] [5.4,6.0] [5.4,5.8]
PT [GeV/c] > 5, 5 > 6.0
2Xr < 15 < 15
pr(7r) [GeV/c] > 1.2 -
Mass(7rrw) [GeV/c 2] < 1.75
TABLE 5.1: Selection cuts for Dir and Dirrir vertex candidates. These cuts define the
selection of the samples of pseudo-B° candidates which are utilized to calibrate the
proper-decay-time resolution. Pseudo-B° candidates are produced by associating one
or three tracks to a D candidate with Idol < 100 pm and reconstructed mass within
8 MeV/c 2 of its PDG value.
are enriched in candidates produced at the pp interaction point, and reproduce the
topology of BO -+ D-ir+ and BO -+ D-r+7r-7r+ decays.
The distribution of the proper decay-time measured in the calibration sample is
shown in Figure 5.3. The small components which are fit with exponential functions
(indicated by f+, in the figure, plus a similar contribution symmetrical with respect
to the origin) contain the non-prompt part of the sample of pseudo-B° candidates.
The width of the Gaussian function which fits the prompt component of the calibra-
tion sample is taken as the true resolution of the reconstructed decay time. From the
comparison of our estimate of the error with the error resulting from the combina-
tion of the PV and SV fits a scale factor is obtained. This scale factor is applied to
the aLz, returned by the fits of the BO candidates reconstructed in data. The scale
factor is parameterized as a function of several kinematic variables, to account for
differences between the kinematic properties of the calibration sample and the B°
signal sample, and applied on a candidate-by-candidate basis. The parameterization
is obtained by binning the sample of pseudo-B ° candidates with respect to a kine-
matic variable, and then measuring the scale factor in each of these subsamples. The
scale-factor dependences are corrected one variable at a time, which assumes that
the corrections factorize completely. After the final tuning step is applied, the scale
factor shows a flat behavior centered around 1.0. In a realistic scenario, the factor-
ization of the correction factor is not complete, and residual deviations are present.
An additional global scale factor is applied to act, and accounts for the residual dis-
agreement between measured and expected proper-decay-length resolution after the
candidate-by-candidate calibration. A different global scale factor is utilized for each
BO decay mode. These scale factors are expected, and measured, to be close to unity.
The determination of scale factors is detailed in Reference [96], where the procedure
which has been briefly presented here is described in full detail.
The second factor in Equation 5.2.3 depends on the error in the pT measurement,
and increases linearly with the proper decay-length ct of a candidate. While in the
case of fully reconstructed decays oUP is negligible, for partially reconstructed ones it
represents an important addition to the global uncertainty and is closely tied to the
distribution of the k-factor defined in Equation 5.2.2. The k-factor distribution, F(k),
is obtained from MC simulation. The r.m.s. width of F(k), defined as /(k 2) - (k)2
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FIGURE 5.3: Proper-decay-time distribution of the calibration sample of D-+track
topology. The fitted width of the prompt component is assumed to represent the true
resolution of the reconstructed decay time. A toy MC has been generated to test a
simplified model for the vertex resolution.
strongly influences the proper-decay-time resolution. In fact, the effective proper-
decay-time resolution for a partially reconstructed B° candidate is taken as the r.m.s.
width of the following function:
e-(kt*)2 /2"t* F(k)dk, (5.2.4)
where t* and at* are the pseudo-proper decay-time and decay time resolution of the
candidate. The distributions of k-factors for partially reconstructed fully-hadronic
B° decays, B° -+ D*-r+ and B° -+ D p+, peak closely to unity and are very nar-
row (Figure 5.4), as a consequence of the softness of the lost particle in the decay
chain. In the case of semileptonic decays, the distributions vary as a function of the
reconstructed fD- mass.
The distributions of k-factors in both hadronic and semileptonic cases are shown
in the left plot of Figure 5.4. The right plot shows the proper-decay-length resolution,
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FIGURE 5.4: k-factor distribution for several £D- mass regions (B° semileptonic de-
cays, D. -+ o°r-) and for partially reconstructed hadronic decays [97] (left). The
plot on the right shows the mean proper-decay-length resolution aut as a function of
the proper decay-length ct, derived from Equation 5.2.3.
as a function of the proper decay-length, derived from Equation 5.2.3. These plots
show that the partially reconstructed hadronic samples provide a resolution which is
comparable to the fully reconstructed ones. This is a consequence of the fact that
the particles which are not reconstructed carry a small fraction of the momentum
of a B° candidate. The proper-decay-length resolution of the partially reconstructed
semileptonic samples is presented in bins of £D- mass. The few candidates which
populate the high mass bin are almost as good as fully reconstructed hadronic modes.
In Figure 5.5 the proper-decay-time distribution of B° -+ D- r+, D; -+ or-
candidates, both fully and partially reconstructed, is shown. A complete analysis of
B' lifetime, which would include the evaluation of systematic uncertainties, has not
been performed. However, a measurement of B° lifetime has been obtained as a by-
product of an analysis of B° oscillations by performing a fit of proper decay-length as
the one presented in Figure 5.5. The result is in agreement with the world average of
B° lifetime measurements, which constitutes a cross-check that the absolute ct scale
is correct. This issue is addressed in more detail in the discussion of the systematic
uncertainties on Am,, in Section 7.2.2.
5.3 Flavor taggers: SST and OST
While the flavor of the B° candidate at the decay point is unambiguously defined by
the charges of its daughter tracks, the flavor at production is inferred, with a certain
degree of uncertainty using flavor tagging algorithms.
Two types of flavor tagging algorithms are utilized at CDF: opposite-side (OS)
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FIGURE 5.5: Proper-decay-time distribution of B' -+ D-rr + , D- -+ 70°r- candidates.
The fitted value of B° lifetime is in agreement with the world average of B° lifetime
measurements, and thus provides a test for the correctness of the global ct scale.
and same-side (SS) flavor taggers. The performance of a tagger is quantified by its
efficiency E, the fraction of candidates to which a tag is assigned, and dilution D,
defined as 1 - 2p,, where P, is the probability that the assigned tag is incorrect.
The sensitivity for observing an oscillation signal is proportional to /D , which thus
represents the figure of merit of a tagging algorithm. The decisions of the OS and SS
taggers are combined by treating the two taggers as independent [98].
5.3.1 Opposite-side Flavor Tagging
Opposite-side taggers exploit the fact that at hadron colliders b quarks are mostly
produced in bb pairs. Therefore, the flavor of the b quark in the opposite-side with
respect to the reconstructed candidate is correlated to the flavor at production of the
BO meson of interest. Limitations in opposite-side tagging algorithms arise because
the second bottom hadron is inside the CDF detector acceptance in less than 40% of
the events, or, it is also possible that the second B hadron is a neutral B meson that
mixed into its anti-particle.
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Soft-lepton taggers (SLT) are based on b --+ -X semileptonic decays. The charge
of the lepton, either a muon or an electron, is correlated to the charge of the decaying
B meson: an - is produced in the transition b -- cf-,X, while an f+ signals a b
flavor. The semileptonic B branching ratio is small, BRI(B --+ X) -_ 20%, in terms of
the tagger efficiency, but the lepton identification has a high purity. The tagger is thus
expected to have low efficiency, but large dilution. A complete description of the soft-
muon and soft-electron taggers utilized in this analysis are presented in References [55]
and [56], respectively. A brief summary of the method adopted to identify lepton
candidates is described in Section 3.4.1. Table 5.2 indicates the performance of the
soft-muon and the soft-electron taggers, evaluated on Od data samples.
The opposite-side-kaon tagger (OSKT) is based on cascade decays b -+ c - s. The
charge of a kaon from the charm decay c -+ sX is correlated with the B flavor: a K-
results from the decay chain b -+ c -+ s, a K+ originates from a b quark. The challenge
consists in identifying kaons among a vast background of pions and then finding the
kaon candidate from the B hadron decay among all other kaons. The identification of
kaons utilizes pID information from the TOF detector and specific ionization dE/dx
measured in the COT. The probabilities from the tflight and dE/dx measurements for a
given track P(i) for the particle hypotheses i = K, 7r, p are combined in the likelihood
ratio £LI:
£((K)= log ±) (5.3.1)
(K)=log fK P(K) + fr P((7r) + fp P(p) '
where fK = 0.2, f, = 0.7 and f, = 0.1 are the a priori fractions of kaons, pions
and protons in the sample, as measured in Reference [99]. Kaons are identified by
applying a lower cut on L~R(K). The impact parameter significance do/ado is utilized
to distinguish the kaons originating from B hadron decays. Kaons are separated in
three classes to improve the effectiveness of the tagger. The first class contains tags
where the identified kaon candidate is part of a jet produced at a SV. The events
in the second class do not have a SV identified, but isolated tracks. These tracks
satisfy the requirements to be part of a jet, but no other track could be associated
with them to form a jet. The third class includes all other tags. On average, tags
of the first class are characterized by higher dilutions. As opposed to the soft lepton
taggers, this method is characterized by a medium efficiency and small dilution. The
opposite-side-kaon tagger is detailed in Reference [100]. The performance of this
tagger on a sample of Od data is reported in Table 5.2, at the end of this section.
The jet-charge tagger (JQT) utilizes the correlation of the charge of a b-jet to
the charge of the originating b quark. The charge of the b-jet is defined to be the
momentum-weighed sum of the charges of the tracks associated with the jet. Track-
based jets are fit using a cone-clustering algorithm utilized in Run I analyses and
described, for example, in Reference [101]. Then, two ANN's, trained on bb PYTHIA
MC, are utilized in the identification of tagging jets associated with B hadrons in
the opposite-side. The first ANN, "trackNet", assigns each track in a jet the prob-
ability Ptrk that it originates from a B hadron decay. The second ANN, "bJetNet"
utilizes the track probabilities and additional jet related kinematic input to evaluate
the probability that a jet is the tagging one. A comprehensive description of the
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Flavor tagger ED21%]
Soft-muon 0.559 t 0.094 ± 0.027
Soft-electron 0.264 ± 0.054 + 0.022
Jet-charge Sec. Vertex 0.230 ± 0.068 + 0.017
Jet-charge Track Prob. 0.347 ± 0.084 ± 0.020
Jet-charge Track PT 0.152 ± 0.055 ± 0.024
Opposite-side kaon 0.229 ± 0.016 + 0.001
TABLE 5.2: Performance of opposite-side flavor taggers. The measured values of eD2
are followed by their statistical and systematic uncertainties. The taggers are applied
to samples of B candidates corresponding to the Od period of data-taking, for a total
integrated luminosity of 355 pb-1.The reconstruction of the fully-hadronic Bo and
B+ modes to which the soft-lepton and jet-charge taggers are applied is described
in Reference [103]. The three classes of jet-charge taggers, described in the text,
are separately presented. The opposite-side-kaon tagger is applied to a sample of
semileptonic B decays, as described in Reference [100].
two ANN's is presented in Reference [101]. The jet with the highest probability, as
calculated by bJetNet, is selected as the tagging jet. The jet charge Qjet, from which
one infers the opposite-side flavor, is defined as follows:
Ei Qsi =p, ' (1 + Prk)Qjet = (1 + (5.3.2)
where Qi and pi are, respectively, the charge and transverse momentum of a track
in the jet, and Ptrk is the probability that the track belongs to a b-jet. Jets are
divided in three mutually exclusive classes to better utilize the statistical power of
the tagging algorithm. The first class contains jets which are consistent with coming
from a secondary vertex that has a decay length significance, Lxy/ULxy, greater than
3. The second class includes all jets not in the first class, with at least one track in
the jet such that Ptrk > 50%. The third class contains all the remaining jets. The
tagger purity decreases from the first to the third class. The jet tagger is expected to
have high efficiency but lower dilution than the other algorithms. The performance
of the jet-charge tagger applied to Od data samples is summarized in Table 5.2. The
three classes of jets are separately presented.
Finally, an ANN combines the pieces of information provided by the three tag-
gers [102]. The performance of opposite-side taggers is independent of the type of B
meson produced on the signal side. It is thus possible to exploit high statistic B+ and
BO samples to calibrate opposite-side taggers.
The performances of the individual OST algorithms which contribute to the com-
bined OST utilized in this analysis, evaluated on Od data samples, are summarized in
Table 5.2. The figure-of-merit of the combined opposite-side tagger, in the hadronic
and semileptonic data samples, is reported in Table 5.3, at the end of this section.
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eD2 Semileptonic Hadronic
OST 1.8±0.1 % 1.8±0.1 %
SST 4.8±1.2 % 3.4±0.9 %
TABLE 5.3: Performance of flavor taggers used at CDF in the hadronic and semilep-
tonic samples. Statistical and systematic uncertainties are added in quadrature. The
SST performance depends on the PT of the B1 candidates to which the tagger is ap-
plied. Semileptonic B° candidates have a harder PT spectrum, which explains the
difference in the performance of SST in the two samples.
5.3.2 Same-side Flavor Tagging
The same-side (kaon) tagger (SST) is based on the correlation between the b flavor
and the charge of the particles produced in association with the B1 candidate during
-O
the fragmentation process of the b quark. When a BO(B,) meson is formed, a 9(s)
quark is left at the end of the fragmentation chain and may form a K+(K-). Thus, if
a charged particle is found close to the B° meson and identified as a kaon, it is likely
to be the leading fragmentation track, the charge of which is correlated to the charge
of the b quark contained in the reconstructed candidate, at the time of its production.
The development of the algorithm for same-side flavor tagging utilized in this
analysis of B° oscillations is presented in Chapter 6.
Table 5.3 reports a summary of the performance of the SST in the hadronic and
semileptonic data samples, separately. The performance of opposite-side taggers is
identical in both samples because these taggers utilize information which is inde-
pendent of the behavior of the trigger-side B° candidate. On the other hand, the
performance of the same-side tagger used in this analysis is dependent on the PT of
B° candidates. The semileptonic B° candidates reconstructed for this analysis have
a harder PT spectrum than the hadronic B° candidates. It is calculated using MC
events that the harder the PT spectrum of B candidates in a sample, the higher the
performance of SST. This explains the difference in the performance of SST in the
two samples.
The elements of the mixing analysis presented in this document are described in this
chapter. The discussion on the flavor tagging algorithms utilized in this analysis is
completed in the next chapter, which is entirely dedicated to same-side flavor tagging
of B1 candidates.
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Chapter 6
Same-Side Flavor Tagging
The tagging of the flavor at production of B' mesons is an indispensable ingredient
for an analysis of BO oscillations. This chapter describes the development of the same-
side-kaon tagger utilized in the analysis presented in this document. This algorithm
provides most of the total flavor tagging power available to the B° mixing analysis
presented in this document, being 2-3 times more powerful than the other available
tagging algorithms.
6.1 General description of tagging
Flavor tagging refers to the process of deciding whether a B meson at its birth contains
a b or a b quark. The time-dependent analysis of mixing requires knowledge of the
flavor of the meson at the time of its production and decay. The latter is readily
known by reconstructing decay modes which unequivocally indicate the decay flavor
of the B candidate, such as B° -+ D,-r + , where the charges of the pion and of the D-
candidate reveal the flavor of the decayed meson. Assessing the flavor at production
is not as straightforward, and different algorithms have been developed. Some of
these algorithms, among which the ones used in this and in previous CDF analyses,
are described in the following sections.
As already explained in Section 5.1, the performance of a flavor tagger is tradition-
ally measured in terms of its efficiency E and dilution D. The efficiency corresponds
to the fraction of events to which a tag can be assigned. The dilution is defined as
1 - 2P,, where ,,, is the probability that the assigned tag is incorrect.
The dilution of a tagger is dependent on characteristics of the event. In an effort to
extract as much information as possible from the available data, each candidate with
a non-null tag decision is assigned a dilution which is parameterized as a function of
various characteristic quantities of the candidate. The output of a tagging algorithm
is thus a weighed decision, where the dilution constitutes the weight. The sample of
candidates for which the tagging algorithm cannot determine the flavor at production
is assigned a null decision. The candidate-by-candidate dilution is determined by
parameterizing the average dilution in bins of characteristic quantities of the event.
In each bin, the average dilution is equal to the ratio between the difference and
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the sum of the numbers of candidates, in that bin, which are correctly and wrongly
tagged. These numbers are indicated by NRS ("right" sign) and Nws ("wrong" sign),
respectively, in the following formula for the average dilution D:
NRs - Nws
NRS + Nws
For example, the use of a MC sample allows one to exactly know whether tags are
correct or not - more on this subject in Section 6.7. This procedure therefore
provides the correct dilution of the candidate as a function of the chosen variables.
Finally, the candidate-by-candidate dilution provided by a flavor tagging algo-
rithm is fine-tuned by calibrating the flavor tagger. The procedure adopted for cali-
brating a flavor tagger consists in the multiplication of the dilution which the tagger
assigns to a candidate by a scaling factor, uniquely characterizing a tagging algorithm.
This scale factor provides a global correction for candidate-by-candidate dilutions.
In the rest of this document, the parameter SD indicates this global scale factor.
The use of a single scale factor per tagging algorithm allows for the quantification
of differences between the predicted and the actual dilutions of tagging algorithms
when applied to the collected data sample. If the dilution parameterizations (both
the functional forms and the constants of the parameterizations) are adequate and
directly applicable to the samples to be fitted, the scale factors are expected to be
consistent with unity.
The scaling factor of the same-side algorithms presented in this section, when
applied to the B° samples utilized in this analysis, are determined by performing fits of
MC events. The scaling factor is a free parameter of the fits of mass and proper decay-
time of MC candidates, which are known to have been produced with Am, fictitiously
set to zero. The B° candidates in the MC sample utilized for the tagger calibration
are separated according to the tagger decision - mixed, unmixed, or untagged - and
their mass and proper-decay-time distributions are fit simultaneously. The following
equation presents a generalization of Equations 1.2.8 and 1.2.9, which assume the use
of a perfect tagger, to the case in which a flavor tagger with dilution 7D is utilized:
Punmixed/mixed(t) OC [1 ± ) Cos (Amst)] . (6.1.2)
These equations describe the probability P that a B° meson produced at time t = 0
decays at time t with the same ("unmixed"), or the opposite ("mixed") flavor as
at production. Because it is known that simulated B° candidates do not mix, the
expressions in Equation 6.1.2, with Ams = 0 ps- 1 and 1D -- S-D1 , allow for the
measurement of S-. The calibration of flavor taggers is extremely important when a
mixing analysis is expected to set a limit on Am,, as shown in Section 5.1, and when
different flavor taggers are utilized, because it is necessary to know how to weigh
them. The need for a correct scale factor for the same-side tagging algorithm consti-
tutes one of the main reasons behind the MC-tuning efforts described in Chapter 4.
The determination of scale factors for same-side taggers will be presented again in
Section 6.7.
As a final remark, it is relevant to note that one does not need a perfect tagger,
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rather a well-calibrated one. The dilution provided by a tagging algorithm may not
be optimal, which is the result, for example, of neglecting to account for any variable
which is correlated with the dilution, thus averaging over it. However, when an
algorithm is correctly calibrated, not having the optimum dilution does not undermine
a mixing analysis any more than it does to not have the optimum event selection.
6.2 Principle of Same-Side Tagging
The Same-Side Taggers (SST) presented in the next sections are based on the cor-
relation between the flavor of the b quark contained in the B meson of interest and
the charge of the particles that are most likely produced during the hadronization
process of the B meson itself [88, 104].
A Bs meson, a bg bound state in terms of quarks, is produced when an ss pair
is pulled out of the vacuum in proximity to the b quark. This leaves an s quark
which can contribute to the formation of a kaon. The same-side tagger algorithm
tries to recognize the leading fragmentation particle. In the fortunate case in which
this particle is a light, charged, kaon, its charge indicates the b quark flavor: K-'s
follow B 's, while K+'s are typically close to BO's, as described in Figure 6.1.
From the point of view of the experimentalist, the tagger is expected to have
good efficiency because the track which carries the flavor information is close to the
candidate which triggered the event, and therefore has a high chance of ending up in
the geometrical acceptance of the detector.
Nevertheless, there is a relevant issue in the case of same-side flavor tagging, which
is that there is no straightforward way to measure its dilution on data, because the
tagging characteristics depend on the particular B meson. That could only be possible
if BO oscillations are observed, and the dilution is fitted from the data.
The study of same-side tagging in the environment of an hadronic collider presents
many challenges. It is necessary to understand the production mechanism of b and
b quarks, their hadronization in B mesons, the type of particles that are produced
during the hadronization process. As mentioned above, the strangeness of B° mesons
indicates strange particles as the best tagging particles. The algorithms for same-side
flavor tagging for BO mesons are thus often referred to as same-side kaon taggers.
Among the factors which modify their performance, it is worth mentioning the pro-
duction of resonances such as excited B mesons, the decay of which produces the B°
meson under study, and the production of B? mesons in association with resonances
such as K*O, or o0.
The following sections present the algorithms for same-side tagging which pave
the way to the algorithm utilized in this analysis of BO oscillations. The problematics
which derive from the physics of the process of B? production and the necessity to
utilize a MC sample for the calibration of a tagging algorithm are treated in the
section dedicated to systematic uncertainties on the calibration of same-side taggers.
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FIGURE 6.1: Schematic drawing of particles produced in association with different B
mesons.
6.3 Selection of tag candidates
Different SST algorithms have been studied to select the track that is most likely
to be the leading fragmentation track. The purpose of these studies was to find the
algorithm which would have the best performance when applied to samples of Bo
candidates. The next sections present some of these algorithms, with references to
their first introduction.
The implementations of these algorithms for their use at CDF II share the same
initial selection of tracks which form the ensemble of tag candidates. The selection
cuts are divided in three main categories, which are presented in the next paragraphs.
The first set of cuts consists of requirements on the quality on the tagging track
candidates, and that tag candidates are contained in a fiducial volume of the CDF
detector:
* #Si hits > 3, #COT stereo hits > 10 and #COT axial hits > 10
The requirement on the number of hits used in the reconstruction of the track
selects candidates with a reliable track fit. This selection test is widely utilized
in CDF analyses. As a quality criterion, it enforces tracks to pass through the
central region of the CDF detector. The distributions of the number of hits per
track in the silicon-based detectors and in the COT are shown in Figures 4.2
and 4.5.
* pT > 450 MeV/c
The tracking performance is asymmetrical with respect to charge for low mo-
mentum tracks. This is due to the design of the COT. In fact, the cells of the
COT are tilted, with respect to the radius which connects a cell to the center
of the detector, as it is visible in Figure 2.9. The section of a cell thus appears
different to positively and negatively charged particles, which translates in a
different tracking efficiency. This cut allows one to avoid this problem, without
significantly affecting the performance of the tagger. The comparison of the PT
distributions in data and in PYTHIA-MC events of tag candidates is shown later
in this chapter, in Figure 6.10.
* 11 < 1
The cut on the pseudorapidity of the candidate track is strongly correlated to the
requirements on AR and the number of hits, which prefer candidates in the cen-
tral region. It removes a remaining 10% additional tracks above I~lj = 1 which
hardly have any TOF information. Moreover, the COT dE/dx performance is
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well understood in the JqJ < 1 range. In short, the cut removes preferentially
tracks that are of low quality for tagging purposes. The distribution of ?r is
presented in Figure 4.5.
The second set of cuts is introduce to enrich the pool of tag candidates with
tracks that are close, in phase space, to the B candidate, and are likely to have been
produced at the primary vertex of the pp interaction:
* AR(B, trk) < 0.7
AR is defined as the distance in the n-0 space between the reconstructed B
meson and the tag candidate track:
AR = [ 0o(B) - bo(trk)]2 + [(B) - rq(trk)]2 . (6.3.1)
The cut selects the tracks which are close to the B candidate. As a side note,
the opposite-side taggers that will be used in this mixing analysis, described in
Section 5.3.1, apply a complementary request (AR > 0.7). The sets of tracks
for opposite-side and same-side taggers are thus separated without overlap. The
distribution of AR is presented in Figure 4.5.
* IAzo(B, trk)l _ 1.2 cm
The purpose of this cut is to remove tracks coming from p1p interactions different
from the one which produced the reconstructed Bo candidate. The z resolution
of tagging track candidates is shown in Figure 4.5, where the distributions of
Azo in data and PYTHIA-MC simulation are shown. The cut corresponds to
about 3 standard deviations.
* Ido/odol < 4
This impact parameter significance cut selects the tracks which come from the
primary vertex of the interaction, where the B candidate is produced. The
distribution of do/ado is shown in Figure 4.5.
The last set of cuts rejects tracks which are identified as not been possible tag
candidates:
* rejection of e, tz and conversions
A likelihood-based cut is applied to reject tracks that are likely to have been
produced by an electron or a muon. In addition, tracks that are consistent
with coming from a y -- e+e- conversion are removed. More details on the
likelihood functions utilized to identify leptons are presented in Section 3.4.1.
* rejection of B daughter tracks
The tracks which are used in the fit of the B candidate are explicitely excluded
from the list of tagging track candidates.
Once all the selection cuts are applied, B candidates are left with zero, one or
more tag candidates. The number of B candidates without any track passing the
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selection defines the efficiency of the tagging algorithm:
No cands
e= 1 - OT (6.3.2)
When one or more tag candidates are present, events are naturally divided in two
classes:
* agreeing case: if a single track is selected, or the charges of all tag candidates
are identical;
* disagreeing case: if not all of the tag candidates have the same charge.
In the first case, the SST decision is the same for all SST algorithms, and correspond to
the charge of the selected track(s), while for events in the second class each algorithm
needs to provide a method to select the decision.
The distributions of the number of tagging track candidates in data and in PYTHIA-
MC events are compared in Figure 6.2. The agreement between the two distributions
represents an important confirmation of the goodness of the MC simulation.
Various tagging algorithms have been extensively studied, measuring their per-
formance in different data samples and reconstructed B final states. The algorithms
differ in the method adopted to select the tag candidate among the tracks which
satisfy the previous selections. The first implementation of a same-side tagging algo-
rithm in a CDF analysis is presented in Reference [105], which pioneered same-side
tagging with an algorithm based on kinematics. The status of same-side tagging in
CDF II before the introduction of the algorithm described in Section 6.6, and utilized
in this mixing analysis, is summarized in Reference [1061, which presents a review of
various kinematic-based algorithms and an initial study of the particle-identification-
based algorithm which would have been used in the analysis that resulted in the first
measurement of Am, [17].
The algorithm of same-side tagging utilized in this analysis of B° oscillations
utilizes a Neural Network to combine kinematic and particle-identification information
of tagging candidate tracks. The next two sections present a review of the kinematic-
based (Section 6.4) and particle-identification-based (Sec. 6.5) algorithms which were
more accurately studied. These algorithms provided an excellent starting-point for
the preparation of an improved tagger which would combine the pieces of information
that they use. The combined tagger which is finally utilized in the analysis presented
in this dissertation is documented in Section 6.6, while other attempts to combine
kinematic and particle identification information, which were later discarded, are
presented in Appendix C.
6.4 Kinematic based taggers
The kinematic characteristics of the leading fragmentation track are correlated with
those of the B candidate, because the track is expected to be found close in phase
space to the B meson. It is thus possible to exploit such correlations to select a tag
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FIGURE 6.2: Distributions of the number of tagging track candidates in data and
PYTHIA-MC events.
candidate, the charge of which will provide the decision of the corresponding flavor
tag algorithm.
Different algorithms based on kinematic quantities have been studied in recent
years, and are summarized in Reference [106]. They are conceptually similar. Each of
them selects a kinematic variable which is correlated with the closeness in phase space
that is, on average, expected between the B candidate and the best tag candidate.
An SST algorithm thus chooses the tag candidate such that the selected variable is
maximized, or minimized, depending on whether it is correlated, or anti-correlated,
with its proximity in phase space . The decision of the tagging algorithm is given by
the charge of the best tag candidate. Finally, the candidate-by-candidate dilution is
parameterized in terms of a kinematic variable.
The algorithm which was most thoroughly studied selects the track with the max-
imum pe' as the tag candidate, and is referred to as maxp,'. The variable pel is
graphically defined in Figure 6.3. The performance of this algorithm, when applied
to a PYTHIA-MC sample of BO -* D-,r + , D; - 017r-, is expressed in terms of its
effective dilution Sv (••):
SV ( =2 = 22.8 + 0.7%,
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FIGURE 6.3: Definition of pr'.
where the quoted uncertainty is statistical only. The effective dilution of a flavor
tagging algorithm applied to a sample is defined as the square root of the average
squared candidate-by-candidate dilutions that the algorithm assigns to each candidate
in the sample, multiplied by the scale factor SD obtained by calibrating the tagging
algorithm, as described in Section 6.1. This scale factor depends on the flavor tagging
algorithm which is utilized and on the sample to which the flavor tagger is applied.
The candidate-by-candidate dilution is parameterized as a function of the transverse
momentum pT of the tag candidate. Because the pool of tag candidates utilized for
all the same-side tagging algorithms presented in this chapter is selected by applying
the same cuts, listed in Section 6.3, the effective dilution is sufficient to classify these
algorithms in order of performance.
The max p~ algorithm for same-side tagging is found to perform worse than the
particle-identification-based algorithm which will be described in the next section.
However, the availability of this kinematic-based algorithm presented the opportunity
to study the combination of kinematic- and particle-identification-based algorithms.
The result of this study is the algorithm described in Section 6.6, which is the one
finally used in this analysis of B° oscillations.
6.5 Particle-identification-based tagger
Most of the prompt tracks that are produced in a proton-anti-proton collision are
pions. As seen in Figure 6.1, kaons are likely to be produced around B° mesons
during the hadronization process. Prompt tracks which are identified as kaons thus
carry, on average, important information about the flavor of the B° meson with which
they were produced. It is not surprising that a tagging algorithm based on particle
identification achieves better performance than the ones which do not use this piece
of information.
The identification of particles is based on information provided by the COT and
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FIGURE 6.4: Average dE/dx versus particle 3y as measured for various particle species
in CDF. The plot is produced utilizing only positively charged particles. From left
to right, it is possible to distinguish the contributions of the calibration samples of
protons, kaons, and pions.
TOF detectors. The descriptions of these detectors are presented in Sections 2.2.4
and 2.2.5. The variables utilized to assign particle-identification are introduced in
Section 4.3.4, where the tuning of the MC samples is described, The procedure of
particle-identification is summarized in the next paragraphs.
Specific energy loss per unit length, usually referred to as dE/dx, is correlated
with the type of particle under consideration. The measured dE/dx is calibrated,
as described in Reference [40], and then utilized to evaluate the variable Z, already
defined in Equation 4.3.8 as follows:
Z(i) - log [(dE/dx)•T  i = r, K,p, (6.5.1)
where (dE/dx)c" refers to the calibrated dE/dx and the predicted expectation is
obtained from the universal curve in Figure 6.4, which expresses dE/dx as a function
of the particle speed. The probability that a particle is a kaon, a pion, or a proton,
is evaluated by comparing the three ratios Z(i) calculated for the calibrated dE/dx
of the particle with the distributions of the Z(i) variables obtained in samples of
pure kaons, pions, and protons. The dE/dx information is available for essentially
all the tracks utilized in this analysis and provides a constant 1.4-standard-deviation
separation between kaons and pions with pT > 2 GeV/c.
The TOF detector measures tflight information. The variable utilized to assess the
probability that a particle is a kaon, a pion, or a proton, is the tflight residual, defined
as follows:
Atflight - tg - Pght , (6.5.2)
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where the predicted tflight is defined in Equation 4.3.13. The discriminating power
of the CDF TOF system is > 2 standard deviations for kaons and pions with PT <
1.5 GeV/c. The efficiency with which tflight is assigned to a particle, as shown in Fig-
ure 4.3, is dependent on the track transverse momentum and is measured to be about
65%. On the other hand, a large fraction of tag candidate tracks have momentum
inferior to 1.5 GeV/c (Figures 6.10 and 6.11), which makes the TOF contribution of
great importance.
The pieces of particle identification information from the COT and the TOF are
combined in a single variable, CLL, which is defined as follows:
CLL = log (K) (6.5.3)fp £(p) + f £(7r)
where:
L(i) = Ptflight (i) PdE/dx(i), i = 7, K, p. (6.5.4)
In the previous formula, Ptflight(dE/dx)(i) is the probability that the measured tflight
(dE/dx) is consistent with the hypothesis that the particle type is i, where i = r, K, p.
The variable CLL is thus the ratio of the likelihood £ for the signal hypothesis divided
by the one corresponding to the background hypothesis, which is constituted mainly
by pions. The a priori fraction of background pions, f,, is equal to 0.9, while protons
constitute the remaining 10%, fp = 0.1. The likelihood that a particle is of a certain
type, £(i), where i is either 7r, K, or p, is the product of the probabilities P that
the measured dE/dx and tflight are consistent with the hypothesized particle type, as
shown in Equation 6.5.4.
The distributions of CLL in data and in PYTHIA-MC events, where MC truth
information is utilized to separate the contributions of pions, kaons, and protons, are
compared in Figure 6.5. The distributions produced by utilizing dE/dx and tflight
each separately are shown in Figure 6.6. The definition of CLL in Equation 6.5.3
implies that the higher the value of CLL, the more probable the particle is a kaon. As
expected, the greater separation provided by TOF, when its piece of information is
available, with respect to dE/dx is visible in the figures, where the CLL distribution
of true kaons is more evidently shifted toward higher CLL values.
The particle-identification-based tagging algorithm presented in this section se-
lects the tag from among the candidate tracks by taking the track which maximizes
CLL. The tag decision is the charge of the selected track and the dilution is parame-
terized as a function of CLL. Two scenarios are distinguished, each of which adopts
an independent parameterization, according to whether all the tag candidates have
the same charge or not. In the first case, the tagging algorithms does not have to
make a decision, while in the latter case the max CLL algorithm makes a non-trivial
decision. The functional form of the two D vs. CLL curves is identical, but they have
different final parameters, as visible in Figure 6.7. The details of the parameteriza-
tions, and the values of the parameters used, are presented in Section C.3.
The particle-identification-based same-side flavor tagging algorithm was utilized
in the analysis of Bo - 0 oscillations presented in Reference [17]. The performance
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FIGURE 6.5: Distribution of CLL for tagging track candidates in data (black dots)
and PYTHIA-MC events (histogram). The rightmost bin in the plot corresponds to
the cases where neither dE/dx nor tflight information are available. The contributions
of kaons, pions, and protons to the PYTHIA-MC plot are divided on the basis of MC
truth information, and overlaid. The B° meson candidates are reconstructed in the
B° -- D-r +, D- -+ fo7r- decay mode.
of the algorithm is quoted in terms of the effective dilution S V( "2):
S, (D2) = 28.5 + 0.7%.
The effective dilution is calculated in a PYTHIA-MC sample of B° -+ D-ir+ , D- -+
o7r-. The quoted uncertainty is statistical only. This algorithm for same-side tagging
constitutes the starting point for the algorithm used in the analysis of B° oscillations
presented in this document.
6.6 Neural Network Same-Side Tagger
The previous sections presented a selection of tagging algorithms which have been
studied in detail, and proficiently utilized in CDF analyses. It is natural to consider
combining the particle identification variable with the kinematic description of the
tag candidate. Many different approaches, which are detailed in Appendix C, have
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tagging track candidates in data (black dots) and PYTHIA-MC events (histogram).
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FIGURE 6.7: Parameterization of the dilution of the maxCLL SST algorithm as a
function of CLL when the tagger is applied to B° -- D- r+ candidates. The plot on
the left contains the parameterization used when the tagging track is unique or all
the tag candidates among which it has been chosen have the same charge. The plot
on the right contains the parameterization used when the tagging track is chosen in
an ensemble of tag candidates which have different charge. The parameterizations
are obtained as described in Section 6.1.
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been considered. Finally, an Adaptive Neural Network (ANN) was chosen to perform
the combination. A brief summary of the principle of an ANN is presented in the
next paragraph. The performance of the ANN-based tagger is only slightly superior
to the particle-identification-only one. Nonetheless, the improvement with respect to
the previous tagging algorithm is statistically significant because measured utilizing
exactly the same events and the same tagging tracks. The comparison of the tagging
performance of these two algorithms in a B' -+ D•r7+, D; -+4 or- data sample, is
presented at the end of this chapter, in Table 6.8.
Neural Networks (NN) provide an algorithm for information processing which
mimics biological neural systems. The physical quantities that are used by the ANN to
discriminate signal from background are passed to the network through input nodes.
These pieces of information are passed to the nodes which compose the hidden layers
of the NN. The nodes in the hidden layers represent the neurons of the network, and
are connected to the output node(s). Each of the j-th nodes in a hidden layer receives
a set of inputs xij, and calculates the weighed sum yj:
y= wijxij + cj, (6.6.1)
i
where wij are the weights assigned to the i-th quantity entering the j-th node and cj is
a bias characterizing the node, and independent of the input variables. The response
of these internal nodes are modeled by an activation function, which is typically
chosen to be a sigmoid function g(y):
1
g(Y) = (6.6.2)
Similarly, each of the output nodes finally returns a value o obtained as follows:
o= g (E fg(y)) , (6.6.3)
where fj represents the weight applied to the output of the j-th node in the hidden
layers connected to the output node. In the case of the ANN utilized by the same-
side tagging algorithm presented in this section, the output node is unique, and
returns a number between zero and unity. The training of a NN consists in the
selection of the weights wij, cj, and fj for the internal and output nodes. The method
adopted to train the ANN used in this analysis for same-side tagging is the back
propagation method [107]. Neural Networks provide a conceptual advantage over
a likelihood ratio, an example of which is in Equation 6.5.3, to discriminate signal
from background. When more than one input variable are utilized, neural networks
are able to exploit correlations between inputs by adjusting their weights, whereas
likelihood ratios cannot because they are just built from the product of the individual
probability density functions of the input variables.
The ANN input is constituted by CLL, the piece of information regarding particle
identification (Equation 6.5.3), and various kinematic quantities which have been
introduced in Section 6.4: PT, pfJltr, el, and AR. Experience with the CLL-based
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tagger suggests the addition to the list of input variables a boolean value which is true
when all the tag candidates have the same charge. The ANN is trained to select kaons
with the correct charge correlation with the flavor of the B° candidate. The PYTHIA-
MC sample which contains B° -+ D-wr+ , D -- 0'or-, and charge-conjugate, decays
is utilized for the training. The network maximizes its output on the tag candidates
which are kaons with the correct charge correlation. In the case of a B° candidate,
positively charged kaons receive a high network output. The subsample containing
tag candidates which are pions, protons or kaons with opposite charge correlation
represents background. The network is trained to minimize its output on these type
of tracks. The distribution of the ANN output in signal and background candidates
is shown in Figure 6.8. In the same figure, the plot of purity versus efficiency of the
ANN and the distribution of correlations among the input variables listed above are
shown.
The data-MC-simulation comparison of the kinematic characteristics that are
directly utilized by the ANN-based tagging algorithm is presented in Figures 6.10
and 6.11. The comparisons are performed on the set of tracks which satisfy the
requirements for being a tag candidate, and PYTHIA-MC truth information is ex-
ploited to separate the contribution of pions, kaons and protons. These components
are separately shown to appreciate their different contribution to the total sample.
By applying the cut CLL > 1, where CLL is the quantity defined in Equation 6.5.3
which contains the particle-identification information, it is possible to isolate a sample
that the MC simulation shows to be highly enriched in kaons.
The comparisons of events in data and in MC simulation provide the confidence
that the training of the ANN obtained with MC events is optimal for data, too. The
plots presented there show the data-PYTHIA-MC agreement of transverse momen-
tum PT, AR, longitudinal and transverse momentum of the tag candidate, pý' and
p~' (graphically defined in Figure 6.3), relative to the B candidate, in the complete
sample, and after the CLL > 1 cut.
The decision of the tagging algorithm is the charge of the tag candidate which
maximizes the output of the ANN trained as described in the previous paragraph.
The dilution is parameterized as a function of this ANN output. Similar to the CLL
tag case, the parameterization is different in the two cases defined by the charge-
agreement among the tag candidates, as shown in Figure 6.9.
The ANN-based same-side tagging algorithm is the algorithm utilized in the anal-
ysis presented in this document. The next sections will describe the calibration of this
tagger and the study of systematic uncertainties on the calibration scale factor S-.
The presentation of the performance of this same-side tagging algorithm is postponed
to Section 6.10.
6.7 Calibration of the Same-Side Tagger
It is important to stress that the correct calibration of a tagger is necessary when a
limit on Am, is sought, and when the tagger is used together with other taggers, as
stated in Section 6.1.
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FIGURE 6.8: Plots of Neural Network training. Distribution of the ANN output
for signal and background candidates (left), purity vs. ANN output (center), and
correlations among the input variables of the ANN (right). The distribution of ANN
output shows the signal-background separation achieved. For an optimally trained
ANN, purity, defined as S/S + B, is expected to be a linear function of the ANN
output. The number from 0 to 6 identify CLL, pT, pe', p", and AR of the tag
candidate, and the boolean variable which is true when the tag candidate is unique
or selected among a pool of tracks with the same charge. The training is performed
on a PYTHIA-MC sample of B° -+ D,-r+ , D- -+ 07r- candidates.
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with different charges (right). The parameterizations are obtained as described in
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FIGURE 6.10: Data-PYTHIA-MC comparison of tag candidate variables. From left
to right, and top to bottom, are plotted the distributions for: angular separation
AR(B, trk), longitudinal and transverse momentum p"l and pr' relative to the B
candidate and transverse momentum of tagging track candidates. The contributions
of kaons, pions, and protons to the PYTHIA-MC plots are divided on the basis of MC
truth information, and overlaid, for the purpose of showing the relative population of
different species.
The principle upon which the SST algorithms described in this section are based
upon relates the B meson under study with the type of particles produced in asso-
ciation with it. It is thus expected that same-side taggers perform differently in the
case of B+ , Bo or Bo.
It is possible to calibrate flavor taggers for B+ candidates directly on B+ data.
Because charged B mesons do not mix, the flavor of a candidate is directly indicated
by the charges of the tracks in the candidate's final state, and the expressions in
Equation 6.1.2 are utilized with the cosine term set equal to unity. The B+ data
sample constitute an extremely valuable source of information for the calibration of
taggers because of the fact they do not mix and the correctness of a tagging decision
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FIGURE 6.11: Data-PYTHIA-MC comparison of tag candidate variables with CLL
cut. From left to right, and top to bottom, are plotted the distributions for: angular
separation AR(B, trk), longitudinal and transverse momentum pTl and pL' relative
to the B candidate and transverse momentum of tagging track candidates. The label
PID indicates CLL, defined in Equation 6.5.3. The cut CLL > 1 enriches the sample
in kaons, as clearly shown by the separation of the PYTHIA-MC sample by particle
species.
is readily known without uncertainty.
For the calibration of flavor taggers applied to Bo candidates, Bo data is also
directly usable. In this case, the reason is that the CDF data samples are sensitive
enough to measure the oscillation frequency Amd, a precise measurement of which is
independently known [7]. It is thus possible to perform, at the same time, a fit for
Amd and for the scale factor S- of a tagger, and the value of Amd resulting from the
fit can be compared to its world average. The fit utilizes Equation 6.1.2, with the
substitution of Am, with /md.
It is also notable that a same-side kaon tagger is expected to perform well on a
B+ sample. In fact, Figure 6.1 shows that the correlation between the flavor of the
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B+ meson and the charge of the same-side kaon is the same as with same-side pions,
which are the next closest particles that the tagging algorithm may select. In the case
of Bo meson, the correlation between the charge of the same-side kaon and the flavor
of the Bo candidate is contrary to the correlation between the charge of the same-side
pion and the flavor of the B° candidate. Same-side kaon taggers are thus expected to
perform better on B+ samples than on Bo samples (additional information is provided
in Appendix B).
In the case of the analysis of B' oscillations presented in this document, instead,
same-side taggers have to be calibrated beforehand because, in case a measurement
of Am, would not be possible, a limit would be set. Besides, other flavor tagging
algorithms are utilized in this analysis (Section 5.3), which requires each of them to
be calibrated to provide a correct combination. It is thus not correct to fit directly
for Am, because it is not even known a priori if data contain enough information to
be sensitive to that quantity.
The calibration of the SST for B° is performed on a MC sample which reproduces
the fragmentation process in which the BO is generated. Chapter 4 is dedicated to the
demonstration that the MC simulation accurately describes the properties of B° events
which are of interest for this analysis. In the simulation the produced B° does not mix
before decaying. The flavor at production is thus, by construction, identical to the
flavor at decay, which is indicated without error by the charge of the decay products,
because the reconstructed final states are self-tagging. The calibration consists, as
anticipated in Section 6.1, in the simultaneous fit of mass and proper decay-time of
the reconstructed B° candidates in the three subsamples which contains B° candidates
which mixed (i.e., the flavor tagger indicates a production flavor different from the
flavor as at decay), did not mix, or were not tagged. The following equations are
utilized:
Punmixed(t) cc [1 + SDD], (6.7.1)
Pmixed(t) OC [1 - SVD]. (6.7.2)
These formulae derive from Equation 6.1.2. The oscillation frequency is equal to zero
by construction (BO candidates in the MC simulation do not oscillate), and SD is a
free parameter in the fit.
The distributions of the ANN input variables in data and of the main charac-
teristics of BO candidates and B° events have been thoroughly compared with the
corresponding distributions obtained in simulated events, as shown in the plots in
Section 4.4.
The most important cross-check of the validity of the procedure is the check that
the results obtained in MC samples and in data are consistent, when using various Bo
and B+ decay modes, where the SST scale factors can be measured directly in data
and calculated utilizing MC events. This cross-check has been performed utilizing the
particle-identification-based algorithm for same-side flavor tagging described in Sec-
tion 6.5. Due to technical reasons, such comprehensive study could not be performed
for the ANN-based SST algorithm. However, the level of agreement between distribu-
tions in data and MC simulation reached provides the confidence that the conclusions
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FIGURE 6.12: Data-PYTHIA-MC comparison of dilution of the max CLL SST algo-
rithm applied to Bo and B+ control samples. Data points include statistical uncer-
tainties, while MC entries are drawn with systematic and statistical uncertainties.
of this cross-check are valid. Figure 6.12 shows the comparison of dilutions measured
in data, with statistical uncertainty, and in the respective MC sample, with systematic
uncertainties applied, in four Bo and B+ control samples. The SST algorithm utilized
in the comparison is the particle-identification-based one described in Section 6.5.
The control modes utilized in this analysis are Bo -+ D-r+(ir-7r+), D- -+ K+irr-,
BO -4 J/4K*o, J/0 + p+ -, K*o -+ K+gr-, B+ - D07r+(lr-lr+), 50- -+ K+r-, and
B+ - J/1?K+ , J/1 --+ p+1 -. The selection of candidates in these control modes is
described in Appendix B. Additional plots of data-MC-simulation comparisons are
presented as well.
6.8 Systematic uncertainties
The calibration of the tagger using MC samples introduces several possible sources of
systematic uncertainties, most of which are connected with the model used to simulate
the B° production process. Each of the next sections will present the evaluation of a
source of systematic uncertainties. All systematic uncertainties have been evaluated
by using the same MC sample, but reweighing MC events in order to simulate the ef-
fect under study which is suspected to contribute to the total systematic uncertainty.
In some cases, such as the estimation of particle-identification-related systematic un-
certainties, the properties of MC events are reproduced utilizing different algorithms.
The scale factor S- fitted in the nominal MC configuration is compared to the
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scale factor fitted in the reweighed, or modified, MC sample. The discrepancy pro-
vides an estimate of the systematic uncertainty associate with the effect simulated
by the reweighing, or modification. For some of the sources of systematic uncer-
tainties, it has been chosen to directly utilize the uncertainty on the scale factor of
the max CLL algorithm as an estimate of the uncertainty on the scale factor of the
ANN-based algorithm. These sources are the b-production mechanism, the choice of
a fragmentation function, the possibility of multiple pfi interactions in the same event
record, and particle-identification.
A summary of the studies performed, with an estimate of the total systematic
uncertainty, is presented in the last section. The systematic uncertainty associated
with each of the effects analyzed is indicated by as, in the tables at the end of this
section.
6.8.1 b-production mechanism
Three different processes contribute to the production of bb pairs [76]: flavor creation
(FC, I 25%), flavor excitation (FE, - 55%) and gluon splitting (GS, . 20%).
The current uncertainty in the fractions of these processes is large enough to have
some influence in flavor tagging based on MC simulation. A way of estimating the
uncertainty associated with the production fractions is to constrain the fractions from
the data of this analysis, and then to see how much the MC results are affected by
variations within the ranges permitted by the data.
The most discriminating variable for these processes is the angular difference A4
between the signal and opposite-side B direction. While flavor creation and flavor
excitation mainly produce B mesons back-to-back, B mesons from gluon splitting
processes are more often directed in the same direction. In the context of same-side
tagging, opposite-side B daughters and fragmentation tracks are more likely to disturb
the tagger for gluon splitting events than for the two other processes. By fitting
AO distributions from simulation for the different processes to the AO distribution
in data the following ranges for the systematic variations have been determined:
gluon splitting fraction within [-68%, +46%], flavor excitation and creation within
[-50%, +50%] relative to their nominal appearance.
Several scenarios of the fit of the production mechanisms have been considered.
The fits suffer from the limited statistics available, and no precise statement about
the GS fraction in data could be made. Among the considered scenarios, two extreme
cases are utilized to evaluate systematic effects. The two cases corresponds to fixing
the ratio between FE and FC ratios to 1:1.5 and 1:0.5 relative to the nominal values in
MC simulation. With these prescriptions, the fit results are FC = 0.75 + 0.06, FE =
FCx 1.5, GS = 1.3710.09 and FC = 1.13±0.08, FE = FCx0.5, GS = 0.81+0.13. The
systematic uncertainty is estimated by calculating the max CLL SST scale factor in
the scenarios labeled "GS1", with FC = 0.75 - 0.06, FE = FC x 1.5, GS = 1.37+ 0.09,
and "GS2", with FC = 1.13 + 0.08, FE = FCx0.5, GS = 0.81 - 0.13, in Table 6.3.
The difference between the results in these two scenarios and the calculated scale
factor in the default configuration provides an estimate of the systematic uncertainty
associated with the uncertainty on the relative fractions of the contributions of FC,
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FE, and GS to the production of b quarks.
6.8.2 Fragmentation process
The Lund string fragmentation model provided by the PYTHIA generator is utilized
to produce the default MC sample. The numerous systematic studies related to the
fragmentation that have been performed are described in the following paragraphs.
In Section 4.3.5 it has been explained that both Peterson and Lund fragmentation
functions have been utilized in the generation of the PYTHIA-MC sample used to
calibrate the ANN-based SST, for strings with heavy and light quarks, respectively. It
is also relevant to remind that the use of the Peterson function, whereas Reference [93]
shows that a Lund function better describes B data, is dictated by the presence
of a long tail in the low-z region which characterizes this fragmentation function.
In the framework utilized for this analysis, the simulation of the use of different
fragmentation functions is implemented by reweighing the MC events in the produced
sample. The tail in the Peterson fragmentation function allows for the reweighing of
the produced MC sample with weights close to unity, and thus minimizing the effect
of statistical fluctuations.
The allowed parameter space for the parameters of the symmetric Lund function
which has been adopted to describe the fragmentation process has been determined
from a simultaneous fit to several distributions in data and MC simulation which
are sensitive to the fragmentation function, such as track multiplicity, transverse
momentum of the B and of the fragmentation tracks. The data and MC samples of
BO -- Jf/K*O, J1/ -+ p+p-, K*O - K+ir- , B+ -+ J/OK+, J/1 -+ p+p-, and Bo -
J/I/o, J/1 -+ p+p-, ¢0 -+ K+K - were utilized for this study, in Reference [108].
Three alternative sets of parameters for a symmetric Lund function have been chosen
to evaluate systematic uncertainties. As an additional cross check, three variations
according to a Peterson function have been utilized, although not included in the
computation of the final systematic uncertainty. The fragmentation functions which
were utilized are shown in Figure 6.13. The systematic uncertainty on the scale factor
S, associated with the choice of a particular fragmentation function is calculated
utilizing the max CLL algorithm for same-side tagging. This uncertainty is indicated
by the labels "Peterson" and "Lund", followed by the value of the parameters utilized
for these functions, in Table 6.3.
The fragmentation process determines the formation of hadrons out of the string.
It thus essentially effects the track multiplicity around the B meson, the B momentum
and the momenta of the fragmentation tracks.
In order to perform systematic variations of the SST scale factor, the MC events
have been reweighed according to modifications of some characteristic distributions
with one entry per (tagged) event. The following distributions have been chosen:
* transverse momentum of the B candidate;
* number of tagging track candidates;
* AR(B, trk of the selected tagging track (Equation 6.3.1);
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* CLL of the selected tagging track (Equation 6.5.3);
* pT of the selected tagging track;
r p~' of the selected tagging track (Figure 6.3);
* pel of the selected tagging track (Figure 6.3).
Two variations of the distributions for each of these variables are generated from the
data as follows: the first bin of a distribution (bin 1) is modified by +lal, where a1 is
the uncertainty on the content of the first bin, and the last bin (bin N) is modified in
the opposite direction, thus -laN down. The other bins (i = 2, ... , N-1) are modified
by (1-2i/N) x ai. The second set of distributions is obtained with the same algorithm
with inverted sign, in order to produce a variation of the default distribution biased
toward high mean values. The modified distributions are then normalized, and MC
events are reweighed by the ratio of the MC distribution and the low (high) variation
of the same distribution in data. Some examples of the modified distributions are
reported in Figure 6.14.
By varying the MC sample within the ranges allowed by the statistical uncertain-
ties on the corresponding distributions in the data, following the procedure described
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distribution is obtained following the algorithm described in the text to produce a
low (high) variation of the distribution in data
in the previous paragraph, an estimate of how far the MC simulation can be maxi-
mally off is obtained. The quantities chosen for this test include some of the kinematic
variables which are utilized as input to the ANN of same-side tagging. This study of
systematic uncertainties has been performed using the ANN-based same-side tagging
algorithm. The results are reported in Table 6.5.
6.8.3 Particle-content around the B meson
The particle species produced roduce around the B meson give us some insight into the
fragmentation process. A measurement of the species of stable charged particles
around B mesons has been performed in a high statistics sample of semileptonic B
decays [99].
The fraction of kaons produced around B° mesons and selected as tagging tracks
is found to be somewhat different between data and MC simulation, 20.2 ± 1.4% and
23.6 ± 0.2%, respectively. The variation of SD, which is calculated using MC, that
can be caused by having a different fraction of kaons around BO candidates in the
MC simulation with respect to the one observed in data, is evaluated by studying
the effect of reducing the kaon fraction to 19.5% in the MC sample. This new value
for the kaon fraction represents a -la variation from the measured fraction in data.
The corresponding weight applied to kaon-tagger MC candidates, wK, is calculated
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as follows:
fdata - a af* 20.2 - 0.475. 1.4WK KMc 23.6 0.828,WK fMC 23.6
(6.8.1)
fKMC (fata _ .fK ata) 23.6 - (20.2 - 0.475 1.4)
S= 1+data = 1 + = 1.960ffaa 4.2 '
(6.8.2)
where the factor a defines the la single-sided region in the kaon fraction. The weight
for proton-tagged events, wp, has been chosen to compensate for the drop in the kaon
fraction, while pion-tagged events are left untouched. In the formula above, fK and f,
represent the fraction of kaon-tagged and proton-tagged B° candidates, as measured
in data and in MC events, while afK is the uncertainty on the measurement of the
fraction of kaon-tagged events in data.
Two different scenarios have been considered, and modifications to the scale factor
of the ANN-based tagging algorithm evaluated. Firstly, all events with a kaon as
tagging track have been reweighed, thus bringing the total kaon fraction in MC events
to match the one in data, and the performance of the tagger measured in the weighed
MC sample. This approach assumes that the deficit in kaons which is indicated by
the measurement in data is equally distributed among all kaons, independently if they
are potentially good or bad tagging tracks.
The second scenario represents an extreme case: only candidates tagged by kaons
originating from the string containing the b quark are randomly removed until the
total kaon fraction is reduced to match wK in Equation 6.8.2. These kaons carry, on
average, more tagging power (i.e., higher dilution), and thus this scenario represents
the worst possible case. Half of the deviation in S- calculated in this scenario has
been added in quadrature to the total systematic uncertainty.
In addition to studying the stable charged particles, the rate of kaons from res-
onances and vector particles such as 0o, K0 and K*O has been checked. The mass
distributions of the above resonances produced using the PYTHIA-MC sample are
compared to the ones obtained with the high statistics BO -+ D- +X sample (Fig-
ure 6.15), in order to get an estimate of possible disagreements in the rates of kaons
from such resonances between data and MC simulation. The statistical precision
is not sufficient to make a precise statement. Therefore, the fraction of MC events
where the actual tagging track originates from a o0, a K° , or a K*O has been varied
by a factor of 2 lower and higher than nominal. The largest negative and positive
deviations in the scale factor of the ANN-based same-side tagger obtained in these
tests have been assigned as an additional systematic uncertainty.
These contribution to the total systematic uncertainty are indicated as "kaon frac-
tion", "prompt kaon fraction", and "resonance/VO content" in Table 6.5, respectively,
and represent the largest part of the total systematic uncertainty. The contribution
to the systematic uncertainty labeled with "prompt kaon fraction" in Table 6.5 is
already corrected by a factor 0.5, as indicated in the description of this study.
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FIGURE 6.15: Reconstructed 0o, A0 , K0 , and K*O candidates. Black dots correspond
to the B --+ D- r+ PYTHIA-MC sample, red/gray dots to the B° -+ D;-+X, D -+
qO- sample in data. Plots are normalized to the number of B° candidates.
6.8.4 Multiple interactions
The rate of additional potential tagging tracks coming from pp interactions other
than the one which produced the B° candidate, pile-up events, has been measured on
data and accordingly added to our MC sample, as described in Section 4.3.5. Because
this rate depends on luminosity, two scenarios have been studied: "high" and "low"
luminosity, defined by the thresholds in Table 6.1. The numbers of events to be added
to the MC sample have been measured in the different luminosity ranges. Table 6.1
contains the fractions of events to which tag candidates are added in the three periods
of data taking and in the default, "high", and "low" luminosity scenarios, and the
threshold in instantaneous luminosity utilized to define "high" and "low" scenarios.
The scale factor Sp of the particle-identification-based same-side tagger is then
calculated in MC samples to which tagging tracks have been added, according to the
"high" and "low" luminosity scenarios. The obtained values for the scale factor are
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0.46 0.48 0.50 0.52 0.54.  
m(n·T-) [GeV/c2]
Period L Threshold Default Low High
Od 25 10a0 cm-2s - 1  0.22% 0.18% 0.48%
Oh 35- 1030 cm-2s - 1  0.65% 0.5% 1.2%
Oi 35. 1030 cm-2s - 1 0.72% 0.5% 1.1%
TABLE 6.1: Fractions of events with an additional tag candidate from pile-up events
used for systematic uncertainties. The threshold separates the events which are
counted in the high-luminosity and low-luminosity scenarios. "Default" indicates
the fraction determined in the tuning procedure of the MC simulation.
finally compared to a MC simulation with the default rate. Discrepancies between the
calculated values provide an estimate of a possible dependence of the SST scale factor
on luminosity. As hard cuts on the impact parameter significance and the Azo(B, trk)
are applied, the effect of multiple interactions on the scale factor is relatively small.
The uncertainty estimated for the particle-identification-based algorithm has been
utilized as an estimate of the uncertainty on the ANN-based algorithm for same-side
tagging too.
6.8.5 Simulation of particle identification
Both tflight and dE/dx measurements play a major role in this analysis. Therefore a
fine tuning of the simulation was needed to ensure that the MC samples reproduce
the data well, which was described in Section 4.3.4.
The evaluation of the systematic uncertainty related to particle identification has
been performed by modifying the distributions which are utilized to simulate parti-
cle identification in MC events. Three sources of systematic uncertainty have been
identified.
The first source of systematic uncertainty comes from the particular choice of a
parameterization of the TOF resolution function. The systematic uncertainty associ-
ated with preferring one parameterization function over another one is investigated by
utilizing a second parameterization. Two different TOF resolution parameterizations
were developed. The parameterization which has been selected as default method
is described in Reference [99], while the other one is described in Reference [109].
The main difference between the two methods is that the principal motivation for
the technique developed in the latter reference is separating pions and kaons on a
track-by-track basis, and the parameterization for the TOF resolution which is de-
rived assumes pT-independence of the TOF resolution function. The parameterization
which is here utilized as default method, instead, was developed for the study of the
species of charged particles produced in association with B mesons in ranges of track
PT. This required to focus on obtaining the correct statistical separation between
particle species, which is attainable by simulating the tails in the TOF resolution
function correctly. Moreover, a PT-dependent resolution function allowed for the re-
moval of systematic effects that would appear if all the PT ranges investigated were
treated uniformly. As systematic study, the first method is utilized to reconstruct the
identity of particles, but the TOF response is simulated using the second method.
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A second source of systematic uncertainty, which is still related with TOF, is due
to the uncertainty on the efficiency function versus track PT that describes the ratio
between the data and the simulation. The efficiency ratio has been varied by ±8%
for MC events which simulate Od data, and ±10% for MC events simulating Oh and
Oi data, as shown in Figure 4.3.
The systematic uncertainties on the dE/dx measurement is estimated following
the suggestions given by Reference [110]. While using the default distributions of Z,
which is defined in Equation 4.3.8, to assess the identity of a particle, the distribu-
tions utilized in the simulation have been changed by varying their mean within the
range [-0.007, +0.002] (Od MC events), or [-0.002, +0.004] (Oh and Oi MC events),
and increasing their width by 3%. Finally, the number of COT hits with dE/dx
information has been varied, in the simulation, by ±5.
Three different scenarios have been considered for Od MC events, characterized
by the variations of TOF efficiency, parameterizations of TOF resolution, number of
COT hits with dE/dx information and distribution of the Z variable described in
the previous paragraphs. The first two scenarios are characterized by a worsening of
the performance of particle-identification, while the third scenario corresponds to an
optimistic case. The prescriptions for the three scenarios are summarized below:
A different TOF p.d.f. used for simulation and reconstruction, -8% TOF effi-
ciency, -5 COT dE/dx hits, az x 1.03 and (Z) = -0.007;
B different TOF p.d.f. used for simulation and reconstruction, -8% TOF effi-
ciency, -5 COT dE/dx hits, uz x 1.03 and (Z) = +0.002;
C +8% TOF efficiency, +5 COT dE/dx hits.
The differences between the scale factor SD of the particle-identification-based tagger
calculated in the MC sample with the default simulation of particle identification and
the ones calculated with each of the modified scenarios for the particle-identification
simulation are reported in Table 6.3. The differences corresponding to the three
scenarios described in the list above are labeled tflight+dE/dx A, B, and C, respectively.
One additional effect has to be taken into account for the TOF simulation. It is
calculated in the MC simulation that 1.5% of the tracks in the TOF do not originate
from the primary vertex, and thus their to (i.e., the production time) is not known.
One systematic study is to simulate them as if they were kaons from the primary
interaction (OBSP K). The other systematic study is to simulate them as if they
were pions from the primary interaction (OBSP 7r). The difference between the
nominal SE and the ones calculated with the two above assumptions are indicated by
the labels OBSP K and OBSP w7 in Table 6.3.
In the case of Oh and Oi MC events, it has instead been suggested to separate
the variations in TOF and COT performance. Fourteen different configurations have
thus been defined:
* optimistic particle-identification: TOF resolution scale factor 1.05 (default 1.15)),
+10% TOF efficiency, +5 COT dE/dx hits, +la dE/dx efficiency;
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* conservative particle-identification: TOF resolution scale factor 1.25 (default
1.15)), -10% TOF efficiency, -5 COT dE/dx hits, -l1 dE/dx efficiency;
* (Z) = -0.002;
* (Z) = +0.004;
* uz x 1.03 or 0.97 for pions with pT _ 1 GeV/c;
* uz x 1.03 or 0.97 for kaons with PT < 1 GeV/c;
* uz x 1.03 or 0.97 for protons with PT _ 1 GeV/c;
* shift in TOF offset of ±15 ps for kaons only;
* shift in TOF offset of ±15 ps for protons only.
The last four configurations, which introduce a shift in the TOF offset, are meant to
cover the additional effect described in the previous paragraph. The systematic shifts
of the scale factor of the particle-identification-based tagging algorithm are reported
in Table 6.4.
6.8.6 Bo and B+ Data-MC agreement
As explained in Section 6.7, it has been checked that the scale factors S- of the
particle-identification-based same-side tagger, described in Section 6.5, obtained from
PYTHIA-MC and data samples of Bo and B+ mesons agree within their statistical and
systematic uncertainties. However, this statement cannot be made more precise than
the uncertainties on the data and MC sample. Therefore, the weighed mean of the
uncertainties from the Bo and B+ control modes has been utilized as an estimate of the
systematic uncertainty associated with a residual data-MC-simulation disagreement
for the SST scale factor applied to B° decay modes. The following equation describes
the evaluation of this component of the systematic uncertainty of Sv:
D Ei(Sdata,i - SMC,i) - Wi
Ei wi
1
Wi 2 + 2
Sdata,i S+ C,
1
ass (6.8.3)
where S is the SST scale factor and the index i runs on the four Bo and B+ recon-
structed modes, which are listed in Section 6.7. The weighed mean of the uncertainties
6SE and the "effective" variance a6s, are utilized as estimates of the uncertainty as-
sociated with residual data-MC-simulation disagreement. In the case of data, aSdata,i
represents the pure statistical uncertainty. In the case of MC simulation, asmc,~ is
the sum in quadrature of statistical and the other systematic uncertainties, where
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algorithm [%] 6 as 6/as
D, maxp l -2.1 1.4 1.5
), max CLL -0.7 1.6 0.4
SE, maxpL -4.8 5.5 0.9
S,, max CLL -7.6 4.7 1.6
TABLE 6.2: Systematic uncertainty from B+ and Bo data-MC simulation agreement.
In the table, 6 represents either 6D or 6SE). This study addresses the possibility
that disagreements between the SST scale factors measured in data and calculated
in the MC samples are covered by their statistical and systematic uncertainties. The
significances of the discrepancies, indicated by 6/as, are consistent with the variations
6 being statistical fluctuations.
positive systematic uncertainty is taken when the scale factor in data is higher than
the one from MC simulation, while the negative uncertainty is taken when the scale
factor in data is lower.
The formulae in Equation 6.8.3 have been used to estimate the residual data-MC-
simulation disagreement for the scale factor and average dilution of the max CLL SST
algorithm. The average dilution of a same-side tagging algorithm is calculated in a MC
sample and measured in B+ and Bo data utilizing Equation 6.1.1. As a cross-check,
the same calculation has been performed for the scale factor and average dilution of
the the maxpr•' algorithm presented in Section 6.4. The results of the comparison are
presented in Table 6.2. The significance of the deviations, 5SD(D)/a6s,•(v), are be-
tween 0.5 and 1.5, completely consistent with a statistical fluctuation. Therefore, the
maximum value between 6S- and ass, for the particle-identification-based tagging
algorithm is chosen as estimate of the uncertainty and added to both the negative
and positive total systematic uncertainty of the ANN-based tagging algorithm.
The component of the total systematic uncertainty evaluated in this section, which
is a rather important one, conservatively estimates the possibility that large statis-
tical and systematic uncertainties in the SST scale factors, as measured in data and
calculated in the MC samples, cover residual disagreements between the scale factors
measured in data and calculated using MC simulated events. As such, this systematic
uncertainty is expected to decrease when larger MC samples will be available.
6.8.7 Total systematic uncertainty
The complete list of the analyzed sources of systematic uncertainties which affect the
scale factor of the ANN-based same-side tagging algorithm applied to B° samples is
detailed in Tables 6.3, 6.4, and 6.5. The first two tables contain systematic uncer-
tainties which were calculated adopting the particle-identification-based same-side
tagging algorithm. These uncertainties have been transferred, unmodified, to the
ANN-based algorithm.
The total systematic uncertainty is indicated by ±E in Table 6.6. It is calculated
by picking the largest positive and the largest negative deviations for each effect,
and adding them in quadrature separately for positive and negative deviations. The
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Source cs, [%]
GS1 -1.5
GS2 +0.6
Peterson (0.004) -3.1
Peterson (0.006) +1.0
Peterson (0.008) -0.5
Lund (1,10) +0.5
Lund (3,22) +1.8
Lund (9,55) +4.4
- pile-up +0.2
+ pile-up -0.2
tflight+dE/dx A -4.0
tflight+dE/dx B -3.0
tflight+dE/dx C +3.6
OBSP K -2.6
OBSP 7r -0.3
TABLE 6.3: Systematic uncertainties as, on the scale factor of the max CLL algo-
rithm for same-side tagging. These estimates are utilized, unmodified, as uncertain-
ties on the scale factor of the ANN-based algorithm. The systematic uncertainties
associated with pile-up events and with the TOF and COT dE/dx simulation refer
to MC events which simulate Od data only. The details of the evaluation of these
systematic uncertainties are reported in Sections 6.8.1, 6.8.2, 6.8.4, and 6.8.5. All the
uncertainties are referred to the scale factor calculated in a PYTHIA-MC sample of
Bo -4 D7r+, D- 4 0o•- candidates.
unique exception is the systematic uncertainty related with fragmentation functions,
where the variations of the Peterson function, which were required as a cross-check,
are reported for reference only.
The largest component of systematic uncertainty is the one which estimates the
possibility that a residual disagreement between scale factors measured in Bo and B+
data and calculated in MC simulation is covered by their uncertainties. As mentioned
before, this component is expected to decrease if larger MC samples are utilized.
Besides that, the dominant source of systematic uncertainties is the kaon fraction
around B mesons, followed by the variation of the tagging related distributions within
the statistical uncertainties from data. All other systematic uncertainties are small
compared to those two sources. Adding each variation separately from the other
systematic uncertainties is a very conservative approach.
6.9 Transfer Between Samples
The only difference between the performance of a SST on different B° decay modes
is their different momentum spectra due to different trigger and reconstruction cuts.
The scale factor SD of the ANN-based same-side tagger has been calculated using a
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Source Us,D [%]
- pile-up +0.1
+ pile-up -0.6
optimistic particle-identification +3.9
conservative particle-identification -4.1
(Z) = -0.002 < 0.1(Z) = +0.004 < 0.1
uz x 1.03, kaons with PT < 1 GeV/c < 0.1
uz x 0.97, kaons with PT < 1 GeV/c -0.2
uz x 1.03, pions with pT < 1 GeV/c -0.6
Uz x 0.97, pions with pT < 1 GeV/c +0.5
uz x 1.03, protons with PT _ 1 GeV/c < 0.1
uz x 0.97, protons with pT < 1 GeV/c < 0.1
TOF response +15 ps, protons +0.1
TOF response -15 ps, protons < 0.1
TOF response +15 ps, kaons < 0.1
TOF response -15 ps, kaons -0.3
TABLE 6.4: Systematic uncertainties as, in the Oh and Oi data samples on the scale
factor of the max CLL algorithm for same-side tagging. These estimates are utilized,
unmodified, as uncertainties on the scale factor of the ANN-based algorithm. The
total uncertainty associated with particle identification is :.9, while the particle-
identification-related uncertainty in the Od data sample, from Table 6.3, is +3 . The
details of the evaluation of these systematic uncertainties are reported in Sections 6.8.4
and 6.8.5. All the uncertainties are referred to the scale factor calculated in a PYTHIA-
MC sample of B°  D-7-+ , D- -- or- candidates.
MC sample of B° -+ D,-r + , D- --+ 07r- candidates. It may thus be necessary to
apply a correction to this scale factor when the tagger is applied to a different B°
decay mode. In order to estimate the correction factor to utilize when analyzing the
additional modes that will be used in this analysis, which are listed in Section 1.5, the
pT(B) distribution of the B° --+ D-r + , D; -+ 0or- MC sample utilized to calculate
the default value of S, has been reweighed to match the distribution observed in
data from the additional modes. The calculated correction factors are reported in
Table 6.7.
6.10 Final scale factors
The performance of a tagging algorithm is summarized by its efficiency and dilution.
Section 6.7 described the calibration of candidate-by-candidate dilution of same-side
tagging algorithms, which requires the use of a MC sample when the tagger is applied
to B° candidates. The calibration consists in the calculation of a scale factor for the
dilution provided by the algorithm for flavor tagging. The systematic uncertainties
which affect the value of this scale factor are analyzed in Section 6.8. This final
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Source Uas [%]
var. -N +0.3
var. +N -0.7
var. -pT(B) -0.3
var. +pT(B) +0.4
rel -0.3
var. -PL
var. +p'l +0.1
var. -CLL +1.6
var. +CLL -0.3
var. -PT +0.3
var. +PT -0.1
var. -pr' +0.6
var. +pf' +0.2
var. -AR -0.8
var. +AR +0.2
kaon fraction -6.6
prompt kaon fraction -5.3
resonance/V0 content +4.
-3.8
TABLE 6.5: Systematic uncertainties as, on the scale factor of the ANN-based al-
gorithm for same-side tagging. The details of the evaluation of these systematic un-
certainties are reported in Sections 6.8.2 and 6.8.3. All the uncertainties are referred
to the scale factor calculated in a PYTHIA-MC sample of B° -+ DR-r+ , D- -+ ,r-
candidates.
Data sample Uas [%]
-E 10.7Od
+E 14.3
-E 10.8
Oh
+Z 14.4
-E 10.8Oi
+E 14.4
TABLE 6.6: Total systematic uncertainty as, on the scale factor of the ANN-based
algorithm for same-side tagging. This uncertainty is referred to the scale factor cal-
culated in a PYTHIA-MC sample of B° -- D7r+ , D --+ o0r- candidates.
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Decay mode Correction [%]
BO -4 D;7 + , D; -+ ¢or- 0
B1 -+ D; 7r+, DT -+ K*OK -  +1.3
B - D-Tr + , DT - ~7r+-+r -  +1.1
B -+ D;ir r-r +, D- - K*OK -  +6.1
B -+ D7r+r-r, D- 0 7r- +5.4
B-+ D7+ r-7r+, D; -+ 7r- 7r-  +0.0
B -+ Ds f +X  +6.3
TABLE 6.7: pT(B) transfer corrections for different B° decay modes.
section presents the value of the scale factors which are utilized in the analysis of B°
oscillations presented in this dissertation.
The scale factors for the ANN-based SST algorithm calculated in a PYTHIA-MC
sample of BO -* Di7r+ , D- --+ o%- candidates, for the three different periods of
data-taking, with their total uncertainties, are reported here:
Sv(0d; B -+ D-7r+ ) = 99.2 +10.7% ,
SS 8-14.3/0,
S,(0h; B -+ D;r +) = 95.9 +10.84%
SS S-14.4/0,
Sv(Oi; B - D;r + ) = 95.0 +10.80 (6.10.1)
These scale factors are obtained as a result of the fit described in Section 6.7. The
knowledge of the true flavor of the B° candidates in the MC sample allows one to fit for
_-oSD. These scale factors are used as an input to the fit fit or B- oscillations presented
in the last chapters of this document. The small difference in the uncertainty for the
Oh and Oi data samples, with respect to the Od uncertainty, is due to the different
contribution to the total systematic uncertainty of particle identification ( 3 vs.
+3.) and pile-up events ( +0.2 vs 0.1
-4.0 -0.2 VS. -0.6]"
The effective dilution, calculated in a PYTHIA-MC sample of B° -- Dsr + , D -+
0o7r- is:
S, (/(D2 = 30.2 ± 0.7%. (6.10.2)
The quoted uncertainty is statistical only. The figure-of-merit for a tagger is eD2, as
it will be clearly shown in Section 5.1. The figure-of-merit of the ANN-based SST
algorithm presented in Section 6.6 is reported in Tables 6.8. Efficiency is evaluated
on data only, while the the scale factor SD is calculated in simulated events. The
measured performance of the ANN-based SST algorithm is presented separately in
the three periods of data-taking Od, Oh, and Oi.
The MC sample utilized to train the ANN which performs flavor-tagging is tuned
to simulate the Od period of data-taking. The same improvement over the particle-
identification-based SST algorithm (Section 6.5) is observed in the Oi period of data-
taking, while the reduced performance in Oh data is expected to be due to a statistical
fluctuation.
This chapter presented, in Section 6.6, the same-side algorithm utilized in this anal-
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[%] max CLL algorithm ANN-based algorithm
Od cS,(D2 ) 3.9 ± 0.7 4.2 ± 0.7
Oh eS (D2 ) 3.1 ± 0.5 2.9 ± 0.5
Oi (S_(DT2) 3.3 ± 0.7 3.5 ± 0.7
TABLE 6.8: Performance of particle-identification and ANN Same-Side Taggers. Ef-
ficiency E and average dilution (D2) are measured in the B° -+ D-7+, D- -+ o°r-
data sample utilized in this mixing analysis. The scale factor SE is calculated by
applying the SST algorithm in a PYTHIA-MC sample of B' -- D - r+ , D- --4 f°r-
candidates. The numbers in the table are correlated because the two algorithms are
applied to the same data samples. A second source of correlation is the use of the
same PYTHIA-MC sample utilized to calculate the scale factors for the two algo-
rithms. Thirdly, part of the systematic uncertainties estimated for the scale factor
of the particle-identification-based algorithm have been assigned, unchanged, to the
scale factor of the ANN-based algorithm.
ysis of B. - B. oscillations. The algorithm provides a candidate-by-candidate weight
for the correctness of its decision. The calibration of the tagging algorithm, a crucial
aspect of mixing analyses which may be in the situation of setting a lower limit for
Am,, instead of making a measurement, consists in calculating a scale factor for the
weights returned by the tagger. The calculation of the SST scale factor to be used
in this analysis is presented, and the evaluation of systematic uncertainties reported.
The calculated scale factor is utilized as an input to the analysis for BO - B oscil-
lations. The next chapter introduces the maximum likelihood fitter which combines
mass, proper decay-time, and tagging information. The final result of this analysis,
__O
the observation of B° - B oscillations and a precise measurement of Am., is pre-
sented, with its implications on the Standard Model, and constraints on parameters
which describe new physics beyond the SM.
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Chapter 7
Analysis framework and
observation of Bo oscillations8 8
In this chapter, the fit framework utilized for amplitude scans and the measurement
of Am, are described in this chapter. The study of systematic uncertainties on the
measured value of Am, and the impact of its measurement on the Standard Model
picture of flavor interactions are presented, too.
7.1 Maximum Likelihood framework
A fitting framework based on the unbinned maximum likelihood estimation method'
has been developed for this analysis, and used to extract the parameters of interest
from data. It allows for the straightforward combination of various pieces of informa-
tion coming from different decay modes and their simultaneous fit, maximizing the
statistical power of the samples. In its most generic formulation, the contribution to
the global likelihood of a candidate i is written as follows:
Li = fj P (mi, cti, a~ct, Di, Ti ) , (7.1.1)
where the index j indicates the various signal and background components that are
present in the samples, fj is the fractions of the j-th component and P3 is the prob-
ability that a candidate has mass mi, decay time cti, decay time uncertainty uct, and
predicted dilution Di, under the assumption that it belongs to the j-th component.
By construction, E>j fj = 1. The global likelihood £ is naturally defined as the
multiplication of all the single-candidate likelihoods £i:
£ = H 4. (7.1.2)
1The maximum likelihood estimation method is described in Ref. [111], among others
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The minimum of - log £ indicates the best fit values for the parameters of the likeli-
hood. For each contribution j, pif is factorized as:
Pi (mi, cti, aCt,,i , Ti) = PJ (mi) Pit(ctiaIcti, Di, Ti) (act,)>P(Di) . (7.1.3)
For background components of the data sample, empirical descriptions of the factors
in Equation 7.1.3 are sufficient, while a physics model is used to describe signal
contributions. Each component will be described in detail in the next paragraphs.
The mass component is simply the probability density function for the mass of
each candidate. It is completely separated from the rest of the likelihood and depends
exclusively on the reconstructed mass of the B° candidate. For the semileptonic like-
lihood, PJ(mi) contains terms for both the DS candidate mass and the £D- mass
distribution. In the hadronic samples, fully reconstructed B° - DTr+(7(-7v+ ) sig-
nal candidates are modeled with a double Gaussian peak centered at the B° mass.
Combinatorial background, generally due to the pairing of a real D. meson to ran-
dom tracks from the underlying event, is modeled as the sum of decaying exponential
and flat linear components. Templates derived from BGENERATOR-MC events de-
-0
scribe other background components, such as Bo or Ab contributions. In the case of
semileptonic decays, signal candidates are fit with a Gaussian peak and combinatorial
background with a linear function in the D. mass distribution, while the shape of
the other background components is extracted from a study of simulated events. The
MD. mass distributions of all signal and background components are obtained from
the study of BGENERATOR-MC events.
Temporarily disregarding the flavor tagging part, the proper-decay-time compo-
nent depends on ct and act. When a B° candidate is completely reconstructed, it is
possible to write:
Pet(ct, at; T) = e[ - 0 (ct - ct', Uct) • (ct) . (7.1.4)
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The exponentially decaying function, which describes the probability that a particle
with lifetime 7 decays after t from the production time, is convoluted with a Gaussian
resolution function to account for the uncertainty on the measured proper decay-time.
The calibration of the proper-decay-time resolution is discussed in Section 5.2. The
last term is an efficiency function which corrects for the bias in the proper-decay-time
distribution introduced by the displaced track trigger and the candidate selection, as
shown in Reference [1061. It depends only on the kinematics of the decay under study
and is defined as follows:
E(ct) = ct after reconstruction and final selection (7.1.5)
N1 e-t'/7 0 G(t - t'; ai)
The distribution in the numerator is obtained from all the candidates in a signal-only
MC sample which pass all the analysis selection cuts. For each accepted event i, the
expected ct distribution without any bias is an exponential smeared by a Gaussian res-
olution function, where the width is the ct error (actL) of that event. The denominator
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FIGURE 7.1: A representative example of the dependence of trigger and selection
efficiency on proper decay time. This curve is for Bo - D-r+, with D- -+ K+r-r-.
The vertical scale is in arbitrary units.
is the sum of the N expected distributions without any bias of the same events which
entered the distribution in the numerator. A different efficiency function is prepared
for each B° decay mode by utilizing a BGENERATOR-MC sample which reproduces
the BO decay chain of interest, as described in Section 4.2. The parameter T repre-
sents the world average of B° lifetime measurements [62]. The proper-decay-length
efficiency curve is parameterized by the following template:
3
ct
E(ct) = E (t - #j)2 e- 0(ct - /j), (7.1.6)
j=1
where the parameters ai, 0i, and yj are obtained from the fit of the expression in
Equation 7.1.5. This functional form for the efficiency function allows for the an-
alytical normalization of the proper-decay-time signal probability density function.
Figure 7.1 shows a representative example of the efficiency dependence. The rapid
turn-on of the efficiency is due to minimum impact parameter and LY significance
requirements, while the turn-off at larger proper decay length is due to an upper cut
on impact parameter of 1 mm in the triggers. The efficiency function is defined as a
function of the reconstructed proper decay-lengths because it tries to correct for the
effect of selection criteria which are themselves applied to reconstructed observables.
The case of incompletely reconstructed BO candidates is slightly more complicated
and involves the introduction of the k-factor distribution F(k) (Section 5.2):
Pt(ct*, a.; T) = Jdk e- 0 g(ct* - ct*', ct)] -c(ct*) -F(k), (7.1.7)
where ct* is the pseudo-proper decay-time, calculated as indicated in Equation 5.2.2.
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The definition of the efficiency function is analogously modified:
ct after reconstruction and final selection
f dk E e- kt'/I 0 g(t - t' i) . F(k)
The integration over the k-factor distribution, F(k), accounts for the missing momen-
tum in partially reconstructed decays. For fully reconstructed decays, which have no
missing momentum, this is not necessary as F(k) = 6(1).
The component of the likelihood which contains flavor tagging information is
closely tied to the proper-decay-time component, because they share some pieces
of information. In the case of signal candidates, the two components are actually
indivisible, as indicated by Equation 5.1.2. Two independent tagging algorithms are
available to the analysis. Each event can be tagged by neither, one or both algorithms,
thus distinguishing three classes. The flavor tagging and proper-decay-time likelihood
factors for tagger m, which has a dilution )m , efficiency em, and tagging decision Tm,
are combined as follows:
* untagged:
Jdk ( 1 - ZEm) -kct'/c-r 0 (kct' - kct; act) -F(k) - (ct), (7.1.9)
* single tag:
dk [1 + AT m Dm cos(Am, k ct')] e-kct'/cr ( (k ct' - k ct; act) .F(k) -. (ct)2dk
(7.1.10)
where T m = ±1 is the sign of a single (same-side or opposite-side) tag,
* double tag:
dkEmEn (1 + T m T"DmZ ") + A(T m Dm + TrnD) cos(Ams k ct')2 2
e- k t ' / c7  9 (k ct' - k ct; act) -F(k) - e(ct) , (7.1.11)
where Tm = -1 and T" = ±1 are the signs of the two tags.
The combination of decisions and dilutions in the double tagged case explicitly ac-
counts for whether the two tags agree or disagree [983. For each candidate i and
tagger m, the calibrated dilution D' which enters the above equations is obtained
by multiplying the candidate-by-candidate predicted dilution returned by the tagging
algorithm m by the global scale factor Sm calculated in the calibration of the tagger,
as explained in Section 6.1.
In the case of backgrounds which are treated as non-mixing, a potential global
tagging asymmetry is allowed. This is the case of combinatorial background, partially
reconstructed B° decays (excluding the signal modes D-p + and D*--r+, with D7 -+
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or-), mis-reconstructed bI decays, and mis-reconstructed Bo decays, which do mix
in a much longer time-scale than BO mesons. The effect of Bo mixing is included by
scaling the dilution of the candidates in this background component by 1 - 2Xd, where
Xd = 0.186 ± 0.004 [62] is the measured time-integrated probability for a Bo meson to
oscillate into a B- meson, effectively integrating Bo oscillations. The flavor tagging
term is simpler than in the previous case and separates completely from the proper-
decay-time component. For the sake of consistency with the description adopted for
signal, the combination of the two factors is implemented:
* untagged:
1 - Em P (ct), (7.1.12)
* single tag:
Em [1 + T m D m ] Pet(ct) (7.1.13)2
* double tag:
EmEn (1 + TmDm)(1 + TnDn ) Pt(Ct) (7.1.14)
2 2 '
where Pct represents the proper-decay-time component, which, in the case of back-
grounds, is a template derived from simulated events, or, for combinatorial back-
ground, candidates in the sidebands of the B° (D-) mass distributions of hadronic
(semileptonic) B° decays.
The last two components of the single-event likelihood in Equation 7.1.3, PT,t (act)
and P,'(D), are simply the probability distribution functions of proper-decay-time
resolution and candidate-by-candidate dilution. It is necessary to explicitly include
these terms when the distributions of act and D in signal and background are different,
because their exclusion could lead to biases for the fitted values of the likelihood pa-
rameters [112]. The distributions of act aand D in B° candidates reconstructed in data
are utilized. The templates for signal components are obtained with the sideband-
subtraction technique defined in Section 4.4, while candidates in the mass sidebands
are used to produce the templates for the combinatorial background component. The
act and same-side-tagger D templates for signal Bs candidates and combinatorial
background in the BO -+ D-7r+ , D- -+ 0 i7r- decay mode are presented in Figure 7.2.
7.2 Systematic uncertainties
Systematic uncertainties differently affect the significance of an oscillation signal,
obtained via the amplitude scan, and a measurement of the oscillation frequency Am,.
The effect of uncertainties in the amplitude is always a reduction of the sensitivity,
and, in case it is not possible to measure Am,, likewise on the limit on the oscillation
frequency. Systematic uncertainties on Am. are evaluated when a measurement is
performed.
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FIGURE 7.2: SST dilution (left) and act (right) templates, for B° signal and combi-
natorial background in the B° -+ D7 r+ , D- --+ 0ir- decay mode.
It should be noted that both the amplitude scan in the Ams region of sensitivity
relevant for this analysis, and the fit for the mixing frequency are dominated by
statistical uncertainty.
7.2.1 Systematic uncertainties on the amplitude
Systematic uncertainties are evaluated following the original formulation of the am-
plitude method in Reference [94]. Toy MC samples, which are generated reflecting
the characteristic of the data, are extensively utilized to estimate systematic effects.
For each point in the Ams spectrum of the amplitude A (Section 5.1), a set of one
thousand "default" toy experiments is generated with the signal oscillating at that
frequency. The fit of each of these experiments produces a (Ao, UA,o) pair. For each
systematic effect, unless differently specified, "biased" toy MC samples which simulate
the potentially mis-modeled aspect the data are generated from the same sequence of
random numbers which was utilized to generate the elements of the default set. The
fits of the biased experiments produce the set of (A,, a4,1) pairs. For a given pair of
toy MC samples, composed of a default experiment "0" and a biased experiment "1",
which are both generated with the same sequence of random number i, the systematic
uncertainty is obtained by [94]:
ior (Az - A) + (1 - A A).,1 4,o (7.2.1)
o,0
The distribution of ulyst provides the estimate for the systematic uncertainty uasyt.
In case of a binary effect, i.e., the effect is represented by a binary shift in fitting
models, the mean value of the orast distribution is taken as systematic uncertainty.
An example of this type of effect is the possibility that a potentially large value of
AF/F, the widths of the two mass-lifetime eigenstates in the neutral B. meson system,
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could bias the results of an amplitude scan. In fact, the expressions in Equation 5.1.2,
which are the basis of the probability density functions utilized to define our likelihood
function, are valid under the assumption that AF/F is negligibly small, as explained
in Section 1.2. The possibility of a bias deriving from neglecting a possibly large value
of AIP/ is studied by comparing fit results in toy MC samples with AP/F equal to
0.2 ("biased" sample) and 0.0 ("default").
For effects in which a fit parameter or effect is continuously varied across a range
of values, the width of the aai t distribution is utilized as the estimate of a systematic
uncertainty. For example, toy experiments are generated with a SST S- extracted
from a Gaussian distribution which is centered in the nominal value of the SST
scale factor and has width equal to the statistical uncertainty of the scale factor
(Equation 6.10.1). The fit of these samples performed by utilizing the nominal value
of the SST scale factor allows one to study the systematic uncertainty related to the
incomplete knowledge of the value of the same-side-tagger scale factor.
The main sources of systematic uncertainties which affect the measurement of
the amplitude are reviewed in the list below, separated depending on the type of
likelihood term which they affect, and ordered, within each class, according to their
contribution to the total uncertainty.
Flavor tagging
Systematic uncertainties related to flavor tagging contribute uniformly to the
total uncertainty across the entire Am, spectrum. The dominant contribution
comes from the scale factor of the same-side-kaon tagger, which is determined
with a 14% precision (Equation 6.10.1). The size of this contribution is an un-
certainty of ,- 10% on the amplitude for any value of Am, in the range chosen
for amplitude scans. On the other hand, the scale factor of the opposite-side
tagger is known with a very good precision: S,(OST) = 0.99 ± 0.01 [102]. Toy
MC samples are generated with scale factors extracted from Gaussian distri-
butions, each of which is centered in the nominal value of a scale factor and
has width equal to the statistical uncertainty of the scale factor which is being
analyzed. These samples are then fit with the nominal scale factors. The tag
decisions are combined under the assumption that they are uncorrelated. The
bias that would result from a correlation is estimated by introducing a correla-
tion between OST and SST at various levels. The effect of the possible presence
of correlations between same-side and opposite-side taggers is an uncertainty of
about 8% on the amplitude for Am , = 15 ps - 1.
A few additional studies have been performed for the hadronic data sample.
The probability distributions for the dilution which are used in the fit model
for the signal and background (P(D)) are known with finite statistical preci-
sion. Toy MC samples are generated with variations of the distributions within
their statistical uncertainties and fit with the nominal set of distributions for the
signal and background components. While the B° -+ D~ -r+(r-7r + ) decay is self-
tagging, the Cabibbo-suppressed B° -+ D-K+((r-ir+) and B° -+ D+K-(Tr-ir+)
decays both receive contributions from tree-level amplitudes with the same order
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of magnitude, in terms of CKM parameters. The nominal model has the dilu-
tion of the Cabibbo-suppressed component equal to the Cabibbo-favored coun-
terpart. Two toy MC samples are produced varying the dilution of the Cabibbo-
suppressed component by +100%, to mimic the possibility that a DK+(irr-r + )
final state tags, or does not tag, the decay of a B° meson. Each ensemble is
fitted with the nominal model and the larger variation between +100% and
-100% is taken as the systematic uncertainty estimate. The same method is
utilized to study the effect of assigning wrong dilutions to the candidates which
enter the Ab component. Among the effects described in this paragraph, the
largest contribution to the systematic uncertainty on the amplitude comes from
the possible mis-modeling of the dilution of Cabibbo-suppressed B° decays. The
size of the contribution of this effect is a r., 4% uncertainty on the amplitude
for Am 8 = 15 ps-1 .
* proper decay-time
The most significant systematic uncertainty derives from the global scale factor
assigned to proper-decay-time uncertainties. This systematic uncertainty, which
increases steeply with the sampled Am,, has been evaluated by generating toy
experiments with a scale factor on act calculated by adding (or subtracting) the
la uncertainty obtained by the calibration of act to the nominal value of the
scale factor. This modification of the scale factor simulates systematic over-
or under-estimations of the uncertainty on proper decay-time of the B° signal.
The size of this contribution to the total systematic uncertainty is about 5% for
Am, = 15 ps- 1, and increases with Am,.
The fit does not include the effect of a lifetime difference between Bs,H and Bs,L,
the eigenstates of the Hamiltonian, with widths FH and FL. The formulae in
Equations 1.2.9 and 1.2.8 assume a negligible value of AF = FL- FH. The possi-
bility that a potentially large value of AP/F introduced a bias in the amplitude
has been studied by generating a set of toy experiments with AF/F = 0.2. The-
oretical calculations indicate AP/F = 0.12 ± 0.06 [113], while the world average
is AP/F = 0.121 ±0:_08 [7]. The size of the systematic uncertainty associated
with neglecting the effects of a potentially large value of AP/F is about 5% for
Am, = 15 ps- 1.
Another systematic uncertainty derives from the incomplete description of the
detector resolution in the fitter framework. The nominal fit assumes that the
detector resolution function is a Gaussian for the B° signal. An alternative
model, a double Gaussian plus exponential tails, is used to evaluate the uncer-
tainty. The systematic uncertainty associated with the use of a single Gaussian
to model the detector resolution is about 4% for Am, = 15 ps- .
The proper-time efficiency curves e(t) are of primary importance when perform-
ing a lifetime analysis. The mixing of BO candidates occurs on such a short time
scale that the mixing analysis is largely insensitive to the efficiency parameteri-
zation. Negligible biases are found to be introduced by this aspect of the model.
The systematic uncertainty is evaluated by fitting the same toy MC sample with
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the default efficiency function E(ct), defined by Equation 7.1.5, and with a mod-
ified efficiency function e'(ct), obtained by changing 7, the world average of the
B lifetime, in Equation 7.1.5, within its uncertainty, and accordingly reweigh-
ing the BGENERATOR-MC sample used to calculate the efficiency function to
simulate the modified lifetime. The values utilized for the B° lifetime and its
uncertainty are cT(B ) = 438 pm and ac,,(B) = 17 pm [62]. The size of this
contribution to the systematic uncertainty is - 1% for Ams = 15 ps - .
The likelihood for the hadronic sample does not utilize separate Pc for signal
and background, because the signal and background act distributions are very
similar. This means that small biases may be introduced, which are estimated
by fitting the standard toy MC sample with versions of the model which either
do or do not include the P(act) terms. The size of this contribution to the
systematic uncertainty is - 1% for Am, = 15 ps- 1.
The default fit model assumes that the contributions of Bo and partially recon-
structed candidates do not oscillate. Toy MC samples are generated such that
these components do mix. These samples are fit with the nominal version of the
fitter, and with a version of the fitter which accounts for the oscillation. The
difference between the results of the two fits is taken as estimate of the bias
introduced by neglecting the mixing. This effect gives a negligible contribution
to the total systematic uncertainty on the amplitude.
In the analysis of partially reconstructed hadronic decays, an additional possible
source of bias is studied. It is known that the distribution of proper decay-
time for combinatorial background has a slow dependence on the mass. This
dependence is due to the use of the world average of B° mass measurements
in Equation 5.2.1 for candidates which populate the sideband region far from
the signal region. The nominal fit utilizes a single template for the background
across the full mass range, effectively averaging over the small variations. A
toy MC sample is generated with a background ct template obtained by using
the reconstructed mass of the B1 candidates in the upper mass sideband in
Equation 5.2.1 instead of the world average of B° mass measurements. This toy
MC sample is then fit with the nominal model to conservatively estimate the
effect of the choice of a single template. The size of this contribution to the
systematic uncertainty is consistent with zero for Amn = 15 ps - .
Sample composition and mass models
The studies of systematic uncertainties in this section are split in three cases:
fully reconstructed hadronic B° decays, partially reconstructed hadronic B° de-
cays, and semileptonic B° decays.
Several uncertainties are assigned to the incompleteness of the knowledge of the
sample composition. These uncertainties address the uncertainty in the levels
of the Cabibbo-suppressed B° -+ D-K+(7r-7r), which is treated as a signal
component, and the contributions of Ab and BO decays to the background. The
ratio of the number of B° candidates arising from mis-reconstructed A and B1
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Reflection [%] D 4 0Fr -  DS -+ K*OK -  D - 7r-r+r -
B° -+ D8 r+, D; - 007r -  0.22 ± 0.06 0.08 ± 0.04
B -+ D r+ , D -+ K*OK -  0.44 ± 0.10 0.01 ± 0.00
B -4 D 8r + , Ds -+ 7r-r+r -  0.00 ± 0.00 0.00 + 0.00
Bo -+ D-7r+ , D- -+ K+-7r- 2.30 ± 0.17 32.7 ± 2.4 0.44 ± 0.03
-- 0
Ab - A -r+ , AI -A pK+T-  1.18 ± 0.20 18.1 ± 3.0 0.22 ± 0.04
--0
Ab -+ A r+ , AC -+ pFrr -  0.02 ± 0.00 0.16 + 0.03 3.48 ± 0.58
TABLE 7.1: Reflection ratios for B° -+ D;-r+ decay modes. The table contains
-- 0
the amount of Bo, A- and B° hadrons that are erroneously reconstructed as a B°
candidate, relative to the amount of B° -- D~ir+ signal candidates. The decay chain
of the D. candidate is indicated on top of each column.
Reflection [%] D; -+ o0 r- D; -+ K*oK -  D- -+ 7r-r+ -
B° - D- sr+r-r + , D -+ 0 0r- 0.65 - 0.19 4.77 + 1.35
B -+ D 7r+r-r + , D- --+ K*oK -  0.51 ± 0.15 0.51 ± 0.16
S
-+ D;rTr-Tr, D- -+ 7r•rT -  0.01 ± 0.01 0.53 ± 0.21
Bo -- D-r+r-r + , D- - K+tr-7- 3.35 ± 0.38 50.2 ± 5.6 30.0 ± 3.4
S- AiTr+Tr-r+, A -+ pK+ir-  1.83 + 0.30 31.4 + 5.2 14.2 ± 2.4
-0
Ab-+ Acr 7r-7r+ , A -+ pr+r-  0.07 ± 0.01 0.31 ± 0.05 5.10 ± 0.85
TABLE 7.2: Reflection ratios for B° -+ D, -r+r-±r + decay modes. The table contains
-0
the amount of Bo, A and B° hadrons that are erroneously reconstructed as a B°
candidate, relative to the amount of B1 -+ D•-r+r-7r+ signal candidates. The decay
chain of the D- candidate is indicated on top of each column.
decays with respect to the number of signal B° candidates is fixed in the fits
-0
which produce the amplitude scan. The expected value is calculated using Ab,
B0 , and BO BGENERATOR-MC samples, and the relative branching ratios and
production cross-sections published in References [114], [77], and [115]. The
resulting normalization ratios are reported in Tables 7.1 and 7.2. A system-
atic uncertainty is evaluated for all components of the contribution which is
larger than 1%, with respect to the signal fraction. The normalization ratios
of each of these components are varied within their uncertainties to estimate
their contribution to the total systematic uncertainty. The same procedure is
utilized to estimate the expected amount of Cabibbo-suppressed B° decays. In
this case, the B1 -4 D-K+(ir-7r+ ) branching ratios are assumed to be equal to
5%. The normalization ratio of the Cabibbo-suppressed component is varied by
a factor of 2 lower and higher than nominal, and the larger systematic variation
in the two scenarios is added to the total systematic uncertainty. The size of
the combination of these contributions to the systematic uncertainty is about
1% for Ams = 15 ps- .
Partially reconstructed hadronic components additionally require a study of the
effect of incomplete knowledge of the relative signal fractions. Maximal confu-
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FIGURE 7.3: Systematic uncertainties on A in hadronic (left) and semileptonic (right)
amplitude scans, as a function of Am,.
sion between the components is simulated by generating a toy MC ensemble
composed entirely of one signal component and performing the fit as though
it were the other. Moreover, a systematic uncertainty is assigned to address a
possible bias produced by wrongly modeling the combinatorial background. In
the nominal fit, the background is modeled as a smooth exponential function.
Toy MC samples are generated with backgrounds which rise more rapidly in
the region of partially reconstructed signal candidates. The fit with the nom-
inal model effectively treats the background events as signal. The size of this
contribution to the systematic uncertainty is about 2% for Am, = 15 ps- .
In the case of the semileptonic analysis, two additional sources of systematic
uncertainties are considered. The combinatorial background parameterization
is derived from the D; mass sidebands. A different set of sidebands, obtained
by shifting the bounds of the sideband window by 450 MeV/c 2 from the nomi-
nal values, is utilized to assess systematic uncertainty deriving from a particular
choice. The second source of uncertainty comes from the uncertainty in the frac-
tion of the false lepton background. The fraction of the false lepton background
has been obtained from a fit of the mI+D- distribution. The uncertainty from
this fit is used to study the related systematic uncertainty. A toy MC sample is
generated with the value of this fraction fixed to its nominal value. The default
fit of this sample is compared to a fit of the same sample which has the fraction
of the false lepton background shifted of +la from its nominal value, where a is
the uncertainty in this fraction obtained as described above. The size of all these
contributions to the systematic uncertainty is below 5% for Am, = 15 ps - 1.
The plots of systematic uncertainties vs. Am, are shown in Figure 7.3, for the
amplitude scans produced with hadronic and semileptonic B' decays.
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7.2.2 Systematic uncertainties on Am,
The uncertainties presented in the previous section are relevant for the amplitude
scan. These uncertainties affect the calculation of the experimental sensitivity and the
limit on the oscillation frequency, but they are not relevant to the extraction of Am , .
For completeness, all the sources of systematic uncertainty in the amplitude scan
have been analyzed as possible causes of uncertainty in the Am, fit too. They proved
to be negligible, while the main systematic uncertainties come from the proper-time
scale. Four effects have been studied and presented below. The first three effects are
analyzed in detail in the analysis which resulted in the measurements of Bs,H, Bs,H,
and AF,, presented in Reference [116].
* Silicon detector alignment
Imperfect alignment of the silicon detector could affect the measurement of
proper decay-lengths. A test of possible effects has been performed by intro-
ducing distortions into the simulation of silicon detectors and then measur-
ing lifetimes of B mesons using the standard alignment. The B mesons which
were utilized for this check are reconstructed in the Bo -+ J/IVK*o, J/I --
p~ -, K*o -+ K+r - , B+ -+ J/IK+, J/1 -+ p+/-, and B° -+ J/4€0 , J/i
p~ -, o0 -+ K+K - decay modes. The distortions introduced in the simulation
include radial displacements and bowing of silicon tensors within tolerances
from a physical survey of the detector. The maximum lifetime bias is found to
be 1.0 pm, which corresponds to a 0.2% uncertainty on the proper-time scale.
* Track-fit bias
Mis-measurements of track curvature introduce mis-measurements of the trans-
verse decay length, via the location of track vertices reconstructed in the labo-
ratory frame, and the proper decay-time, which is boosted into the BO reference
frame using its transverse momentum. The sign of the bias depends on whether
the tracks involved curve toward or away from each other. The bias has been
reproduced and studied in the simulation of the COT and silicon detector. It
introduces an overall systematic shift in measured lifetimes which is found to
be 1.3 pm, corresponding to 0.3% in proper-time scale.
* Primary vertex bias
Mis-measurements of the primary vertex position lead to mis-measurements of
the transverse decay length and, therefore, of the proper decay-time. The bias
is studied by comparing the primary vertex position with the average beam po-
sition in a large sample of fully reconstructed B candidates. The maximum bias
is found to be 1.0 pm in the reference frame of the detector, which corresponds
to 0.02 ps - 1 mean bias to Am, in the toy MC samples.
* Hadronic k-factors
The dominant partially reconstructed BO -+ D-p+ and and D*-r+ channels
inhabit the same phase space and have the same qualitative models. For the
purposes of this analysis, the only significant difference in the modeling of their
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Source Value [ps- 1 ]
Silicon detector alignment 0.04
Track fit bias 0.05
Primary vertex bias 0.02
Hadronic k-factors 0.03
TABLE 7.3: Systematic uncertainties in the fit for Ams.
proper-time components is in the k-factor distributions, which have slightly
different widths and mean values. This raises the concern that not using the
correct relative fractions of partially reconstructed components could produce a
shift in the fitted value of Ams has been addressed. The use of incorrect relative
fractions is equivalent to applying the wrong likelihood weights to each of these
k-factor distributions. The maximum effect is obtained by fitting a component
with the k-factor distribution F(k) and the ct efficiency c(ct) of another one.
The result of this fit compared with the result of a second fit, in which the correct
weight functions are utilized. In practice, because there is no basis for thinking
that the modeling might be so incorrect, 50% of the induced bias is utilized
as a very conservative systematic uncertainty, for a final error contribution of
0.03 ps - 1. This error is assigned only for the measurement from the partially
reconstructed hadronic sample, and does not contribute significantly to the
systematic uncertainty for the overall measurement.
Table 7.3 summarizes the systematic uncertainties on the measurement of Am,.
The total systematic uncertainty is 0.07 ps- 1.
7.3 Amplitude scans
This section presents the amplitude scans obtained from data. As defined in Sec-
tion 5.1, an amplitude scan consists of a set of fits of the amplitude A. Each of these
fits is performed at a (different) fixed value of Am,. The following expression for the
probability that a B° candidate decays with the same (opposite) flavor with which it
was produced is utilized:
Punmixed/mixed(t) Oc [1 ± AD cos (Amst)] , (5.1.2)
where the + (-) sign indicates the case of a B° meson decaying at time t with the
same (opposite) flavor as at production, when the flavor tag of the candidate has
dilution D.
The amplitude scans obtained from data are reported in Figures 7.4 and 7.5, in the
different data samples and separately utilizing the SS and OS taggers. The signature
of a mixing signal is an amplitude value consistent with unity and inconsistent with
zero. The scans present this behavior in the proximity of the bin corresponding
to Am, = 17.75 ps - 1. While the scan in the fully hadronic sample has a striking
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Sample Sensitivity
Hadronic 30.7 ps -
Semileptonic 19.4 ps - 1
Same-Side Taggert 30.3 ps- 1
Opposite-Side Taggert 25.5 ps- 1
Combined 31.3 ps-
TABLE 7.4: Sensitivity of a mixing analysis in different data subsamples, and in the
combination of all data samples, with same-side and opposite-side taggers, separately.
t Computed using statistical uncertainty only; however, this is the dominant uncertainty.
signature, the one in the semileptonic sample alone is sufficient to set a 95% C.L.
double-sided limit on Am,.
The sensitivity of an analysis is defined as the value of the frequency for which
a measured null amplitude value A = 0 would imply the exclusion of A = 1 at
the desired confidence level. From this definition, it derives that the sensitivity of a
mixing measurement is defined as the Am, value for which 1 .6 4 5 ua = 1. The factor
which multiplies UA, 1.645, defines a confidence level of 95% for the sensitivity 2. The
sensitivity of an analysis of B° oscillations in the semileptonic sample is 19.4 ps - 1,
while an analysis in the hadronic one reaches 30.7 ps- '. The power of the same-side
tagger is evident in the amplitude scans reported in Figure 7.5, where the SS and OS
taggers achieve a sensitivity, based on the statistical uncertainty only, of 30.3 ps - 1
and 25.5 ps- 1, respectively.
The combined amplitude scan, which includes all data samples and all tagging
algorithms, is shown in Figure 7.6 and reaches a sensitivity of 31.3 ps -1 . The signature
of a mixing signal around Am, = 17.75 ps - 1 is striking. It is important to point out
that this signal lies well within the reach of the sensitivity, and is consistent with
unity, which indicates that all components of the analysis are correctly calibrated.
Table 7.4 summarizes the sensitivity of mixing analyses in different subsamples,
hadronic and semileptonic Bdecay  3 deca s, and separately utilizing same-side and opposite-
side taggers.
7.4 Am 8 fit
The amplitude scans presented in the previous section show the clear signature of a
mixing signal. The point in the amplitude scan which is most inconsistent with A = 0
is in the bin corresponding to Am, = 17.75 ps- 1 , in an amplitude scan performed in
steps of 0.25 ps -1 . The next natural step is the estimation of the significance of the
signal observed, and the measurement of Am,.
The significance of the signal observed in an amplitude scan measures how likely
it is that random fluctuations produce a signal of oscillations as large or larger than
the one observed. The quantity A(Ams) has been chosen to estimate the significance
2The factor 1.645 derives from the following formula: f+_-.645 g(x; Ip, o)dx = 0.95. It allows one
to set a lower limit with a confidence level of 95%.
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FIGURE 7.4: Amplitude scan, hadronic (left) and semileptonic (right) candidates.
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FIGURE 7.5: Amplitude scan: SST (left) and OST (right) only.
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FIGURE 7.6: Amplitude scan with the data of all samples and taggers combined. The
version on the left includes the (dominant) statistical uncertainty only. This choice
emphasizes the signature of a signal for Am, = 17.75 ps- '. The version on the right
includes also systematic uncertainties.
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of this analysis. This quantity is defined as the negative logarithm of the ratio of the
likelihood calculated with A = 1, which corresponds to the hypothesis that Am, is
the true mixing frequency, and A = 0, which is independent of Am, and corresponds
to the hypothesis that there are no oscillations, i.e.:
A -l = 1) (7.4.1)l£(A = 0)
The significance is determined as a function of the minimum value assumed by A in
the Am, range chosen for the amplitude scan, Amin. Random fluctuations are simu-
lated by randomly assigning flavor tags to the data sample utilized for this analysis.
Therefore, the significance of the analysis presented is quantified by the probability
that a data sample with randomly assigned flavor tags achieves a value of Amin smaller
or equal than the observed one in data, at any value of Ams. Such probability is re-
ferred to as p-value. The distribution of Amin in a set of amplitude scans performed
after repeatedly and differently randomizing flavor tag decisions in the data sample
is shown in Figure 7.7. The cumulative distribution function of Amin (right plot in
Figure 7.7) directly provides the p-value as a function of Amin:
Aobserved
p(Aoserved = A nin dAminf (Amin), (7.4.2)
where f(Amin) is the distribution of Amin, in the left plot in Figure 7.7.
The range of amplitude scans has been arbitrarily chosen to be 0 < Am,[ps - 1] <
35. The estimation of the p-value does not incur any significant bias by selecting
a finite window in Am, because the likelihood ratio converges rapidly to zero for
Am, > 35 ps - 1. A cross-check is performed by extending the search range up to
Am, = 50 ps - 1, with no effect on the p-value distribution.
The plot in Figure 7.8 shows the value of the likelihood ratio A as a function
of Am,, for the hadronic and semileptonic B° decays, separately, and for all data
samples combined. The minimal observed value of A is Amin = -17.26. A quick look
back to the right plot in Figure 7.7 allows one to obtain the p-value corresponding
to Amin = -17.26. The distribution of p-value vs. Amin shows that, out of 3.5 x 10S
entries, only 28 scans have a value of Amin smaller than -17.26. This means that the
probability for random scans to produce a signal as significant as the one seen in data,
i.e., the p-value, is 8 x 10-8. This is well below the 5-standard-deviations threshold
which corresponds to 5.7 x 10- 7 .
The plot of A(Ams) in Figure 7.8 allows for the determination of the value of
Am. that best fits the data, which corresponds to the value that minimizes A, and
its statistical uncertainty, which is determined by the value of Am, where A changes
by 0.5 from the minimal value. The following measurement is obtained:
Am, = 17.77 ± O.10(stat.) + 0.07(syst.) ps- 1 . (7.4.3)
Finally, the plot in Figure 7.9 shows the comparison between the CDF measure-
ment of Am, and the result of the fit for Ams performed by the CKM Fitter group [16]
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FIGURE 7.7: Distribution of Amin (left) and p-value vs. Amin (right). Following
the definition of p-value in Equation 7.4.2, the plot on the right is obtained as the
cumulative distribution of Amin, which is shown on the left.
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FIGURE 7.8: The likelihood ratio A vs. Am,, where the left plot is the full scan
and the right plot is a zoom-in of the [15, 20] ps- 1 region in Am,. The contribution
of hadronic and semileptonic BO decays are shown separately (solid gray and dashed
black) and combined (solid black). The horizontal line in the right plot indicates
A = -15, which corresponds to a probability of 5.7 x 10- 7 (5 standard deviations) in
the case of randomly tagged data.
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FIGURE 7.9: CKM [16] fit and CDF experimental measurement of Am,. Each hori-
zontal section of the shaded area represents the interval in which Am, lies with the
level of confidence read on the vertical axis of the plot. Intervals are determined by
a fit which assumes that flavor interactions are completely described by the SM. The
fit does not include any Ams analysis among its inputs. The CDF measurement is
drawn at 1-CL= 31.7%, which corresponds to a la interval.
without input from Am, measurements. The la confidence interval of the CDF mea-
surement is completely contained within the corresponding interval defined by the
CKM fit. However, the size of the intervals for Am,, at different levels of confidence,
indicated by this CKM fit with no Am, information makes this a weak test for the
validity of the SM of flavor interactions.
7.5 Measurement of IVtd/Vtsl and impact on Uni-
tarity Triangle
The previous section presented the measurement of Ams, and the observation of B°
oscillations with a significance larger than 5 standard deviations. This measurement
represents a significant achievement per se, but it also provides a way to get a con-
straint on CKM parameters with unprecedented precision.
The measurement of Amd/Ams, under the assumption that IV,, = IVtbl, allows
for the determination of the side of the unitarity triangle opposed to the angle y with
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Parameter Value
mBo/mBo [117] 0.98390 O0(10-4)
Amd [7] 0.507 ± 0.005 ps- 1
Am, 17.77 ± 0.10 ± 0.07 ps- 1
[14] 1.210 +0.047
TABLE 7.5: Parameters used to determine IVtdl/jVts in Equation 1.3.2.
a 3 - 4% resolution. As was derived in Section 1.3 this ratio can be expressed as:
Am8 - 2 mBy 1VsI2Am = 2mB IVts 2  (1.3.2)
Amd mBo Itdla2 '
where 6 is a parameter from lattice calculations. With the measurements reported in
Table 7.5, the following determination is obtained:
IVtd= 
- 0.2060 ± 0.0007 +0.0081 (7.5.1)1 I1 -. 0060
The first uncertainty refers to the contribution of the Am, measurement only, while
the second includes all other sources, dominated by the theoretical uncertainty of the
parameter 6.
To put the impact of this measurement in perspective, the constraint on the
unitarity triangle obtained in Equation 7.5.1 can be compared to the status as of EPS
2005 [15] in Figure 7.10. This result nicely complements the measurements of sin 20
(or sin 201) and IVubl from Bo -+ 7r-e+vt. The importance of the CDF measurement
of IVtd/Vt,l is also clearly shown by Figure 7.11, where the result of the theoretical
expectation for IVtd/VtsI, the CDF measurement, and the average of Belle [118] and
BaBar [119] measurements are compared.
The resolution of the experimental inputs to Equation 1.3.2 contributes a negligi-
ble part of the total uncertainty on IVtdI/IVtIl. It thus appears necessary to work on
the improvement of the determination of the parameter 6 in order to completely ex-
ploit the information provided by our analysis. It is also interesting to notice that the
relative precision with which Am, is measured, aAm,/Ams, is superior to the relative
precision of the Amd measurement: uam,/Am, - 0.5% vs. UAmd/Am d - 1%. The
precise measurement of Am, presented in this document will thus not be the limiting
factor in IVtdl/IVtsl, even if the precision with which the 6 term, which is obtained
from lattice QCD calculations, were to greatly improve.
A review of the implications of the measurement of Am, in the large class of models
in which the 3 x 3 CKM matrix is unitary and tree-level decays are dominated by
SM contributions is presented in Reference [120]. This measurement imposes strict
constraints on the phase space available to the parameters h. and as, introduced in
Equation 1.4.1, which describe NP contributions to the frequency of B° oscillations
in a model-independent fashion.
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FIGURE 7.10: CKM fits of the unitarity
observation (right) [16].
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FIGURE 7.11: CKM [16] fit and two experimental measurements of IVtd/VtI. Each
horizontal section of the shaded area represents the interval in which IVtd/Vts I lies with
the level of confidence read on the vertical axis of the plot. Intervals are determined
by a fit which assumes that flavor interactions are completely described by the SM.
The fit does not include any Am, analysis among its inputs. The experimental
measurements correspond to the CDF measurement and the average of Belle and
BaBar measurements of IVtd/Vtsl.
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Conclusion
The analysis which resulted in the first observation of time-dependent B° flavor os-
cillations is reported in this dissertation, which focuses on the development of a
neural-network-based same-side tagging algorithm.
This algorithm for same-side flavor tagging exploits the particle-identification and
kinematic information provided by the CDF detector to separate charged hadrons,
such as pions, kaons, and protons. This analysis is one of the first CDF analyses
to fully integrate particle-identification information provided by the CDF Time-Of-
Flight system and the measurement of ionization energy loss in the Central Outer
Tracker. Besides same-side flavor tagging, this information is utilized in the selection
of B' candidates, where it allows for a better separation between signal and back-
ground than in previous selection schemes. The use of particle-identification is one of
the factors which contributed to the significant increase of B° statistics and sensitivity
with respect to analyses which utilized the same sample of CDF data.
The tagging power of the same-side tagging algorithm described in this thesis is
about 4%, when applied to the B° samples reconstructed for this analysis. The same-
side tagger is combined with an opposite-side flavor tagger with a tagging power of
about 1.8%.
It is also interesting to note the importance of the sample of fully hadronic B'
decays, which contribute 90% of the statistical power available to this analysis. The
proper-decay-time resolution achieved in the reconstruction of these candidates is the
reason for their superiority. This points to the great performance of CDF track-
ing and trigger systems, in particular Layer00 and the Secondary Vertex Tracker,
which allowed for the collection of large samples of hadronic B° decays, with excellent
proper-decay-time resolution, providing CDF with a great advantage over competing
experiments.
The reported result is obtained with a dataset corresponding to an integrated
luminosity of about 1 fb-'. The frequency of B° - B oscillations is measured to be:
Ams = 17.77 ± 0.10(stat) ± 0.07(syst) ps- 1 ,
with a significance superior to 5 standard deviations. The signal of B° oscillations is
characterized by an amplitude equal to 1.21 ± 0.20. The consistency of the amplitude
with unity indicates that all components of the analysis are correctly calibrated, which
is a remarkable achievement.
The measurement of Ams provides a stringent constraint on the determination of
CKM parameters. In particular, it is possible to derive the following measurement of
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the Standard Model quantities:
1½dl
= 0.2060 ± 0.0007 +0.0081
-0.0060 
,
where the first uncertainty refers to the contribution from the Am, measurement
only. The second term of the uncertainty is completely dominated by the theoretical
--o
uncertainty. The observation of B° - B, oscillations concludes a twenty-year long
search, and provides an important demonstration of the SM of flavor-interactions.
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Appendix A
PYTHIA Setting for MC
Generation
The PYTHIA version which is used in CDF is 6.216. The PYTHIA input parameters
for the MC sample described in Chapter 4, which differ from the default settings, are
briefly described in this Appendix. The parameters which differ are:
* Tune A (Rick Field tuning) for the underlying event has been used [72, 73].
* B** rate of 20% has been chosen.
* Default values for B** masses and widths were replaced by recent measure-
ments [62].
* The Lund string fragmentation model has been used. As input to this fragmen-
tation model a so-called z variable (Equation 4.3.15) is needed, which describes
the ratio of momenta taken by the B meson from the string. For high z values
the B meson tends to have higher momentum and the average number of par-
ticles formed out of the string is accordingly lower. There are various different
z variable distributions on the market. The default shape for this distribution
(symmetric Lund [90]) has been used for the light (u,d,s) strings, while for the
heavy quarks (c,b) the Peterson fragmentation function [91] with the tuning
parameter e = 0.006, has been used. This is not the PYTHIA default but it is
needed later for tuning of the z variable distribution of the b string.
The following tcl switches were used to generate the PYTHIA-MC sample described
in Chapter 4:
module enable Pythia
module talk Pythia
PythiaMenu
msel set 1
cmEnergy set 1960
commonMenu
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setckin -index=3 -value=5.
setckin -index=4 -value=-1.
// Tuning Pythia for Underlying event
// Prescription "A" from Rick Field
------------------------------------
// PDFs - CTEQ Set 5L (LO)
// These settings are only valid for CTEQ5L
set//mstp -index=51 -value=4046
setmstp -index=51 -value=4046
set.mstp -index=52 -value=2
-----------------------------------
// Set ISR max scale factor parameter
// Old ISR setting with more initial-state radiation
setparp -index=67 -value=4.0
------------------------------------
// Multiple Interaction parameters
// turn m.i. ON
setmstp -index=81 -value=1
----------------------------------------------------
// assume single gaussian hadronic matter distr. turn off at
set.mstp -index=82 -value=4.0
----------------------------------------------------
// turn-off parameters
set.parp -index=82 -value=2.0
// Warm-Core: 507 of matter in radius 0.4
setparp -index=83 -value=0.5
setparp -index=84 -value=0.4
-------------------------------------------------
// probability of gg interaction with colour connection
// Almost Nearest Neighbor
setparp -index=85 -value=0.9
// total probability of gg interactions
setparp -index=86 -value=0.95
// reference energy scale for m.i.
setparp -index=89 -value=1800.
setparp -index=90 -value=0.25
--------------------------------------------------
// set top mass
set_pmas -masscode=6 -mass=175.
// -------- setup the fragmentation function in PYTHIA ---
// Peterson with epsilon = 0.006
set.mstj -index=11 -value=3
set_parj -index=55 -value=-0.006
//------------- setup the B** rates------------------
set_parj -index=14 -value=0.2
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set_parj -index=15 -value=0.0666667
set_parj -index=16 -value=0.0666667
set_parj -index=17 -value=0.0666667
// --------------- override B** and D** masses and widths ---------
// B**
set_pmas -masscode=10521
set_pmas -masscode=10511
setpmas -masscode=20523
setpmas -masscode=20513
setpmas -masscode=10523
setpmas -masscode=10513
setpmas -masscode=525
set_pmas -masscode=515
// D**
set-pmas -masscode=10421
setpmas -masscode=10411
set-pmas -masscode=20423
set_pmas -masscode=20413
set pmas -masscode=10423
setpmas -masscode=10413
setpmas -masscode=425
setpmas -masscode=415
// Ds**
set_pmas -masscode=10433
setpmas -masscode=435
exit
exit
exit
-mass=5.70 -width=0.200
-mass=5.70 -width=0.200
-mass=5.73 -width=0.200
-mass=5.73 -width=0.200
-mass=5.73 -width=0.020
-mass=5.73 -width=0.020
-mass=5.74 -width=0.020
-mass=5.74 -width=0.020
-mass=2.31 -width=0.300
-mass=2.31 -width=0.300
-mass=2.43 -width=0.300
-mass=2.43 -width=0.300
-mass=2.42 -width=0.020
-mass=2.42 -width=0.020
-mass=2.46 -width=0.020
-mass=2.46 -width=0.020
-maxdev=0.10
-maxdev=0.10
-maxdev=0.10
-maxdev=0.10
-maxdev=0.05
-maxdev=0.05
-maxdev=0.05
-maxdev=0.05
-maxdev=0.10
-maxdev=0.10
-maxdev=0.10
-maxdev=0.10
-maxdev=0.05
-maxdev=0.05
-maxdev=0.05
-maxdev=0.05
-mass=2.536 -width=0.002 -maxdev=0.0001
-mass=2.572 -width=0.015 -maxdev=0.0005
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Appendix B
B+ and BO data and MC samples
This appendix complements the information presented in Chapter 3 and 4. The data
and MC samples of B+ and Bo mesons which are described in this appendix are
utilized to cross-check the work performed on the same-side flavor tagger presented
in Chapter 6. They provide an important test because of their large number of events,
compared to the Bo data samples.
In particular, this section concentrates on the samples which are utilized to verify
the validity of the work on same-side flavor tagging. The reconstructed B+ and B+
decay chains are the following:
* B+  D07r+, ID -+ K+7r-;
* Bo -+ D-r +, D- -+ K+7r--;
" B+ -+ J/IK + , J/I - i + p - ;
* Bo -+ J/,K*o, J/ V p+I-, K*O -+ K+r - .
The samples collected correspond to the Od period of data-taking, which is defined in
Section 3.2, for a total integrated luminosity of 355 pb -1 .
The trigger paths utilized to collect the fully-hadronic decay modes are the BCHARM,
LOWPT, and HIGHPT scenarios of two-track triggers. The trigger requirements are
explained in Section 3.1. Candidates decayed in modes with a J/1 in the final state
are instead collected using the DIMUON trigger path, which is defined as follows:
Level-1
- two XFT tracks with opposite charge;
- each XFT track is matched to two muon stubs;
- pXFT > 1.5(2.2) GeV/c for each CMU (CMX) muon;
- Acp 6(CMU, CMU) < 1350, no cut on Ap 6(CMU, CMX);
Level-2
- no cuts: events which pass Level-i are automatically accepted by Level-2;
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Cut B+ --+ D-r +  Bo -+ D-r +
rX (B) < 15 15
X2(D) < 15 15
Ido(B)I [1m] < 80 110
Lxyl/aL,(B) > 7 11
Lxy(D -+ B) [pm] > -150 -300
pT(B) [GeV/c] > 5.5 5.5
pT(lrB) [GeV/c] > 1.0 1.2
AR(D, rB) < 2.0 1.5
TABLE B.1: Selection criteria for fully hadronic B+ and Bo candidates. The label 7rB
indicates the bachelor pion produced in the decay of a B+ or Bo meson.
Cut B+ -+ J/IpK+  Bo -+ J/IbK*o
P(B) > 10- 3  10-
rX (B) < 225
Lxy/aLU,,(B) > 4.5 4.5
atO, (B) [cm] < 0.04 0.04
pT(B) [GeV/c] > 5.0 5.0
pT(K +,*O) [GeV/c] > 1.0 1.0
ImK, - mK*o I [MeV/c 2] < - 50
TABLE B.2: Selection criteria for di-muon B+ and Bo candidates.
Level-3
- mass mP between 2.7 GeV/c 2 and 4.0 GeV/c 2.
The
type
triggers that belong to the family of DIMUON triggers are differentiated by the
of muon-pair which they require: (CMU,CMU) or (CMU,CMX).
B.1 Selection of data samples
The selection of B+ and Bo candidates is performed by applying rectangular cuts.
The method is analogous to the one adopted to select B° semileptonic decays (Sec-
tion 3.4.1), while the selection of hadronic B° candidates is based on a Neural Network
(Section 3.4.2). The value of the cuts is chosen by optimizing S//S 7+B, where the
amount of signal S, in a predefined signal region, is evaluated in a BGENERATOR-
MC sample of signal events, while the number of background events B is measured
extrapolating the mass fit of the sidebands in data. The upper sideband only is
utilized in the case of B+ -+ D -r+ and B° -+ D-r+ decays, while both upper and
lower sidebands are used in the case of the J/IK+'*o decay modes. The selection cuts
utilized are summarized in Table B.1 and B.2, for fully hadronic and di-muon modes,
respectively.
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Decay Sequence Yield
B+ -4 Du+ 9270
BO - D-Tr+  8040
B+ -+ J/IK +  5240
BO -+ J/IK*O 2360
TABLE B.3: B+ and Bo signal yields. The quoted numbers corresponds to an inte-
grated luminosity of , 355 fb-1.
The yields of B+ and Bo candidates collected in 355 pb-1 of integrated luminosity
are reported in Table B.3. The yields of Bo candidates, in the same data sample, are
one order of magnitude smaller.
B.2 Monte Carlo samples of B+ and BO mesons
The PYTHIA-MC samples utilized for the study of same-side tagging are prepared
and tuned following the directions explained in Chapter 4. This section presents
the data-MC-simulation comparison of the quantities that are expected to have the
greatest influence on the performance of an algorithm for same-side flavor tagging.
The plots with the comparison of data and simulated events are divided in three
sets. The plots in the first set present the comparison of the distributions of the track
variables utilized to select tagging track candidates: impact parameter significance
do/crdo, the separation in q-cp space AR, the longitudinal separation Azo between
the tagging track candidate and the reconstructed B meson, the pseudorapidity q,
and the number of hits in the silicon detector. Each distribution is produced by
applying all the cuts used for the selection of tag candidates, which are presented in
Section 6.3, except the one on the quantity which is being tested. The comparison of
the distributions in data and simulated events of the number of tag candidates found
per B candidate is shown too. Figures B.1 to B.4 present the distributions relative
to B+ -J D°-+, Bo -+ D-r+, B+ - J/I/K+, and Bo -+ J/0K*O, in the same order.
The second set of plots contains the comparison between the distributions, in
data and PYTHIA-MC, of transverse momentum, impact parameter, transverse decay
length and transverse decay length resolution of the reconstructed B candidates. The
plots for B+ and Bo candidates, reconstructed in fully hadronic modes and in decay
chains containing a J/I, are presented in Figures B.5 to B.8.
The plots in the third set compare the distribution of CLL (Equation 6.5.3), the
variable utilized to perform particle identification. The four plots in Figure B.9 show
the comparison of the distributions of CLL in data and PYTHIA-MC simulation for
the B+ and Bo decay modes utilized throughout this appendix.
The distributions presented in this section show a good agreement between data
and simulated events for all the characteristics that are important to assess the per-
formance of a same-side tagging algorithm. Figure 6.12 completes the data-MC-
simulation comparison by showing a good agreement between the performance of
the maxCLL algorithm for same-side tagging measured in data and calculated in
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Sample SD (D2) [%]
Data Simulation
B+ --+ - 30.4 ± 1.3 29.0 ± 0.3
BO -4 D-T +  19.0 ± 2.5 17.2 + 0.4
B+ - + J/' K +  26.4 ± 2.1 28.5 ± 0.2
BO -+ J/OK*O 13.6 ± 5.4 16.8 + 0.3
TABLE B.4: max p~' algorithm of Same-Side Tagging. The dilution is measured in
data and PYTHIA-MC samples. The quoted uncertainty is statistical only.
Sample SD (D2) [%]
Data Simulation
B+ --+ D- 25.7 ± 1.3 27.5 ± 0.2
BO -± D-r +  17.6 ± 2.3 17.4 ± 0.4
B+  J/ O K +  23.9 + 2.2 27.0 ± 0.2
BO - J/p K *o 13.7 ± 5.5 17.9 + 0.3
TABLE B.5: Particle-identification-based algorithm of Same-Side Tagging. The di-
lution is measured in data and PYTHIA-MC samples. The quoted uncertainty is
statistical only.
PYTHIA-MC samples of reconstructed B+ and Bo candidates.
B.3 Performance of same-side taggers
The data and MC samples of B+ and Bo candidates presented in this appendix allows
one to perform an important test for same-side taggers. Because B+ mesons do not
mix, and Bo mesons mix with a known frequency which is measurable with precision
with CDF data, it is possible to measure tagging performance directly on these data
samples, and compare these results with the ones obtained on simulated events. The
agreement between the results in data and in MC samples confirm the validity of
utilizing a B° MC sample to calibrate same-side taggers, and then apply the results
of the calibration on MC events to BO data.
Tables B.4 and B.5 show the level of agreement achieved between the performances
of the max p' and max CLL algorithms for same-side tagging measured in data and
calculated in PYTHIA-MC samples of B+ and Bo candidates. The agreement between
the effective dilution measured in data and calculated in PYTHIA-MC samples is
always better than two standard deviations.
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FIGURE B.1: Data-PYTHIA-MC-simulation comparison of track variables. These
track variables will be utilized to preselect tagging track candidates. From left to right,
and top to bottom, are plotted the distributions for: impact parameter significance
do/ado, angular separation AR(B, trk), Azo(B, trk), pseudorapidity 7, number of hits
in the silicon detectors (LOO, SVX or ISL), and number of SST tag candidates, after
all cuts. Each plotted distribution is produced utilizing the sample of tracks which
satisfy the requirements for being a tag candidate except for the cut on the variable
shown. These distributions are from the B+ -+ Dr+, o -+ K+7r- data and MC
samples.
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FIGURE B.2: Data-PYTHIA-MC-simulation comparison of track variables. These
track variables will be utilized to preselect tagging track candidates. From left to right,
and top to bottom, are plotted the distributions for: impact parameter significance
do/Jdo, angular separation AR(B, trk), Azo(B, trk), pseudorapidity 7r, number of hits
in the silicon detectors (LOO, SVX or ISL), and number of SST tag candidates, after
all cuts. Each plotted distribution is produced utilizing the sample of tracks which
satisfy the requirements for being a tag candidate except for the cut on the variable
shown. These distributions are from the Bo -+ D-7+, D- -+ K+~ir- data and MC
samples.
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FIGURE B.3: Data-PYTHIA-MC-simulation comparison of track variables. These
track variables will be utilized to preselect tagging track candidates. From left to right,
and top to bottom, are plotted the distributions for: impact parameter significance
do/Jdo, angular separation AR(B, trk), Azo(B, trk), pseudorapidity ij, number of hits
in the silicon detectors (LOO, SVX or ISL), and number of SST tag candidates, after
all cuts. Each plotted distribution is produced utilizing the sample of tracks which
satisfy the requirements for being a tag candidate except for the cut on the variable
shown. These distributions are from the B+ -+ J/IK +, J/1 --4 p+p- data and MC
samples.
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data and MC samples.
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Appendix C
Additional SST algorithms studied
Two algorithms for same-side flavor tagging have been studied into detail: maxp~'
(Section 6.4), based on kinematic characteristics of tag candidates, and max CLL,
which utilizes particle-identification information (Section 6.5). The analysis of Bo -
BN oscillations which provided the first measurement of Am, [17] used the particle-
identification-based algorithm, which had proved to perform better than the maxp~'
one. This appendix documents the attempts to combine the two algorithms that have
been discarded in favor of the neural-network-based algorithm described in Chapter 6.
C.1 Combination of max p' and max CLL deci-
sions
The simplest way, in terms of the available quantities, to combine the kinematic
information contained in the max prel algorithm to the particle-identification-based
one, max CLL, is to consider the two algorithms as independently providing two tag
decisions with their respective dilutions. It is natural to derive the dilution of the
combined tag decision as follows [98]:
D12' =' (C.1.1)
where D1 and D2 indicate the candidate-by-candidate dilution of the max p' 1 and
max CLL tagging algorithms, respectively. The tag decision of the combination cor-
responds to the decision of the tagger with the larger dilution. The quantity )D'
directly represents the true dilution of the event only in the case of two independent
taggers. Correlations between the two algorithms which enter the combination in
Equation C.1.1 are expected. However, D' still represents a useful approximation
of the true dilution, and is chosen to parametrize the true candidate-by-candidate
dilution.
Events have been split in two samples, whether the decisions of the two algorithms
in Equation C.1.1 agree or disagree, and in both samples the relation between D' and
the true dilution is polynomial, as shown in Figures C.1. The parameters of the fits
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Parameter Agreement Disagreement
a0  -0.009 + 0.005 0.083 + 0.026
al -0.079 + 0.106 0.404 + 0.139
a2  1.973 + 0.481
a3  -1.060 + 0.515
TABLE C.1: Result of the fit for the parameterization of the dilution as a func-
tion of D' = 1+1,2 where D1 and D2 indicate the candidate-by-candidate dilution
of the max pr' and max CLL tagging algorithms, respectively. In the case of dis-
agreement between the decisions of the two taggers, the following definition holds:
)' = M 1-V 2 A > )2.
1-DI•21
[%] Od Oh Oi
e 52.1 ± 0.3 52.2 ± 0.3 52.6 + 0.3
SD 99.1 ± 2.3 93.5 ± 2.3 93.2 ± 2.3
SV (2) 28.9 ± 0.7 27.4 ± 0.7 27.2 ± 0.7
TABLE C.2: Results of the fit on MC events for the scale factor of the same-side
tagger which uses the combination of max p~ and max CLL algorithms, described in
Sections 6.4 and 6.5. The tagging algorithm is applied to a PYTHIA-MC sample of
B° -- D-r + , D- -+ 0or- candidates.
of the distributions of the true dilution in bins of D' are shown in Table C.1.
Using the described parameterizations, the tagger is applied to a MC sample,
divided in the three periods of data-taking defined in Section 4.3. Following the
tagger-calibration procedure described in Section 6.1, a scale factor S- is calculated
for each of the three periods of data-taking. The obtained scale factors are reported
in Table C.2. The scale factor is very close to unity in the case of Od MC events,
because that was the sample used to derive the parameterization in Table C.1. The
degradation of SST performance in Oh and Oi reflects the decrease in the power
of the particle identification described in References [121] and [87]. In particular,
a degradation in the performance of the TOF detector is observed, quantified in a
- 20% reduction of the arrival time resolution in Oh data with respect to Od data,
and a reduction of the TOF efficiency of about 10%.
The algorithm for same-side tagging presented in this section performs worse than
the ANN-based algorithm described in Section 6.6. Quoting from Equation 6.10.2 and
Table C.2, the parameterized dilutions S-Df(2 of the ANN-based and of the CLL-
based tagging algorithms are 30.2 ± 0.7 and 28.9 ± 0.7, respectively. These figures are
calculated on the same PYTHIA-MC sample of B° -+ D,--r + , D- -+ o7r- decays. The
-0
ANN-based algorithm has thus been favored for this analysis of B° - B, oscillations.
C.1.1 Study of correlations
In this section the correlations between the maxp•' and max CLL algorithms (Sec-
tions 6.4 and 6.5) are analyzed in an attempt to understand whether it is actually
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between the individual decisions of the max p' and max CLL algorithms, described
in Sections 6.4 and 6.5.
possible to produce an algorithm by combining the two algorithms, as described in
Equation C.1.1, which performs better than the maxCLL one.
The number of events in which the decision of the maxpfl+maxCLL algorithm
is different from the maxCLL-only decision is 1.3%, with a very small uncertainty
(the number of tagged MC candidates is about 15 thousand). The effect of combining
the taggers thus consists in the increased dilution of the event when the two taggers
agree. Events can be thus divided in two samples, according to the agreement between
the decisions of the max CLL and the max p'l algorithms, which will be analyzed
separately.
The max CLL and max •' decisions agree in 89.0 ± 0.3% of the cases in which
a tag is assigned to both. The classification of candidates is extended by further
subdividing the classes of tag decisions by other characteristics of the candidate. The
first classification is based on the agreement between the decisions of max CLL and
max pr' algorithms. The first class is further subdivided in three distinct samples:
* the tag candidate track is unique,
* the tag candidate tracks have the same charge,
* the tag candidate tracks do not have the same charge,
- max CLL and max p~' decision agree,
- max CLL and max p~' decision disagree.
Tag candidate tracks are defined by the selection cuts presented in Section 6.3. Each
of these four classes is finally divided in three subclasses, whether the tag candidate
with the max CLL is strongly identified as a kaon (CLL > 2), it is very likely a pion
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I 0 0.1 0:2 0.3 0.4 0.5
*--= = a.-- ..........
............ 
I
) 0:1 0: 0: 0: 0 -· - -· -5-- ·
Class
Unique tag candidate
Tag cands w/ same charge
Tag cands w/ diff. charges
max CLL and max pre agree
Tag cands w/ diff. charges
max CLL and max pe' disagree
Cut
CLL > 2
CLL < -2
ICLLI < 1
CLL > 2
CLL < -2
ICLLI < 1
CLL > 2
CLL < -2
ICLLI < 1
CLL > 2
CLL < -2
ICLLI < 1
Fraction [%]
2.0 ± 0.1
31.1 ± 0.4
11.8 ± 0.3
0.4 ±
3.7±
3.0 ±
4.7±
4.2 ±
8.9 ±
4.8
1.1
4.4
0.1
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.3
0.1
0.1
0.1
TABLE C.3:
in the text.
Fraction of events in the different max CLL and maxp~l classes defined
(CLL < -2) or there is small particle-identification information (ICLLI < 1). The
distribution of CLL, defined in Equation 6.5.3, for kaons, pions, and protons in a
PYTHIA-MC sample, is shown in Figure 6.5. Events with 1 < ICLLI < 2 are not
included in the set of plots in favor of plots which present classes with well defined
particle-identification characteristics (kaons, pions and little particle-identification in-
formation). Twelve subclasses are thus defined and the scatter plots in Figures C.2-
C.5 show interesting correlations between the raw dilution D', which is almost linearly
correlated to the true dilution, and the parameterized dilutions of the max CLL and
max pfel algorithms. The populations of the various classes are reported in Table C.3.
The largest improvement in candidate-by-candidate dilution over the max CLL-
only algorithm is expected in the case of the classes which contain tag candidates
with I max CLL I < 1. In fact, when CLL information tags the track as a kaon (CLL
> 2), max CLL constitutes a very powerful tagger which dominates the combination
in Equation C.1.1, as shown by the leftmost plots in Figures C.2-C.5. When CLL
information is weak, the maxpr;l algorithm contributes to the total dilution. This
behavior is proved by the central plots in the same set of figures. In the last case,
when maxCLL < -2 (rightmost plots in Figures C.2-C.5), the max pr1 algorithm
completely drives the assignment of the event dilution, but the scale factor, in this
bin of CLL, is very close to zero, because tag candidates are likely to be pions and
thus have no tagging information.
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[%] Od
E 52.1 ± 2.8
SE) 104.1 + 2.8
S-D, ( 2) 29.8 ± 0.8
TABLE C.4: Performance of the SST on MC events, upgraded with the parameteri-
zation of the dilution in terms of both CLL and PT of the tag candidate track, in a
PYTHIA-MC sample of B° -+ D-7r+ , D- --+ %o- decays.
C.2 Parameterization of V with CLL and PT
The more traditional way to extract useful information from a MC sample is to
introduce a parameterization for candidate-by-candidate dilution *D in two variables,
rather than using a single-variable parameterization. The PYTHIA-MC sample of tag
candidates for B° -+ DS-7 + , Ds -+ q'r- decays produced for this analysis is divided
in bins of CLL and, subsequently, in bins of PT, because these two variables showed, in
previous studies, strong correlations with the candidate-by-candidate dilution. The
tag decision is based on the charge of the track with the maximum CLL. Thus,
the new tag algorithm is identical to the max CLL one used before, except for the
dilution of the B° candidate, which is now parameterized in terms of the CLL and the
transverse momentum of the tagging track. With respect to the max CLL-only SST
algorithm, the decision is identical but the weight (i.e., the dilution) of the candidate
is different, including also information from the kinematic of the tagging track. No
additional parameterization in PT has been introduced in the lowest bin in CLL,
CLL < -2. For these candidates, the dilution is parameterized only in terms of CLL
of the selected tagging track. In fact, the tag track in events of this class is well
identified as being a pion and thus have no tagging power. This assumption has been
tested by fitting for the scale factor of the SST algorithm in the set of events with
maxCLL < -1 and finding the scale factor consistent with zero (Sv = 3.0 ± 1.2%).
The results of the parameterizations are shown in Figure C.6. Events are divided
in two major classes: whether all the tag candidate tracks have the same charge
or not. In the former case, no decision has to be made, while in the latter the tag
decision corresponds to the charge of the track with the maximum CLL. The resulting
scale factor and the performance of the tagger based on the CLL and PT of the tag
candidate track are reported in Table C.4.
Despite offering the best performance among the algorithm presented in this
appendix (the results for S- () of the three algorithms are presented in Ta-
bles C.2, C.4, and C.6), it has been decided not to utilize the combined CLL-pT
parameterization in the upgrade of the SSKT. The statistics of the MC sample, while
large enough to provide an accurate parameterization of the dilution in terms of a
single variable (max CLL or PT of the track with the maximum prel in the previ-
ous study), is not sufficient to derive a robust and stable parameterization in two
variables, as shown by some of the plots in Figure C.6.
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Parameter B+  Bo Bo
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b 1.499 1.813 1.870
c [(GeV/c) -1 ] 0.801 1.011 1.496
TABLE C.5: Parameters used to describe pT-dependent dilution correction factor.
C.3 CLL + PT Parameterization
The idea developed in this section is to use a parametrization of tagging track CLL
and of tagging track PT for the predicted event-by-event dilution. This new algorithm
keeps the tagging decision according to the max CLL algorithm, but the parameter-
ization of the predicted dilution is improved.
By using maxprl' to select the tagging track, a dependence of the dilution on
the track pT is found, as seen in Figure C.7. This has been exploited already, as
summarized in Section 6.4, to improve the tagging performance of this algorithm.
The functional form used to describe the shape of the pT dependence of the dilution
has been parametrized as:
D(pr) = a - Oe - nT . (C.3.1)
This expression is found to appropriately model the distribution of average dilution
in bins of pT of tag candidates. As expected, a similar dependency of the dilution as
a function of tagging track pr is seen when max CLL is utilized to select the tagging
track (Figure C.8).
Unfortunately, the statistics of the available MC sample was too small to derive
reliable dilution parameterizations as a function of pT in different bins of CLL. This
limitation is dictated by the large computing power required to produce PYTHIA-MC
events. Therefore, the unbinned maximum-likelihood fitter was utilized to determine
a unique overall pT-dependent term that can be interpreted as a correction function to
be applied to the original candidate-by-candidate dilution returned by the max CLL
algorithm, which is parameterized with a function of CLL only. The predicted dilu-
tion is thus described as:
D(CLL, pT) = D(CLL) - D(pT) ,
D(CLL) = a+- -. e 1-er x - CLL
D(pT) = a - be-P (C.3.2)
D(CLL) is the very same parameterization which has already been derived in the
previous study and shown in Figure 6.7. The parameters a, b and c are the same
for all events. No separation between events with agreeing or disagreeing charges of
tagging track candidates is made. The parameters a, b, and c, found by fitting the
PYTHIA-MC sample of B° -+ Dy-r+ , D- --+ 5°7r- decays in the Od configuration, are
listed in Table C.5. The correction functions obtained fitting PYTHIA-MC samples
of Bo -4 D-r + , B+ -- D 7r+, and Bo -+ D-7r+ decays, are displayed in Figure C.9.
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[%] B+  Bo B0
MC (d) S 100.0± 0.9 100.0± 1.9 100.0± 2.4
S,DV< D >2 28.3± 0.2 18.2± 0.4 29.3± 0.8
data (0d) S, 100.1± 4.9 102.7± 15.1
S V< D >2 29.3± 1.3 18.6± 2.7
MC (Oh) S, 97.8± 0.9 98.8± 1.9 96.8± 2.4
S,•< -D >2 27.9± 0.3 18.0± 0.4 28.4± 0.7
data (Oh) SD 99.2± 4.2 97.5± 13.3
Sv< <V >2 29.0± 1.1 17.8± 2.4 -
MC (0i) SV 98.4± 0.9 96.1± 1.9 97.9± 2.4
SDV< ~ D>2 28.0± 0.2 17.5± 0.4 28.6± 0.7
data (0i) S 93.7± 6.6 79.2± 24.0 -
S,f,/< D >2 26.5± 1.7 14.3± 4.3
TABLE C.6: Performance of parameterized max CLL +pT algorithm in data and MC.
The tagging performances, as measured in data and calculated in MC samples,
using this pT-dependent correction factor for the predicted dilution are listed in Ta-
ble C.6. As the parameterization has been derived using the unbinned fitter, the dilu-
tion scale factor has to be 100% by definition for the Od MC sample. Good data-MC-
simulation agreement between the scale factors and effective dilutions measured in
data and MC samples of B+ -+ D-r+, -5 -+ K+r - and Bo -+ D-r+, D- -+ K+r-r-
decays is shown in Table C.6.
For a more complete comparison, the results of the max CLL algorithm only ap-
plied on the B+ --+ 5-+,) 0 -+ K+r - and Bo -+ D-r+,D- -+ K+r-ir data and
MC samples are reported in Table C.7. The comparison of Table C.6 and Tab. C.7
shows that the improvement provided by the introduction of a pT-dependent cor-
rection function, compared with the use of a CLL-only parameterization, which is
observed in B+ - o+ and Bo -+ D-r+ decays in PYTHIA-MC samples is as well
confirmed in data.
An absolute gain in dilution between 0.8 and 1.1% on the B° MC sample is ob-
served. This transform to a relative gain of 5-8% in Ec2 (Table C.8), depending on
the sample (Od, Oh or Oi). This improvement over the original max CLL algorithm is
smaller than the one provided by the ANN-based algorithm described in Section 6.6,--0
which has been finally chose for this analysis of B° - B, oscillations.
In order to check that the improvement found on the B° -+ D--r+, D- -+ o°r-
PYTHIA-MC sample is properly estimated and does not come from over-tuning on
the MC sample, the following test has been performed. The sample is split up in
two halves, a dilution correction function is derived on one half with the following
parametrization:
D(pT) = 1.405 - 1.611e - 1.432*p. (C.3.3)
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[%]
MC (Od) S-
SD V< D >2
data (Od) SD
SDV< D> 2
MC (oh) SD
SE) < D >2
data (Oh) SSV< D < >2
A4c0 n-\ S-D
SDV/<  D >2
data (0i) S-
Sv< D >2
100.0± 0.9
27.5±
98.5±
27.8±
96.1±
27.2±
95.6±
27.4±
97.1±
27.2±
94.5±
26.3±
0.2
5.1
1.3
0.9
0.3
4.4
1.2
0.9
0.2
6.7
2.0
B0
98.5± 2.1
17.4± 0.4
101.0± 15.7
18.3 + 2.8
95.3± 2.1
16.6± 0.4
93.1± 13.9
16.8± 2.5
96.1± 2.1
17.4+ 0.4
76.2± 24.3
13.7± 4.3
TABLE C.7: Performance of parameterized max CLL algorithm in data and MC.
pT tagging track [GeV/c] pT tagging track [GeV/c]
FIGURE C.7: Parameterization for the dilution of maxpr' algorithm as a function of
the PT of the tagging track for cases of agreeing tagging candidate charges (left) and
disagreeing ones (right), for BO -4 DT7r+, D,- - 0 07r- candidates.
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98.8± 2.5
28.5± 0.7
94.4± 2.5
27.3I 0.7
96.4± 2.5
27.9± 0.7
2 4 6
pT tagging track [GeV/c]
,0.40
E 0.35
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00.30
CZ
,0.25
.50.20
3'0.15
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2 4 6
pT tagging track [GeV/c]
FIGURE C.8: Distribution of the dilution of maxCLL algorithm as a function of
the PT of the tagging track for cases of agreeing tagging candidate charges (left) and
disagreeing ones (right) for B° -+ D; r+, D; --+ 0or candidates.
C
.-0
0
.o
2?0
0
g
Pr PT
FIGURE C.9: Correction function for the predicted dilution as a function of the pr
of the tagging track for B+ (left), Bo (center) and B° (right). The parameters have
been derived fitting Od-like MC samples.
This parametrization yields an effective dilution of SV ((D2 = 30.3 ± 0.7% on the
subsample it has been derived on, and SV (D2) = 28.3 ± 0.7% on the other one.
The effective dilution on those two subsamples without the correction factor was
S (/-2) = 29.7 ± 0.7% and SV (72) = 27.2 ± 0.7%, respectively. The gain is as
well present in the control sample, thus proving that introducing the tagging track
PT dependent dilution correction gives a small but real improvement.
Using the predicted dilution (D2 ý and the efficiency E from the B° -+ D;Tr + , D -+
0 7r- data sample, and the scale factor S-p from the MC study, the performances re-
ported in Table C.8 are found.
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C
CE0.1
a)
S0.4
S0.3
++
+ I
- I I I
:K B, -+ D,71F MB-D~
i
[%] max CLL algo max CLL + pr algo
Od data S- (V-2) 28.3 ± 2.4 29.2 ± 2.4
Oh data SDx/r 24.2 ± 1.9 25.6 ± 1.9
Oi data SV(/2) 25.8 ± 2.8 26.1 ± 2.8
Od data eS (D)2) 4.0 ± 0.7 4.2 ± 0.7
Oh data ES2 (9 2 ) 2.9 ± 0.5 3.2 ± 0.5
Oi data ES2 (D 2) 3.3 ± 0.7 3.4 ± 0.7
TABLE C.8: Performance of max CLL and max CLL + pT algorithms on BO data.
Statistical errors only are quoted.
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